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STUDY OF GST ON AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO INDIA
Gour Gopal Banik

ABSTRACT
st

Goods and Services Tax has been introduced in India with effect from 1 July, 2017. Thus, it is a new tax system in India. But
from the international point of view, GST is in no way a new tax system. It has already been introduced in 160 countries of the
world. France is the first country to have introduced GST. Hence, it can be said that GST may be a new tax system in India, but it
is not new in the world. Lots of hue and cry was there while introducing GST in any of these 160 countries; and India is not an
exception thereto.
Lots of problems were reported to have occurred at the initial stages of introduction of GST in every country. All such hue
and cry and the problems were at a time set aside; but GST was never thrown out from any country wherever it was once
introduced. Hence, the questions that arise in mind are: What are the problems that create hurdles while introducing GST in any
country? and secondly, what are the positive inherent strengths in GST that defend this tax system against all such hurdles and
ultimately help the same to get deeply rooted in the economic system of the country where it is introduced.
This paper plans to make a study of GST on an international perspective with special reference to India.
KEY WORDS: GST, International perspective, ITC, Dual GST, Consumers.

INTRODUCTION:
adopted GST with effect from 1

The basic principle of taxation is as old as the human

st

July, 2017. Goods and

society. Several ancient civilizations, including Greeks and

Services Tax regime did kick-start across the country. Union

Romans, levied taxes on their citizens to pay for military

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley declared, “Most services

expenses and various other public services. Early taxation was

exempted from the tax will continue to be exempted under

not limited to European and Mediterranean Civilizations. The

the GST.”GST is a destination-based single tax on the supply

ancient Chinese societies also levied taxes on their citizens

of goods and services from the manufacturer to the
consumer and is a single indirect tax for the entire country.

and instituted a form of property tax around 600 B.C. that
required 10 percent of the cultivated land should be

However, the questions that still occupy the minds of the
large scale people are mostly the following:

dedicated to the central Government. All production
generated from the dedicated portion of the land used to be

1.

What is GST ?

2.

Will GST Reduce or Increase Price?

3.

Will GST Reduce or Increase GDP?

4.

Is GST a Complex Mechanism?

5.

Is GST a Threat for Business?

GST in 1954. The introduction was required because very high

6.

Is GST a Hindrance for Small Businesses?

sales taxes and tariffs encourage cheating and smuggling. At

7.

Will GST Reduce Corruption?

present, GST is in introduced in 160 countries of the world

8.

Will GST Reduce Social Inequality?

taken as tax. When the United States was founded, the
federal government levied relatively few taxes. As the
country developed, it encountered several cries and conflicts
that prompted changes to the tax code.
Coming to GST, France was the first country to introduce

out of total 195. Malaysia introduced GST in 2015 after strong
debate for long 26 years. Australia, New Zealand, Canada,

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

Congo, Zambia, Seychelles, Germany, Italy, the UK, South

1.

Korea, Japan, China and many other countries have

To study the Problems that create Hurdles while
introducing GST in any country.

introduced GST. The US is the only major economy that does
not have GST; the states enjoy high autonomy in taxation.
Almost in every country, launch of GST was followed by one
problem or the other like price rise, inflation etc. India

2.

To study the Positive Inherent Strengths in GST

3.

which defend this tax system against all hurdles.
To study the History and Mechanism of GST in India.

© SBPIM
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Mulroney and Finance Minister Michael Wilson. GST replaced

METHODOLOGY:
The study is based on secondary data collected from

a hidden 13.5 percent Manufacturers’ Sales Tax. Canada

internet, websites, books, articles, research papers, electronic
media etc.

imposed Dual GST. Some provinces have harmonized their
sales tax with GST. Provincial portion is called “Harmonized

Sample size: Out of total 195 countries in the world,

Sales Tax” (or HST). Canada must change its sales tax rates

already 160 countries have introduced GST before India did.

chart again as Saskatchewan increased its provincial sales tax

Out of these 160 countries, 10 countries including India have
randomly been selected for the purpose of the study.

rate to 6% as at March 23, 2017. The Canadian businesses
and foreign businesses carrying on business in Canada must
update their systems to reflect the new rate for

GST-AN INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE:

Saskatchewan. Besides, Ontario’s ITC recapture rate reduced
from 50% to 25% on July 1, 2017.

GST has the same concept all over the world. In some
countries, VAT is the substitute for GST. But conceptually in

UNITED KINGDOM:

every country, it is a destination-based tax charged on
consumption of goods and services. Almost in every country,

The rate of Purchase Tax was 25 percent at the start

launch of GST was followed by one problem or the other like

of 1973. Then on 1 January 1973, UK joined the European

price rise, inflation etc. But the most debatable issue in every

Economic Community and as a consequence Purchase Tax

country with GST is the rate structure. At the same time, it

was replaced by Value Added Tax on 1 April 1973. VAT is

must be accepted that in India, the political issue with GST is

a consumption tax. It is the third-largest source of

not less important than the economic issue attached with the

government

new tax system. Similar to India, Canada also has dual GST

Insurance. VAT is levied on most goods and services provided

system. Even in Canada, there were strong political issue as a

by registered businesses in UK and some imported from

hurdle while introducing GST, but ultimately GST sustained

outside the European Union. There are complex regulations

despite such opposition forces. Post implementation of GST,

for goods and services imported from within the EU. Under

Canada had to reduce GST rates a couple of times. At the

EU law, the standard rate of VAT in any EU state cannot be

same time, there are examples of some countries which had
even increased GST rates.

lower than 15%. The European Council must approve any

spend a higher proportion of their disposable income on VAT
than the richest people.

France was the first country to implement the GST in

NEW ZEALAND:

1954. This uniform tax regime replaces all other indirect taxes

GST was introduced in New Zealand as a Value Added

such as VAT, Excise and Service Tax. Its introduction (as a

Tax on October 1, 1986 at 10 percent and later increased to

value added tax) was required because very high sales taxes

12.5 percent on June 30, 1989. The GST registered

and tariffs encourage cheating and smuggling. For the

organizations pay GST on the GST-liable sales and GST-liable

purpose of establishing a single market made up of the

supplies (i.e. pay GST on the difference between what they

member states of the European Union, a number of

sell and what they buy). The Department of Inland

directives on VAT had been enacted since 1967. The rules

Revenue has released a special report on the recent

relating to the scope, the tax base, the payment, the

Taxation

territoriality of goods and services as well as reporting
(French: taxe

sur

been
la

partially

valeur

tax and National

of VAT claim it is a regressive tax because the poorest people

FRANCE :

have

after income

temporary reduction of VAT in the public interest. Opponents

GST EXPERIENCE IN SELECT COUNTRIES:

requirements

revenue,

harmonized.

ajoutée,

TVA)

VAT
is

(Annual

Rates

for

2016-17,

Closely

Held

Companies, and Remedial Matters) Act and the changes it
makes to the GST treatment of services related to land. The

a

new rules came into force on 1 April 2017. The changes

general consumption tax, which applies to goods and services

apply GST to a wider range of services, particularly

located in France. TVA is a proportional tax on output

professional services, supplied to non-residents who are

collected by the companies and ultimately completely

outside of New Zealand and which closely relate to land in

supported by the final buyer, i.e. the consumer, since it is
included in the price of goods or services.

New Zealand. The new rules will similarly ensure that,
when these services are provided in relation to land

CANADA:

outside New Zealand (whether to residents or to nonresidents), they are not charged with GST.

GST was introduced in Canada as a multi-level valueadded tax on January 1, 1991 by Prime Minister Brian
2
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GST is perhaps the most direct and effective tool in terms of

MALAYSIA:
During the government reading of the 2014 budget,

rising tax revenue. It has a relatively broader tax base and it is

Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak announced a GST at

also the second-largest source of revenue, just behind the

the rate of 6% starting on 1 April 2015. This replaced the

corporate income tax,” said Mr Seah. “Hiking the GST is

Sales

in

politically challenging given its regressive nature? In this

Malaysia after strong debate for long 26 years. There were

regard, timing is crucial. With the next general election due in

huge protests against introduction of GST in Malaysia.

2020, policymakers will have to act fast.” He estimates that a

Consumer confidence nosedived; inflation went up and there

one percentage point hike would raise tax revenue of about

was anti-GST protests in capital Kuala Lumpur. The things
were settled down after the initial resistances.

S$1.6 billion to S$1.8 billion, equivalent to about 0.4 per cent
of Singapore's nominal gross domestic product.

EUROPEAN UNION:

AUSTRALIA:

and

Services

Tax.

GST

was

implemented

GST was introduced in Australia by the Howard

European Union Value Added Tax (EU VAT) is a value

st

added tax encompassing member states in the European

Government on 1

Union Value Added Tax Area. Joining in this is compulsory for

Federal wholesale sales tax system and designed to phase out

July, 2000. It replaced the previous

each member states of the Union. As a consumption tax, the

a number of various State and Territory Government taxes,

EU VAT tax is imposed on the consumption of goods and

Duties and liveries. GST does not apply to exports and the

services in the EU VAT area. The EU VAT's key issue asks

items consumed outside Australia. Prior to GST, the

where the supply and consumption occurs thereby

Australian Government operated a Wholesale Sales Tax

determining which member state will collect the VAT and

(WST) which imposed a tax on wholesale of goods. WST was

what VAT rate will be charged. The national VAT legislation of

implemented in the 1930s when Australia had an economy

each Member State must comply with the provisions of EU

dominated by goods. Over the years, the country’s economy

VAT law as set out in Directive 2006/112/EC. The Directive

emerged to be more service-based and ultimately GST made

sets out the basic framework for EU VAT. But it allows

its appearance. The Australian government has slated new

Member States some degree of flexibility in implementation

GST legislation to commence on July 1, 2017 and 2018. The

of VAT legislation. Due to such flexibility, different rates of
VAT are allowed in different member states.

new legislation affects business owners and individuals
differently.

SINGAPORE:

CHINA:
st

Several significant changes to China’s tax policies took

GST was introduced in Singapore on 1 April, 1994 at 3
st

place in the first half of 2016. These changes are no surprise

percent, but later on 1 January, 2003, the rate was increased
st

given the Chinese government's directions on how the

to 4 percent and thereafter, on 1 January, 2004 to 5 percent.
st

On 1 July, 2007, the rate was again increased to 7 percent.

economy should be carried forward (Daniel Xu, 2016). With

GST in Singapore is a broad-based one. It is levied on import

its intention to transform the nation into a service-oriented

of goods, as well as nearly all supplies of goods and services.

economy, the government has progressively rolled out the

The only exemptions are for the sales and leases of

business tax (BT) to value added tax (VAT) reform, and the

residential properties and most financial services. The export

final stage was implemented on 1 May, 2016. The last phase

of goods and services are zero-rated. GST was introduced in

of BT-to-VAT reform applies to companies in four sectors:

Singapore as a broad-based one so as to more evenly spread

construction, real estate, financial services and consumer

among the population. GST was introduced as part of a larger

services (such as retail). Manufacturers, which already

exercise to install a tax structure keeping the country’s future

operate under the VAT regime, will now be eligible for tax

in mind. GST rate is likely to be raised by two percentage
points in Budget 2018 as Singapore’s spending needs

breaks on research and development. With this measure, the
state council aims to encourage manufacturers to modernize.

continue to grow, according to DBS senior economist Irvin

INDIA:

Seah (Chia Yan Min (2017). He expects a staggered hike

GST has replaced more than a dozen Indirect Taxes in

implemented over two years to help cushion the impact on

India. The Goods and Service Tax Act was passed

households. His predictions follow comments by Prime

in the Parliament on 29th March 2017. The Act came into

Minister Lee Hsien Loong, who recently said that Singapore

effect on 1 July 2017. Goods and Services Tax Law in India is

will be raising its taxes as government spending grows. “The

a comprehensive, multi-stage, destination-based tax that is

st

3
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levied on every value addition. In simple words, Goods and

11. Introducing a GST won’t stop governments from cutting

Service Tax is an indirect tax levied on the supply of goods
and services.

funds for public services and won’t ensure adequate
funding for pensions and benefits.

PROBLEMS THAT CREATE HURDLES WHILE INTRODUCING
GST:

On introduction of GST in India, the following different
types of disadvantages were pointed out against GST by
different parties:

Implementation of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) in
every country has been accompanied by protests, inflation

1.

Increased cost due to purchase software: The

spikes, compliance burdens on small businesses and more, at

businesses need to either update their existing

least in the short term. India is not an exception to this. The

accounting or ERP software or purchase new software so

following are the reasons for which people generally vote
against GST (Boland, 1998):

as to help the business continue. This leads to increase in
cost.

1.

Once introduced, the rate of a GST is likely to increase:

2.

Being GST-compliant: The GST-compliant invoices must
be issued with details such as GSTN, place of supply etc.

3.

GST will increase in operational costs: The businesses

In most of the countries with a GST, it has been found
that the rate increased by an average of 42.41% within
10-15 years of its introduction.
2.
3.

will have to employ tax professionals.. This will gradually
increase cost burden of the small businesses.

The GST would increase the cost of living. It would be
equivalent to an income cut of 5-10%.

4.

The Australian Democrats will not stop the GST. Even if

Since GST was implemented in the middle of the year i.e.,

the Australian Democrats convince Howard and Costello

on the 1st of July 2017, the businesses followed the old

to exempt food and books from a GST, the prices of all

tax structure for the first 3 months (April, May, and

other goods and services would increase by 5-10% and

June), and GST for the rest of the financial year. This
created confusions for many businesses.

the Democrats are not calling for a comparable wage or
pension increase. If the government exempts food from

5.

GST is an online taxation system: Under GST, the

the GST it is likely that this would apply only to raw food,

businesses have to switch over from pen and paper

as in Britain. Any food bought from a take-away shop,

invoicing and filing, to online return filing and making
payments. This is a problem for some smaller businesses.

cafe or restaurant would still be charged a GST for the
service component.
4.

GST came into effect in the middle of the financial year:

6.

The SMEs will have a higher tax burden: The smaller

The imposition of a GST would eradicate the principle of

businesses, especially in the manufacturing sector will

a tax system based on capacity to pay. People on low

face difficulties under GST. Earlier, only businesses

incomes would pay a GST on 100% of their income

whose turnover exceeded ` 1.5 crore had to pay excise

because they tend to spend 100% of their income on

duty. But now any business whose turnover exceeds

basic expenses. In contrast, rich people pay a GST only on

` 20 lakh will have to pay GST.

a proportion of their income because they spend a much

POSITIVE INHERENT STRENGTHS IN GST THAT DEFEND THIS
TAX SYSTEM:

smaller proportion on living expenses, and save or invest
the rest. Already, the top 20% of income earners pay

The pre-GST scenario was as follows:-

only 17.3% of their incomes in indirect tax, while the
bottom 20%pay 30.8%.

1.

The pre-GST indirect tax system created the tax barriers
which was constantly resisting efficient flow of tax credit
in the supply chain.

5.

The “compensation” offered by the Coalition would not
fully compensate for the impact of a GST.

6.

Some people won’t be compensated at all.

2.

7.

Future governments would be unlikely to increase the
compensation if the GST rate was increased.

The multiple taxes have cascading effect on cost leading
to competitive disadvantage to Indian industry.

3.

Central Sales Tax (CST) on interstate movement of goods

8.

The GST won’t stop tax evasion.

9.

The GST won’t fix the problem of workers on medium
incomes being pushed into the top income tax brackets.

was not integrated with Value Added Tax. Hence, CST
paid on inter-state procurement was neither eligible as a
credit nor be refundable and continues to be an extra
cost of doing business.

10. The GST won’t create jobs.
4
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Manufacturers were unable to avail themselves credit of

compliances and payments and availing input tax credit

state taxes and miscellaneous central taxes, such as VAT

have brought accountability and regulations to the
unorganized sector.

entry tax, octroi, etc against excise duty and vice versa
and these become added costs along the supply chain.

Thus, GST has certainly an inherent power to dominate

Despite the successful implementation of VAT, there

the economy. It is more of an economic issue, rather than a

were still certain shortcomings in its structure. The credit

political one. It exists through evolution. The politicians

of Input VAT was available against Output VAT. The

hardly have much power to influence its inherent strength to

credit of input excise/service tax was available against

dominate the economy. The country remembers that when

output excise/service tax. But the credit of VAT was not

the Manmohan Singh government was in power, the BJP had

available against excise and vice versa. Moreover, VAT

flatly refused to support GST, inspite of the fact that the first

was computed on a value which included excise duty.
This shows that there was still a tax on tax.

discussions on it had been initiated by the Vajpayee
government. After the BJP came to power again in 2014, it
had a rather quick change of heart and started to push the

The post-GST scenario is as follows:GST is believed to have the inherent positive strength to

GST into effect; and what is interesting here to note is that

solve all these problems. GST includes the following in the list
of its advantages:

nowthe same Congress is again opposing GST. The Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley – and even the Manmohan Singh
government before that – has been advocating for the Goods

1.

GST eliminates the cascading effect of tax.

2.

With higher threshold for registration, GST exempts
many small traders and service providers.

3.

The Composition scheme under GST brings down the tax
and compliance burden on many small businesses.

4.

GST is a super simple tax system, since the entire process
starting from registration to filing returns is made online.

due to input tax credit, the price will come down and as such,
the demand will go up. The will result in increase in GDP.

5.

In GST, the number of compliances is lesser than earlier

DUAL GST MODEL FOR INDIA:

and Services tax. Jaitley promises that it will bring a 2% bump
in India’s GDP growth. And it is not only the Union
government – large sections of India’s economic elite are
riding the GST train as well, since the GST Council comprises
representatives of every state. The government believes that

when there were VAT and Service tax, each of which had

6.

In most of the countries, there is a single unified GST

its own returns and compliances; whereas, under GST,
there is just one unified return to be filed.

system that means ‘a single tax’ will be applicable all around

GST has defined treatment for E-commerce operators.

Canada, there is a dual GST system. Under this system, GST is

Earlier, there were differential treatments and confusing

charged by both the federal and state or provincial

compliances for E-commerce in different states. It is for
the first time that GST has clearly mapped out the

governments in the country. India has introduced Dual GST
Model as the following structure:

provisions applicable to the E-commerce sector and since

1.

SGST – State GST, collected by the State Govt.

2.

UTGST – UT GST, collected by the UT.

3.

CGST – Central GST, collected by the Central Govt.

4.

IGST – Integrated GST, collected by the Central Govt.

the country. But in some other countries like Brazil and

these are applicable all over India, there should be no
complication regarding the inter-state movement of
goods any more.
7.

GST has improved the efficiency of logistics. Earlier, the

HISTORY AND MECHANISM OF GST IN INDIA:

logistics industry had to maintain multiple warehouses

8.

across states to avoid the CST and state entry taxes on

In India, GST came into effect from 1 July, 2017. But it

inter-state movement of goods. GST has lessened the

had its framework formed 17 years ago during Atal Bihari

restrictions on inter-state movements. The reduction in

Vajpayee government during the year 2000. In 2000, Atal

unnecessary logistics costs helps to increase profits for

Bihari Vajpayee formed a committee for review on GST under

the businesses involved in the supply of goods through
transportation.

the chairmanship of the then finance minister Asim Dasgupta

Under GST, the unorganised sector is well-regulated. In

preparing the complete model of Goods and Services Taxes.

pre-GST era, it was often seen that certain industries in

This was followed by the Kelkar Task Force which advised to

India

were largely

unify indirect taxes in the form of Goods and Services Taxes.

unregulated and unorganized. The provisions for online

Thereafter, the proposed national level GST in April, 2010 was

like construction

and

textile

of West Bengal. Mr. Dasgupta was given the responsibility of

5
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first placed during the 2006 budget speech. Then in May

But the Government did not leave GST unmonitored

2007, an Empowered Committee of Finance Ministers (State

after its launch on 1 July, 2017. Attempts are being made

Empowered Committee) was constituted to study the impact

continuously to solve all these problems. In the GST Council

of GST on revenue of different states of India and the

Meeting of 10 November, 2017 held in Guwahati, the rates

consequent implementation of Goods and Services Taxes in

of a large number of items have been cut down. Besides, the

the country. During 2008-09, Kelkar Task Force gave a report

GST Council has formed a Group of Ministers (GoM), under

on the draft of GST called ‘A Model and Roadmap for GST in

the leadership of the Assam Finance Minister Dr. Himanta

India’ and the first discussion was done after the arrival of

Biswa Sarma, to deal with the problems related to the

this report in November, 2009. In 2010, Finance Minister P.

Composition Scheme. Thus, the threshold limits of the

Chidambaram had announced in his speech that Goods and

Composition scheme have been raised for the benefits of the

Services Taxes will be implemented in the country from April,

small businesses. Moreover, GST Council has announced the

2011. In 2011, the 115th Constitution Amendment Bill was

anti-profiteering rules for protection of the consumers.

introduced for the levy of GST on all goods and services in the

Clause 171 has been inserted in the GST Act which provides

Lok Sabha. In 2013, the Standing Committee presented its

that it is mandatory to pass on the benefits due to reduction

report on GST but the proposal to include the government’s

in rate of tax or from input tax credit to the consumers by
way of commensurate reduction in prices.

st

th

petroleum products in GST was rejected by the Empowered
Committee. In 2014, 122

nd

Constitution Amendment was

GST LOWERS FINAL COST:

passed in the Lok Sabha. After two years of waiting, Rajya

The various indirect taxes such as central excise duty,

Sabha passed the GST the on August 3, 2016 and received

value added tax, service tax, octroi, luxury tax and so on, have

President’s approval in September, 2016. In 2017, the

been substituted with one GST. This will definitely make the

government introduced four types of GST bills, including

final cost lower. GST is an indirect tax which means that the

Central GST, Integrated GST, GST Bill of Union Territories and

tax is passed on till the last stage wherein it is the consumer

state GST Bills (e.g., CGST, IGST, UTGST & SGST). In August,

of the goods and services who bears the tax ultimately.This

2016, Assam became the first BJP ruled state to pass GST.

true in the case for all indirect taxes. But the difference under

Then in April 2017, Bihar became the first non-BJP ruled state

GST is that the final cost to the consumer will come out to be

to pass GST. On 22

nd

September, 2016 GST Council was

lower on the elimination of double taxation. Besides, due to
input tax credit also, the ultimate the final cost comes down.

formed. The duties of this council include determination of
tax rates for goods and services for the new indirect tax

GST vs VAT:

system, the exemptions allowed, the threshold limits etc. On

When VAT was into effect, every next stage person got

September 23, 2016, GST Network was formed. The GSTN is

credit of the tax paid at earlier stage. Similar concept came in

an online network designed to solve the problems and

Excise Duty and Service Tax also, which is called CENVAT

questions of consumers and businessmen. On May 20, 2017,

credit scheme. The problem of cascading effect of taxes is

the GST Council fixed four rates of GST (5%, 12%, 18%, 28%)

resolved to some extent by these measures. However, there

in the meeting held in Srinagar. The launch of GST was

were still problems with the system. The credit of input VAT

announced in May, 2017. On June 20, 2017, Arun Jaitley

was available against Output VAT. The credit of input

announced that GST would be launched in the lines of the

excise/service tax was available against output excise/service

night of Independence, on the midnight of June 30, 2017 at
11:55; and that is what ultimately happened.

tax. But the credit of VAT was not available against excise and
vice versa. Besides, VAT was computed on a value which

There was lots of hue and cry from the opposition

included excise duty. This shows that there was still the
problem of tax on tax. GST will solve all these problems.

regarding the introduction of GST in the country. As in the
other countries, in India also, the most crucial bone of
content was ‘rate’. Although, a large number of basic

GST COUNCIL:

necessaries have been kept outside the GST orbit, but there
were demands from various corners to keep certain other

GST council is a governing body to regulate and direct

items outside the GST orbit. There were huge demands to cut

each and every step for the implementation of goods and

down the GST rates on several items. Objections were raised

service tax in the country with decisions over tax rates and

on the threshold limits as well as limits of the Composition
Scheme.

further implementation measures. GST council assimilates
suggestions and regulations into one form and improvises the
6
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changes formally through notifications and circulars with its

had been initiated by the Vajpayee government. After the BJP

departments

the

came to power again in 2014, it had a rather quick change of

implementation process of GST. The GST council consists of
the following designated personnel:-

heart and started to push the GST into effect; and what is

1.

The Union Finance Minister who will be the CHAIRMAN
of the council;

again opposing GST. But what matters most in any country is

The Union Minister of State in charge of Revenue or
Finance who will be the Member of the Council;

people. Hence, both the politicians and the economists must

2.
3.

and

finance

ministry.

It

monitors

interesting to note here is that now the same Congress is
the ‘ultimate welfare’ for the people, of the people and by the
work together beyond all politics to put GST in its best
position so as to ensure MAXIMUM BENIFITS TO MAXIMUM
PEOPLE.

The Minister In-charge of finance or taxation or any other
Minister nominated by each State Government will be
Member of the Council;

4.
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A STUDY OF DEMONETISATION ON VARIOUS SECTORS

MS. DIKSHA PATIL
MS. SAJAI KOLHE
MS. CHIKITA KOLHE
MS. PRAJAKTA MAHAJAN

ABSTRACT
This research paper aims to help in carrying out the survey of impact of demonetization in different sectors. In this paper, we
are taking a look at how demonetization will impact the top sectors of nation’s economy. The impact of demonetization will be
felt in different sectors with differing intensities and across varied time areas. Different affected sectors of demonetization
namely like Real Estate, E-Commerce, Banking, Automobiles, Pharma and Health care e-commerce, banking and agriculture,
jewellery etc.
KEY WORDS: Demonetization, Impacts, Cashless Economy, Black Money, Corruption.

INTRODUCTION:

depends on the industry. In this paper, we have discussed

Definition

about the impact of demonetization in different sectors in
detail.

Demonetization is the act of stripping a currency unit of
its status as legal tender. It occurs whenever there is a

HISTORY OF DEMONETISATION:

change of national currency: The current form or forms of

An announcement done by Prime Minister Narendra

money is pulled from circulation and retired, often to be

Modi that high denomination notes would stop being legal

replaced with new notes or coins.
Overview:

tender from 9 November 2016, there were two similar

th

instances in India. The first instance was in 1946 and the

The government of India decided to cancel the legal

second in 1978 when an ordinance was promulgated to phase

tender of 500 and 1000 rupee notes, the two biggest

out notes with denomination of ` 1,000, ` 5,000 and

denominations in its currency system. This initiative has been

` 10,000. Demonetisation is a generations’ memorable

taken by Prime Minister in an attempt to address the resolve

experience and is going to be one of the economic events of

against black money, terrorism, corruption misleading and to

our time. Its impact is felt by every Indian citizen.

promote a cashless economy, which is also likely to impact on

Demonetisation technically is a liquidity shock; a sudden stop

different sectors of the economy. It is a positive initiative for

in terms of currency availability. It creates a situation where

all of us to take out the black money from the Indian

lack of currencies jams
production, employment etc.

economy. The different sectors are getting affected such as
real estate, service(Hotel and Airline) industries, start-up
companies,

automobiles,

Pharma

and

health

1.

To study the influence of demonetisation on important
various sectors in India.

2.

To find out positive and negative results of post
demonetisation on an important sectors.
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demonetization made the people to keep their surplus
money in a bank to earn some sort of income.

METHODOLOGY:
The study is based on Secondary Sources of data. It
includes available published literatures such as books,
journals, newspapers and relevant government websites. The
study tries to look at the extent of demonetization influence
on various sectors.

Increased number of Customers: Demonetization has
influenced public to come and execute transactions with
banks. It made even a non-income group people to visit bank
and have an account. It increased number of account holders
in banks while increasing deposit corpus.

IMPACT OF DEMONETISATION ON VARIOUS SECTORS:
1.

Similarly, Demonetization has brought some operational
issues to Banks. It disturbed Banks’ Employees, Operational
Costs and Profitability. The following are negative influences
of Demonetization.

BANKING SECTOR

Demonetization has brought plethora of challenges in
additions to the challenges which are already facing by Banks.
The influences were short-term and long-term views. In
short-term, it disrupted the banks and stressed strongly to
carry out bank operations and in long run it helped the banks
to pool the deposits without incurring of any cost. Here are
four influences of demonetization on Banks.
1.

2. Cash Reserve Requirement: 100% CRR on incremental
deposits meant that banks did not earn any interest on
` 3 lakh crore of deposits for nearly a fortnight.
Waived off ATM Charges: ATM charges were waived off
during banned note exchange and banks incurred a loss of

Increase in Deposits: Demonetization has increased
the deposits in Banks. Unaccounted money in the
form of

` 20 in every transaction.

` 500 and ` 1000 were flowing to the

Waived off Merchant Discount Rate: Banks incurred loss
of 1% discount charges from merchants on using of every
card transaction.

Banks and the sizes of deposits have been
increased. It helped the banks to grab the deposits
and increase their deposits.
2.

3.

4.

ISSN No. 2278-9316

Non-selling of Loans: Banks were focused on exchanging
currency notes and they were not able to sell any loan
products. This made banks to curb their lending activities.

Fall in cost of Funds: Over the past few months, the
deposits are increased. It led the banks to keep a
major part of deposits in the form of cash deposits.
PSU Banks have a lion share (over 70%) of the
deposits and biggest gainers of the rise in deposits,
leading to lower cost of funds.

2.

Demand for Government Bonds: After sharp rise in
deposits on post demonetization, banks started
lending such surplus deposits to the RBI under the
reverse repo options. PSU Banks, particularly,
deployed excess funds in government bonds. The
return on bond investment is likely to add 15 to
20 per cent increase in the earnings of banks.
Sagginess in Lending: lending growth of the banks is
considerably less even after demonetization and its
impact of growth in the amount of public deposit.
Banks have tried to lend the money to the needy
group by reducing their interest rates, but it shrunk
over the last few months.

AGRICULTURE SECTOR:
1.

Farmers were unable to purchase inputs like
certified HYV seeds from market. They were using
old seeds from the last year harvest and not
purchasing quality seeds from market. This will
adversely affect crop yields despite good monsoon
this year.

2.

Farmers suffered a setback due to nationwide cash
crunch and a collapse in the demand for vegetables
in wholesale markets

3.

Fruit and vegetable farmers were badly hit. They
need cash on daily basis to purchase inputs like
pesticides, fertilizers and hired labour for harvest
and also to transport and sell at urban centres. Lack
of cash with farmers leading to less-than optimal
use of inputs resulted in lower yields, reduced sales,
higher wastage and lower price realization.

4.

The small growers and retail vegetable sellers are
bearing the brunt, as they are with inventories of
perishable commodities.

5.

Farm laborer are not paid with their wages to
currency shortage and postponing of work is
happening as farmers don’t are not able to pay for
the laborers.

6.

Worst off are the farmers who take loans to buy raw
material for growing crops.

Results of Post Demonetization on Bank Operations
There are positive and negative results of Post
Demonetization on Bank operations. Both have influenced
Banks’ liquidity and profitability and employees too. The
following are positive results of demonetization.
1. Free flow of deposits: Banks have gained deposits
substantially after demonetization which they can invest for
improving their liquidity and profitability.
Improved digital Interface: Improvement in digital tools
and equipment to execute bank transactions has avoided
cash loss for various reasons like theft, dacoits and
misappropriations.
People’s surplus at Bank: cash is an idle asset which does
not yield any income unless kept in a bank. So,
10
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7.

Failure to get a reasonable price on their produce,
will push many farmers under massive debts,
burdened by interests.

8.

Small farmers are also suffering a cash-crunch due
to demonetisation, as many have crops lying
around, but with no buyers whatsoever.

limited amount of cash withdrawals from ATMs and banks
will take place, most of the customers have decided to wait
or drop the idea of purchasing. The steep sale was much
more prominent in the motorcycle segment, which de-grew
by 10.2% while scooter volumes de-grew only marginally at
1.9%. Scooter sales were down by 26.38% and motorcycles by
22.5%. Two-wheeler market leader Hero Moto Corp Ltd.’s
sales during the month of December declined to 34% to
330,202 units. Motorcycle volumes at Bajaj Auto Ltd dropped
11% to 106,665 units. Sales at TVS Motor Company Limited
also fell 8% to 153,413 units, inclusive of scooters’ sales.

General Impacts:
A farmer can take a day out and manage to go to a bank
and get the cash back, however the limit on the amount
forces him to do that again and again; and if your bank is
some 20 or 25 kms from your home, the roads in rural areas
can make it look like 50. However, the limit has been
exceeded than before and government is taking other
necessary steps which would ensure that the farmer doesn’t
have to commit suicide. It’s a really tough time for farmers,
who are unable to sell their crop after harvest, in
MANDI/APMC who is unable to make payment to farmers
due to cash crunch.


No Harvest



No sale



No cash



No purchase of seeds/ fertilizers as they don’t use
neft/net banking, debit/credit card.



No swip machines in rural areas.



Fields are ready for sowing but farmers are unable to
purchase seeds/ fertilizers/diesel for sowing.



No further sowing...



Fruits and vegetables which are perishable in nature are
getting unused/un-sell due to no trade in mandis,



Farmers are unable to pay to labours.

Three-Wheelers: There was a big decline by 26% in
November 2016 in domestic three wheeler section following
the impact of demonetization and further reduction of
exports by 34% in 2016.
Commercial vehicles: Commercial Vehicle sales came
down by a sharp 11.6% in November 2016 as demonetization
had put brakes on the buyers purchasing decisions. Tractors
have also shown a decline of 31% approximately between the
months of October to November 2016. November was not
good for the commercial vehicles and transport industry.
Heavy commercial vehicles (Trucks) declined by 19.1% on
while Light Commercial Vehicles (Trucks) sales volumes fell
down by 10.4% on YOY basis. However, sales of buses were
better as compared to trucks, showing a growth of 10.9%
over the prior year. Heavy Haulage trucks were hit the
hardest in this segment. A huge decline in the small and used
truck market as well, as second-hand truck sales are done
almost entirely in cash.
Passenger vehicles: Demonetization has led to a
downfall on Industry growth and thereby affecting the
December sales also in this segment.

Many farmers use to take credit from commission agents
for their needs due to their long term relations with them,
are unable to take credit from them due to unavailability of
cash 500/1000 notes with them. For farmer’s commission
agents are the banks, as current banking procedure has huge
documentation and takes unnecessary long time for
disbursement of payment.
3.
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Passenger vehicle sales at Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd,
market leader in utility vehicles (UV), dropped 8% to
18,197 units.



Sales at Maruti Suzuki India Ltd and Hyundai Motor India
Ltd fell 4% each during the month.



Hyundai Motor India Ltd (HMIL) domestic sales got down
by 4.3% in December were at 40,057 units as against
41,861 units in the same month in previous years.



Mahindra & Mahindra's sales in the domestic market
were down 1.5% to 34,310 units compared to 34,839 in
the year-ago period.



Ford India also saw its domestic sales dip by 6.04% to
5,566 units last month as against 5,924 units in the same
month a year ago



Hinduja Group flagship company Ashok Leyland reported
a 12% decline in total sales at 10,731 units in December
2016.



Country's largest car maker Maruti Suzuki India saw
domestic sales in December at 1, 06,414 units, down
4.4% from 1, 11,333 units in December 2015.

AUTOMOBILE SECTOR

In December, the Society of Indian Automobile
Manufacturers
(SIAM)
termed
this
decision
of
demonetization as a temporary disturbance in the healthy
industry and has anticipated that it’ll pass quickly but
evidently throwing the impact which will be deeper and
might bring down a few hopes. Automobile sales saw their
biggest monthly fall in 16 years in December after Prime
Minister announced the decision on demonetization.
Two-wheelers: Two wheeler sales got hit due to cash
crunch and the volumes declined by 5.9% unexpectedly
during November 2016. This decision has affected the
manufacture of two-wheelers. The biggest struggle for twowheeler sales is taking place in the villages where the
bike/scooter purchases happen majorly via cash transactions,
which have now are completely idle. Considering that only a
11
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The overall retail sales were down by 24-25%
immediately after the note ban and the walkins at
showrooms were down by 40%.



Car manufacturers had to either shut down or delay
production lines for 7 to 15 days in December, in an
effort to correct surplus inventory levels.



A huge blow is felt in the second hand car market.
Second-hand car purchases have slowed down as well.
Around 60% second-hand car sales have been affected
due to the lack of liquid cash with the buyers. Dealers
across the country have reported that the purchase of
used cars has come to a virtual halt.



The sale of luxury cars were down 30-50% just after
demonetization.

estate industry. One can understand that a certain segment
will feel the pinch – but the greater impact of this move will
be the wind given to the aspirations of thousands of home
buyers who, firstly, have a fierce desire to buy their first
home and, secondly, have utmost faith in real estate as an
asset class. Even before this announcement, the primary
housing market was being driven by easy access to home
loans. The housing credit market has been growing at a CAGR
of approximately 19 per cent. Now, this move has come as an
elixir for the consumer, and the organised real estate sector
will be in a better position. More money will be brought into
the banking system, while excess liquidity in the market will
be normalised, having a deflationary impact. The RBI, which
had to keep interest rates high all these years, will now have
the leg room to bring rates down.

Tractors: By the recent demonetization undertaken by
the government, the sales of tractor declined by 27% in
November 2016; whereby the exports growth also remained
weak. The following chart shows the year-on-year growth of
various
segments
during
April-October
(before
demonetization) in comparison to November figures (during
demonetization) Two-wheelers, commercial vehicles, and
tractor sales declined after demonetization, while passenger
vehicle and private car sales were flat as compared to the
months preceding November.
4.
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CHALLENGES AHEAD IN THE REAL ESTATE SECTOR
With introduction of new denomination of ` 2000 and

`

500 notes without adding any additional security feature to
the notes. There is no guarantee that accumulation of black
money and cash transaction in the form cash will stop in the
real estate sector. Demonetisation of higher denomination
currency notes of ` 500, ` 100 and ` 10,000 in the 1978, had
effected the real estate sector significantly for some period of
time and again it was back on the same track after some
years due to the introduction of new currency notes. To
ensure that black money would not enter into the real estate
due to new currency notes, government should take all
necessary steps to make sure that all the real estate business
transaction will go through the banking system

REAL ESTATE:

The worst-hit sector post demonetisation of high value
currency notes has clearly been the Indian real estate sector.
This was clearly evident from the stock market reaction to the
recent developments.

CONCLUSIONS:

One of the most important and reliable criteria to gauge
the immediate economic impact of a sudden policy decision is
to observe stock market trends. It is often viewed as a
barometer of the economic activity in the country and
persistent plunges in the stock market indicates deteriorating
economic movement.

Demonetisation is a very unique step taken by the
government of India, earlier this step is taken by few of
countries when there is a downfall in economy but this is the
first time when this step is taken by the country when the
economy is stable. In this paper we have discussed about the
impact of demonetisation in various sectors. It has been
found that demonetisation limits the short term growth of
various industries except banking sectors whereas if we talk
about long term growth of industries, it is very encouraging
step. As it puts a parallel break economy that is called black
money.

An analysis of BSE data vindicates this. We studied the
price movements of top 5 realty companies in terms of
market capitalisation on the BSE. The closing values of the
Sensex, BSE Realty Index and individual companies are taken
into consideration from November 8 to December 5 i.e. 19
trading days post the demonetisation drive.
There has been an unwarranted fear mongering with
regards to the impact of currency demonetization on the real
REFFERENCES:
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A STUDY ON JAN DHAN YOJANA
Shubham Paiyawal
Urmila Yadav

ABSTRACT
PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana, is an ambitious scheme for comprehensive financial inclusion launched by the Honorable
Prime Minister of India, ShriNarendraModi on 28th August, 2014. He had announced this scheme on his first Independence Day
speech on 15th August, 2014. In a run up to the formal launch of this scheme, the Prime Minister personally mailed to CEOs of all
banks to gear up for the gigantic task of enrolling over 6 crore (75 Million) households and to open their accounts. In this email
he categorically declared that a bank account for each household was a “national priority”. The scheme has been started with a
target to provide universal access to banking facilities starting with basic banking accounts with overdraft facility of ` 5,000 after
six months and RuPay Debit Card with inbuilt accident insurance cover of ` 1Lakh and RuPayKisan card. An attempt has been
made in this paper to study the progress made under PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana scheme. The study is based on secondary
sources collected from published articles, various journals, newspapers, reports, books, and official websites of PMJDY. The paper
reveals that PMJDY scheme is fully helpful to rural and urban area people in getting directly the government schemes. The study
concludes that, PMJDY scheme has created an impressive result in the banking sector with regard to eradication of financial
untouchability in the country. Mere opening of bank accounts may not fulfill the aim of the scheme, but there should be
continuous operation of bank accounts to give the real success of the scheme.

INTRODUCTION:
Even after 60 years of independence, a large section of

PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana, is an ambitious scheme for

Indian population still remains unbanked. In the recent years

comprehensive financial inclusion launched by the Prime

the government and Reserve Bank of India has been pushing

Minister of India, NarendraModi on 28th August, 2014. He

the concept and idea of financial inclusion. The financial

had announced this scheme on his first Independence Day

inclusion plan aims at providing easy access to financial

speech on 15th August, 2014. In a run up to the formal launch

services to those sections of the society who are deprived of

of this scheme, the Prime Minister personally mailed to CEOs

it so far at affordable cost thereby bringing them into the

of all banks to gear up for the gigantic task of enrolling over 6

mainstream of financial sector. RBI set up the Khan

crore (75 Million) households and to open their accounts. In

Commission in 2004 to look into financial inclusion and the

this email he categorically declared that a bank account for

recommendations of the commission were incorporated into

each household was a “national priority”. The scheme has

mid term review of the policy (2005-2006) and urged banks

been started with a target to provide universal access to

to review their existing practices to align them with the

banking facilities starting with basic banking accounts with

objective of financial inclusion. Honorable Prime Minister

overdraft facility of ` 5,000 after six months and RuPay Debit

NarendraModi announced PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana

Card with inbuilt accident insurance cover of ` 1Lakh and

scheme for comprehensive financial inclusion on his first

RuPayKisan card. In the next phase, micro insurance and

Independence Day speech on 15th August, 2014. The scheme

pension etc. will also be added. Reports said that, on 28th

was formally launched on 28th August, 2014 with a target to

August, more than 1.5 crore bank accounts were opened in a

provide universal access to banking facilities starting with

single day. The main objective of this scheme is that easy

Basic banking accounts with overdraft facility of ` 5,000 after

financial services for the excluded section i.e. weaker sections

six months and RuPay Debit Card with inbuilt accident

and the low income group. As per the scheme one could open
an account in any bank branch or business correspondent

insurance cover of ` 1 Lakh and RuPayKisan card.
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outlet with zero balance. The process of opening an account

economically poor section of Indian population at a

has been made easier. It is an approach to bring about

sustainable cost and to create a platform to inculcate the

comprehensive financial inclusion of all households in the

habit of saving money and to provide formal footpaths for

country. The aim of the scheme is access to banking facilities,

credit. In this regard government of India launched

financial literacy and access to credit, insurance and pension

PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana (PMJDY) on 28th August,

facility. Moreover, the beneficiaries would get RuPay Debit

2014 with the intension to reach weaker section and lower

card having inbuilt accident insurance covers of ` 1 Lakh. The

income groups have no access to financial service like savings,

plan also envisages channeling all government benefits to the

credits and insurance as well as to increase financial inflow to

beneficiaries’ accounts and pushing the direct benefits

the bank. PMJDY aims at providing bank account to single

transfer scheme of the union government. Under this scheme

household above the age of 10 years who do not have bank

the technological issues like poor PradhanMantri Jan

account and will be opened with zero balance. The household

DhanYojana: Issues And Challenges DOI: 10.9790/487X-

opening the account will be benefited with 1 lakh accident

18241724 www.iosrjournals.org 18 | Page connectivity, on

cover and 30,000 life cover without premium. People opening

line transactions will be addressed. Mobile transactions

account under this scheme will also avail overdraft facility up

through telecom operators and their established centers as

to ` 5,000 from the bank after satisfactory conduct of the

cash out points are also planned to be used for financial

account for 6 months. Pension and insurance product can be

inclusion. PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana (PMJDY) puts the

accessed by account holder under this scheme. Rupee credit

financial inclusion efforts on the mission mode. It is a

card will be issued to the account holder which is acceptable.

comprehensive programme aiming at ensuring that the

PMJDY was introduced by government of India on 28th

financially excluded people can access to financial services,

August, 2014 to ensure comprehensive financial inclusion of

such as banking accounts, remittance, credit, insurance

all the households in the country. PMJDY envisions universal

deposit accounts and pension in an affordable manner.

access to banking services and products with at least one

PMJDY accounts can be opened in any bank branch or

banking account for every households in the country. This

business correspondence (BC) (Bank Mitra), even with zero

scheme came into picture with a view to provide

balance. However, if the account holder requires a cheque

comprehensive and inclusive growth. PMJDY is a scheme

book, she / he will have to meet the minimum balance

which came with additional features compare to earlier

criteria laid down by the bank. PMJDY focuses on coverage of

financial inclusion schemes like minor above 10 years can

households as against the earlier plan which focused on

open the account, RuPay debit card issued for the account

coverage of villages. It focuses on coverage of rural as well as

holder to withdrawal, deposits and payment purpose,

urban areas. Earlier plan targeted only villages above 2000

accidental insurance of ` 1,00,000 and life insurance of `

population while under PMJDY whole country is to be

30,000 provided without premium, after 6 month of

covered by extending banking facilities in each sub services

satisfactory transaction of the account household can avail `

area consisting of 1000-1500 households such that facility is
available to all within a reasonable distance say about 5 Kmt.

5,000 overdraft facility and interest will be charged base plus
2% or 12% whichever is lower, account can be transferred in
case customer relocates.

CONCEPT OF PRADHAN MANTRI JAN DHAN YOJAN:
The PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana, a major socio -

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:

economic initiative of the National Democratic Alliance

Harpreet Kaur and Kawal Nain Singh (2015) studied the

government, was announced by the Prime Minister in his

recent trends in financial inclusion in India with special

Independence Day speech. Jan DhanYojana in English it is

reference to PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana (PMJDY),

nothing but “People’s Wealth Scheme”. India’s Prime

highlighting its key areas and suggest strategies to ensure

Minister NarendraModi announced the launch of this scheme

maximum financial inclusion for the underprivileged and
unbanked areas.

at the historic Red Fort. The slogan for the PradhanMantri Jan
DhanYojana is “MeraKhataBhagyaVidhaata” it is nothing but

SonamKumari Gupta (2015) highlighted on Performance

“My Bank Account -The creator of the Good Fortune. Now

of the PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana (PMJDY) and latest

the government of India and RBI working are aggressive to

trends being implemented for financial inclusion by PMJDY. It

bring larger section of Indian population within the banking

is found that, of the accounts opened at public sector banks

system. Khan commission (2004) recommended for financial

under the Jan DhanYojana, 71% are zero balance, against 64%

inclusion was by providing financial service to the

for private banks released by the ministry, only 28% of the
14
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accounts opened under the scheme are active, with about `9,

growth of the country. That is why there is an urgent need to

000 crores deposited in these.

implement effectively PMJDY by virtue of financial inclusion

Diveyesh Kumar (2014 discussed the overview of

as all other development activities are hindered by this single

financial inclusion using PMJDY in India. It is revealed that, it

disability. This is an important step towards converting Indian
economy into a cashless and digital economy.

is the greatest steps ever taken to eradicate poverty are

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED TO OPEN PRADHAN MANTRI JAN
DHAN YOJANA:

financial inclusion through PMJDY. It is suggested that, the
success of this scheme constant review and regular check is
very much essential.

Aadhaar Number is available then no other document is

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

required. If address has changed, then the current address

1.

has to self-certify. If Aadhaar card is not available, then any

To study the present scenario of PradhanMantri Jan
DhanYojana.

2.

To study the actual overall progress made under
PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana.

3.

To study the
DhanYojana.

4.

To make some suggestions for smooth functioning of the
scheme.

Challenges

of

PradhanMantri

one of the following officially valid documents is required
Voter ID card, Driving license, PAN card, Passport and NREGA
card, If these documents contain the person’s address, these
can serve both as proof of identity and address. If a person

Jan

does not have any of the above mentioned officially valid
documents but she / he is categorized as a low risk customer
by a bank, then she/he can open an account by submitting
any one of the following documents. a) Identity card with

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY:

applicant’s photograph issued by central / state government

The present study is descriptive in nature. The present

department’s statutory/regulatory authorities, public sector

paper is primarily based on secondary sources of data. The

undertakings, scheduled commercial banks and public

information and data for the research has been collected
from government publications, published articles, journals,

financial intuitions. b) Letter issued by a gazette officer with a
duty photograph of the person.

newspapers, reports, books, and official websites of
PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PRADHAN MANTRI JAN DHAN YOJANA
SCHEME

NEED FOR THE STUDY:

Interest on deposit.In built accident insurance cover of

The main underlying principle for launching PMJDY is

` 1 lakh with RuPay Debit Card given to the account holder.

that according to the 2011 census, of the 250 million

No minimum balance required.An additional ` 30,000 life

households in the country, only about 145 million, or about

insurance cover for the accounts opened up to January, 26,

3/5 of the total had access to basic banking services. Thus,

2015.Easy transfer of money across India. Beneficiaries of

about 2/5 of the households (105 Million) do not have access

government schemes will get direct benefit transfer in that

even to basic banking services. The former Deputy Chairman

account. After satisfactory operation of the account for 6

Planning Commission, government of India has reported to

months an overdraft facility will be permitted. Access to

the parliament that poverty is the major concern for the

pension, insurance product. Accidental insurance cover,

country and over 62% of the total population comes under

RuPay Debit Card must be used at least once in 45 days.

the below poverty line. Despite various measures for financial

Availability of overdraft facility up to ` 5,000 but in only one

inclusion, poverty and exclusion continue to dominate socio

account per household preferably lady of the household. The

economic and political discourse in India after six decades of

existing account holders can submit an application to the

post economic independence era. 100% financial inclusion is

concerned branch to enable them to get a RuPay Debit Card

still a dream project. PMJDY launched on 28th August, 2014

in order to avail of the benefits of insurance under PMJDY.

shows the nation hope of light. The prime objective of

Micro card limit of ` 5,000 can also be extended in existing

financial inclusion in developing countries like India is the

bank accounts on application depending on the satisfactory
conduct of the account.

access and availability of banking and payments services to
the entire population at the reasonable cost and without any

Under PMJDY will be implemented in two phases:

discrimination. The implication of the financial inclusion is
much needed when the exclusion mass is entrapped in the

Phase I (15 Aug 2014 to 14 Aug 2015) Providing Basic

hydra headed cycles of poverty. This causes further social

Banking Accounts and RuPay Debit card which has inbuilt

exclusion which is very much detrimental for the equitable
15
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accident insurance cover of ` 1 lakh. Aadhaar number will be

government to provide incentives, otherwise the

seeded to make account ready for DBT payment.

financial status of the banks may be ruined.


Phase II (15 Aug, 2015 - 14 Aug, 2018) Overdraft facility

Insurance companies have to fix a nominal premium to

up to 5000/- after six months of satisfactory operation.

cover the risk of the account holders in case it is not

Creation of Credit Guarantee Fund for coverage of defaults in

done the state owned LIC may batter with financial

A/Cs with overdraft limit up to 5,000/-. Micro Insurance

losses. Overdraft facility needs to be properly regulated,

Unorganized sector Pension schemes like Swavalamban In

as the same is the discretionary of the concerned banks

addition, in this phase, coverage of households in hilly, tribal

.Many banks may decline to extend the overdraft facility

and difficult areas would be carried out. Moreover, this phase

therefore defeating the purpose.


would focus on coverage of remaining adults in the
Households and students.

objective may misuse the authority and thereby making
the life of people under below poverty line miserable.

BENEFITS OF PRADHAN MANTRI JAN DHAN YOJANA:


KYC norms are not insisted under this programme,

Account holders will be provided zero balance bank

therefore duplication is unavoidable.

account with RuPay debit card, in addition to accidental



insurance cover of ` 1 Lakh. Those who open accounts by

of villages and the population.

be given life insurance cover of ` 30,000 to be give by Life



the finance ministry whereas creating infrastructure

After six months of opening of the bank account, holders

mitra for business mitra, including computers, micro

can avail 5,000 overdrafts from the bank Overdraft

ATM biometric scanners, and internet connectivity may

facility is of great support to the people to come out of

be a major concern.

rate of interest.
technology



With the introduction of new

introduced

by

National

working capital and ` 50,000 towards vehicle. These
arrangements have been made without budgeting

A person can transfer funds, check balance through a

provisions.

normal phone which was earlier limited only to smart



phones so far.

and attitude and the outcome of the training shall be
visible in terms of accomplishing the target.

banks and mobile companies have come together.

an advantage but the lack of infrastructure may become

financial literacy and pass book in a kit. Account holder

a major hurdle for the effective implementation.

will have debit card which can be used for E-Commerce



transactions

Reserve Bank of India has to set in a roadmap for the
financial inclusion to be effectively implemented by the

Additional loan of ` 15,000 will be sanctioned to the

Indian banking system.

account holder in case the repayment of each loan was



made on time. Mobile banking facility would also be

Private Banks levy hidden charges on the beneficiary
which may become a deterrent for the financial

extended

inclusion.

Account holders would get attractive rate of interest on

SUGGESTIONS:

deposits besides availing of pension facility notified by
the insurance company.

1. Budgetary provisions may be made by the government
for poverty eradication under which significant amount

CHALLENGES OF PRADHAN MANTRI JAN DHAN YOJANA:


Making

every village a Swavalamban village is considered to be

Account holders receive cheque book, literature on



Bank mitra to be appointed in terms of lakhs. They
should be properly trained with accurate knowledge, skill

Mobile banking for the poor would be available through
National Unified USSD platform (NUUP) for which all



There is a commitment on the part of the government to
provide ` 50,000 towards equipment, ` 25,000 towards

Payments

Corporation of India (NPCI),



Bank correspondence i.e. bank mitra is the idea before

Insurance Corporation.

the clutches of pawnbrokers who change an exorbitant



RBI has to accord approval to banks so as to enable them
to establish more branches keeping in view the number

January, 2015 over and above the 1 lakh accident, they



Business correspondents if made to accomplish the

can be charged through nationalized banks for

Many cases have been detected that, where an

transmitting the benefits to the beneficiaries.

individual has opened more than one account in various

2.

banks. Budgetary provisions has not been made by the

Duplication of accounts by single person shall be checked
under KYC details.

16
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Public sector banks and India post can be pressed into

financial inclusion which is concentrated on individual

action

Jan

household with an aim to provide formal financial support

DhanYojana. Private Banks shall be strictly warned not to

through the organized financial system. Success of the PMJDY

levy hidden charges.

scheme depends on the effective regulatory system as in the

More centers of financial literacy may be established to

stakeholders have to build a sustainable ecosystem to keep

bring excluded people under financial inclusion.

the accounts active and successful implementation of the

for

the

effective

implementation

of

An unambiguous MOU may be signed by the finance

programme. The challenge is the conversion of the non-

ministry by the mobile service providers so that mobile

operative accounts with zero balance into operative and for

banking can be effectively utilized by the account holders

this it’s important to focus on financial literacy programme.

under Jan DhanYojana. 6. The ATM needs to be

Inclusive growth “Sab KaSath Sub KaVikas” is central to our

strengthened in terms of more Kiosks not only in urban

development philosophy. This mission would enable all

but also in rural areas of India.

households, urban and rural to gain easy and universal access

Swabhiman campaign with business correspondents

to financial services. Exclusion from the banking system

needs to be enlarged so as to enable to have reaching to

excludes people from all benefits that come from a modern

the unreached households.

financial system. The PMJDY scheme is fully helpful to rural

No frill account should be encouraged by the banks in

and urban area people in getting directly government

India otherwise the financial inclusion especially for the

financial services. This study highlights commercial banks

people who are deprived of banking services will have a

performance on PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana. The PMJDY

backseat.

scheme has created an impressive result in the banking

CONCLUSION:

sector with regard to eradication of financial untouchability in

7.

8.

The PradhanMantri

Jan

DhanYojana

scheme has

the country. Mere opening of bank Mere opening of bank

substantial growth in number of accounts opened. In

PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana: Issues And Challenges

globalized scenario, it is important to financially include all

accounts may not fulfill the aim of the scheme, but there

sections of the society in this scheme to achieve the goal of

should be continuous operation of bank accounts to give the

inclusive growth of the nation. PMJDY is a national mission on

real success of the scheme.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: NEXT ECONOMIC DISRUPTION: IS INDIA FUTURE-READY?
Ms. Sapna Ramani
Mr. Jaiprakash Ramani

ABSTRACT
India heralded its version of economic reforms in 1990-91. These 26 years have ensured that we are now a global economy,
which can’t be ignored, to say the least. We have produced talent who are ruling the roost at global major corporations, some
great global innovations have Indian stamp and not to forget, we still are the prime-movers for the global IT industry.
Industrial Revolution 4.0 has heralded itself silently – moving through the stages of Mechanized Production (1.0), Mass
Production (2.0), Automation (3.0) – Connectivity (4.0) will drive the future, where Prediction will the force behind Analytics and
Machine Intelligence. Indian economy has very little contribution through versions 1 & 2 but we left our footprint on version
3.Given our innate talent and focus on arithmetical capability, we surely stand a cusp to drive the version 4.0. Economic reforms
of 1990-91 laid the foundation, the disruptive reforms of last 3 years and futuristic roadmap chosen by current Government is
creating a right inflection point.
Artificial Intelligence is progressing rapidly, mimicking cognitive skills of humans. But it is still far away from becoming better
than humans. It still provides predictive responses and not the judged responses. The new economy will thrive around prediction
technology and applications which make performing arithmetic cheap. Today India has created a fantastic eco-system of startups and mindset of disruptive innovations that we uniquely stand a great chance on driving the AI and lowering the cost of goods
and services using Artificial intelligence. However, the competition is much stronger than in nineties, with Chinese Dragon being
more menacing and nimble. Our economic framework and reforms need to be futuristic, driven more aggressively and create
enough incentive for research in AI. We need to have vision beyond bullet trains and EVs, to achieve this. Is India really future
ready?
KEY WORDS: Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Cognitive Skill, Analytics

Introduction:

half-a-decade or so. And the predictions of next five years are

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has arrived. It is real; we can ignore

even more exciting and scintillating, to say the least. And AI is

it at only one’s own peril. We can see it all around ourselves

spiraling a revolution - generating huge business interests,

recognition

mega investments, prime research initiatives, super start-up

applications, drones, Navigation maps, customer care

ideas; and of course equal amounts of skepticism, fear and

chatbots, Driverless vehicles, targeted internet advertising,

Doomsday prophecies. AI is already transforming the

Chess/GO playing computers, etc. The list is too long.

business processes, customer relationships and stimulating

However, it’s not these visible manifestations only which

innovations. Russian President Vladimir Putin, recently

herald the arrival of AI, there is a deeper impact which AI has

speaking about development of AI, at a meeting with

already started creating in the research labs, business tools,

students said, “the one who becomes the leader in this

manufacturing processes, and data interpretation; that it is
the harbinger of the Industrial Revolution 4.0.

sphere will be the ruler of the world.” All of this leads to a

Experts and Researchers opine that impact of AI and the

economies of the world and will start driving the next

industrial revolution 4.0 is going to at far fierce pace than any

economic boom or shall we say economic disruption through

of the previous three revolutions. The innovations and

the opportunities it opens up. And an automatic question
pops-up, Is India future ready for AI led economic disruption?

manifested

in

mobile

assistants,

voice

disruption due to AI have been increasingly felt in the last

very obvious conclusion that AI is already crept into
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Andrew Ng, VP & Chief Scientist of Baidu (Chinese

Objectives of the Study:

equivalent of Google), an Adjunct Professor at Stanford

This research paper is aimed at:
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Study of the Impact of Artificial Intelligence on the

University, in his critical analytics published in Harvard

Business and Economy in near future.

Business Review (November 2016) titled What Artificial

Study of the future readiness of Indian economy and
reform processes for AI led disruptions.

Intelligence Can and Can’t Do Right Now, has had a very
different take from other scholars. Andrew, who has been a
founder lead of Google Brain Team and has been a former

Review of Literature:
Several authors have gone on to write odes about
Artificial Intelligence and it relevance.
Crystal Miller Ray, CEO, Branded Technologies in her
article titled Lions, Tigers & AI Oh My! Exploring HR Tech
Fairytales (October 2016), exalts about her experiences at
2016 HR Technology Conference at Chicago, “like I was
listening to an HR Tech version of a fairytale.... none more so,
perhaps, than A.I.” In her article she goes on to explain the
various AI concepts and argues about the noise around the AI
technology being promoted or sold to the HR community.
Dupress.com in its forecast of ‘Future of Artificial
Intelligence – Government 2020’ cites Bloomberg study,
which states “During the next decade (2014–2024), mobile
robots and artificial intelligence make it likely that
occupations employing about half of today’s US workers
could be automated to some degree”. The article further
goes on to stress that A.I. would allow the machines to
almost mimic the human thought process, “These intelligent
systems improve accuracy of predictions, accelerate problem
solving and automate administrative tasks bringing in an era
of automation.” The article further goes on to emphasize
what would be key areas of AI development by 2020,
including Cognitive Analytics, Deep Learning and Intelligent
Automation.

19

Director at Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, claims
that media sometimes paints very fancy picture of AI
sometimes, as if it is going to take over the world very soon.
He feels the despite the breadth of the impact of AI, its
deployment is very limited.
Matthias Breunig, Matthias Kässer, Heinz Klein, and Jan
Paul Stein (January 2016), in their study for Mckinsey &
Company, titled “Disruptive trends that will transform the
auto industry,” (Article published under title “Building
smarter cars with smarter factories: How AI will change the
auto business” on McKinsey.com) clearly opine that “Over the
next two decades, artificial intelligence (AI) will enable
autonomous vehicles to become mainstream. At the same
time, AI will transform most aspects of the automanufacturing process, from research and design to project
management and business support functions. These changes
are fast approaching. Manufacturers should understand what
the sources of value really are and then start developing the
necessary analytical capabilities and establishing an AI-ready
culture.” They further go on to identify Six key ways in which
AI will improve Automotive industry viz. Less Equipment
Failure, More productive employees through robot-human
collaboration, fewer quality problems, Leaner supply chains,
Smarter project management, Improved Business support
functions.
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Daniel Faggella (2016, March 21), in his contribution,

decades, AI faced what is known as “AI Winters”, as the

titled “Exploring the risks of artificial intelligence” highlights

funding dried-up due to disappointing delivery against the

the flip side as well. He writes, “Leaps in AI are already being

initial promise predicted from AI. For most of its history, AI

made in the area of workplace automation and machine

research has been divided into subfields that often fail to

learning capabilities are quickly extending to our energy and

communicate with each other. It’s only recent that the boom

other

and

and bust cycle is reinforced bya mega stream of investment in

automotive. The next industrial revolution may be the last
one that humans usher in by their own direct doing, with AI

new AI technology, heralding a steady stream of innovation in
bargain.

as a future collaborator and – dare we say – a potential
leader.”

Intelligence displayed by machines, in contrast with the

Methodology:

natural intelligence (NI) displayed by humans and other

enterprise

applications,

including

mobile

Artificial intelligence (AI, also machine intelligence, MI) is

This is a conceptual analytical research study based on

animals. Colloquially, the term "artificial intelligence" is

the secondary data from various journals, publications,
articles, blogs, news, books and internet.

applied when a machine mimics "cognitive" functions that

Deciphering Artificial Intelligence

"learning" and "problem solving". It’s associated with
machines achieving human intellect parity.

Only about a few years ago, AI started being viewed as

humans associate with other human minds, such as

an interesting prospect and promising technical advancement

However, field is constantly evolving at frantic pace. This

for the future. And in last twelve months or so, AI is all over

creates a challenge of classifying the technologies as AI or not.

the new headlines, generating business excitement and

No sooner we get accustomed to a new AI technology, we

attracting mega investment. However the evolution of the
field of AI began in early 1940s, almost seventy five years ago.

start calling it analytics and not real AI. This phenomenon of

In 1943, neuroscientist Warren McCulloch and logician
Walter Pitts published a paper that laid the groundwork for
exploration into AI. Subsequently, much of the AI efforts were
directed at machine intelligence to auto translate Russian

consistently reclassifying technologies as AI or not AI, is
termed as AI Effect. A classic example is Optical Character
Recognition is no longer AI. The field draws heavily from
mathematics, neuroscience, computer science, psychology,
philosophy, linguistics and many others.

documents by US governments. However, for next few
Exhibit 1: Series of key technologies commonly classified as AI

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute Analysis
20
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For those who still view Artificial Intelligence as far-

Current AI Dynamics
sudden spurt of interest in AI and what has changed in recent

fetched and science fiction, here are a few data points to
ponder:

times which makes this field so enticing. The first plausible

 “Voice assistant software is the #1 AI app today.”

theory evolves from the Moore’s law and its impact in

 “AI bots will power 85% of customer service interactions

computing. This maxim states that the number of transistors

by 2020.”Banking industry including ICICI, HDFC and SBI

in computer chips doubles every two years, meaning that

are already using it in INDIA.

It’s very important to understand that why there is

computer power increases and the relative cost of computer

 “Digital assistants will ‘know you’ by 2018.”

hardware decreases at an exponential pace. This has resulted

 “20% of business content will come from AI by 2018.”

in faster and cheaper computing power, making the

This would include legal, marketing and financial

arithmetic processing of data very cheap. The complex

documents.

could be done in matter of days, hours and minutes. Cloud

 “AI drives a $14 trillion to $33 trillion economic impact.”
Predicted by Bank of America, in terms of cost savings.

Technology opened the door to cheaper computing platforms

A 2016 report by analyst group IDC predicts revenues

with SaaS, allowing in-tandem processing of large amounts of

from cognitive systems and AI technologies will jump from $8

data, its storage and the interpretation of this data for

billion in 2016 to more than $47 billion in 2020. Global giants

predictions.

algorithms which would take weeks to execute, suddenly

All

a

in digitization, including IBM, Alphabet (Google), Microsoft,

learning

Amazon, Baidu, Apple, and Facebook, are all investing in AI.

performances, leading to many consumer applications in
mobile assistance, deep learning applications like Watson, etc.

And so are all the major Universities, Consulting groups and
automotive majors.

transformational

these

developments

improvement

in

spurred

machine

Exhibit 2: Examples of Business gains in real world

Source: Capgemini Digital Transformation Institute Analysis
 60% of children entering school today will work in jobs
Future AI Dynamics:

that do not yet exist.

Considering the current perspective that we have about

(The World Economic Forum)

Artificial Intelligence and the progression of Machine

 47% of all American job functions could be automated

Intelligence, the near-future and long term future would

within 20 years.

throw up very dynamic scenarios. Let’s fathom the below
predictions:

(Oxford Martin School on Economics)
 100 Million Global knowledge workers could be affected
by robotic process automation by 2025. (KPMG)
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 5-10% of labor would be displaced by intelligent
automation, and new job creation will offset losses.
(Organization
Development)

of

Economic

Cooperation

and
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Valley start-up founded by Indian-origin entrepreneur, who is
working on augmented reality/visual recognition.
It’s not only these corporations in Silicon Valley, which
are pushing hard. Baidu, the Chinese equivalent of Google,

The experts opine that AI effectiveness in next few years

has been a front-runner in its initiatives of leveraging Artificial

will be challenged due to concerns of Data control and

Intelligence ad Machine Learning. Baidu, swayed away

security, Perpetual Obsolescence concerns, Black Box internal

Andrew Ng, a Stanford University professor and key architect

working in AI, Impact of failure, Product Liability and Criminal

of Google Brain Project, to manage and lead Baidu’s

Responsibility, etc. These would demand the additional

investment in physical infrastructure and create nimble

attention of the developers, policy makers and business

enabling environment for research and applications of

decision makers. Also, the frantic pace of innovation,

Artificial Intelligence.

development and adoption of AI will lead to foreseeable

platform for local mandarin enabled AI development. Their

constraints. These constraints would be channeled in form of

efforts

shortage of trained humans to guide machine learning,

Government, who is going ahead in creating infrastructure to

availability of quality pools of data needed for AI applications,

bridge the gap between the products in research labs and

huge costs of upgrading the systems perennially, new

market. Chinese Government is also leading its own initiative

regulations that will drive AI innovations, Standards for Open

in funding the research towards predictive policing to profile

AI architecture, etc. Of course some of these constraints will
diminish over the time and will be replaced by unforeseen

individual behavior and predict any potential terrorist
incidents or crimes.

new challenges, as is applicable to any new technology. The

Elsewhere, Government in US has been leading the

big corporations, Government institutes and research labs

public funding in AI through DARPA’s (Defense Advanced

have their eye on these and are investing immensely to
neutralize these future challenges and constraints.

Research Projects Agency) Cyber Grand Challenge, whilst

World’s Readiness:

funding program. Besides, there is a commitment to the

have

Baidu is creating a very Chinese

augmented

support

from

the

Chinese

Europe is leading a similar initiative of EU-FP7 technology

Interest in Artificial Intelligence has been very intense in

sustained public funding through initiatives like BRAIN, which

last half a decade or so. As discussed in the preceding section

is a US governments ten-year program for funding AI

“Current Dynamics”, a lot of funding and investment has

developments through multi-billion dollar commitment.

been finding its way into this field of study. Currently the

Europe also has its equivalent in the form of EU Human Brain

development and Implementation of AI has found its

Project, a project which envisages a funding support of 1

concentration with few Silicon Valley corporations and the

billion Euros over next decade. Such initiatives have created

distributors of their applications. And some of the

clusters of AI innovation in Silicon Valley, Boston and London.

Governments have taken might initiatives in supporting the
research initiatives in AI.

Additionally, some prime universities in US, Europe and China

Globally and more so in the pockets of silicon valley,

Korea is another country where there is a huge Government

huge cloud computing infrastructure has been created, which

commitment through its $840 million funding program for

are becoming nerve centers for the AI development. South

aids and accelerates the research and development effort.

“platform for intelligence information society”, involving

Great examples of this can be found in the data centers

public-private partnership spanning six big corporations of

created and managed for Amazon Web Services (AWS) and

South Korea. Australia is another country, where public

Google Machine Learning Labs. This infrastructure has also

funding is being available for integration and innovations in AI,

become enabler for many start-ups, who are adding-up to the

for its own trials and collaboration with IBM Watson.

AI and Machine Learning ecosystem. Many of these start-ups

Recently, Carlsberg – the leading beer company of the world,

also are befitting from the incubator programs of these very

has initiated a project to leverage the AI for development of

large corporations and the agile Governments, who are

new beers and improved quality control. The ‘beer

willing to fund these and bolster them with support of

fingerprinting project’ has team comprising of Microsoft and

cutting-edge

cloud

two universities. Innovation fund Denmark, the funding

infrastructure. For example, Malaysian Government recently

vehicle of Danish government is investing $2.5 million for this
project, yet another example of public-private partnership.

technology

and

very

economic

invested through its strategic investment fund, in a Silicon
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However, with all this, a disturbing trend is also emerging,

Robots and machine learning. Developments in Artificial

with mega corporations being able to woo-away the

Intelligence, which forms the heart of industrial revolution

Researchers from Academia to Industry and set-up huge

4.0, would mean that routine, basic and repetitive jobs will be

private Research Labs. These corporations have the financial

taken over by machines literally as well as metaphorically.

muscle to attract the key researchers, which has two-fold

India also stares at possibility of availability of large pool of

impact: a) the university researches get derailed and fall

skilled people, rendered jobless for their current skill sets.

behind their destined targets b) the researches become

Effectively, this means that it very difficult to generate job-

narrower in focus towards few commercial benefits and the

dividends through Make-in-India and Skill- India initiatives in
their current form.

knowledge power is at the risk of being concentrated with
the few mega corporations.

Another of Indian Government initiatives is Digital India,

There is enough evidence though that Governments,

which is aimed at digitization of processes and working of the

Corporations, Universities and Start-Ups globally are ready

Government as well as providing all common services to the

and committed to Artificial Intelligence development and

population, at the click of the button. Indeed this is a possible

innovation and to leverage the immense dividends it offers

reality, given the proliferation of the smart phones and

for their economies and businesses, in near as well as long
term future.

internet, to a large portion of educated population. The

India’s Preparedness:

population, is close to 30 crores and a high percentage of

estimated number of users of smart phones, amongst Indian

Capgemini in its report titled, Turning AI into concrete

them have access to internet. Owing to this internet boost,

value: the successful implementers’ toolkit, released in

Indian consumers are far ahead in terms of exposure to

September 2017, announced that India is leading the pack of
countries, who are implementing AI at scale. In India, 58% of

Artificial intelligence through the online applications, google
directed advertisements, etc.

the organizations who are using AI technology, are

However, the Government and the policy makers lag far

implementing AI at significant scale i.e., they are going

behind the Indian population. Be it research funding,

beyond pilot and test projects and adopting the technology at

infrastructure for cloud computing and data management or

a larger scale. India has taken center stage for some of the

the policy framework to support and leverage the AI, Indian

global corporations’ viz. Microsoft, Amazon, Accenture, who

policy makers do not seem to at the fore-front. Today, the

are investing in the innovation centers in India. Report also

global developments in AI are concentrated out of India due

states that Government initiatives viz. Digital India are

to simple factors. India does not offer a robust and secure

creating favorable regulatory environment. But this is
probably one of the few Oases in the Indian AI story.

infrastructure for the AI revolution due to lack of investment

Artificial Intelligence success story globally is built on its

computing to the servers hosted outside India, it also creates

capability to bring about efficiencies, transformation,

negative impetus for start-ups, who incorporate themselves

improvements in which processes and predictions are

outside India to leverage the low cost cloud infrastructure,

handled. It’s a technology which will involve multi-billion

cutting edge technologies and incubation funding linked to

dollar savings through optimization. And in the process, it is

these data centers. Absence of Government funding coupled

going to make a large number of manufacturing and

by absence of on-demand cloud computing infra, makes the

knowledge industry jobs redundant, at least in the short run,

AI research in India, out of reach for these start-ups.

to be replaced with alternate job requiring different skill sets.

Additionally, there is a colossal security risk, as all the data

This very premise is an anti-thesis to the Governments’ Make-

generated in India and the algorithms accessing this data, are

in-India initiative, which looks to create a wealth of

outside Indian borders and beyond the control of Indian

manufacturing and knowledge industry jobs through bringing

government. Data is the key asset for any AI algorithm and

the manufacturing to India. The Make-in-India initiative is

today India is creating virtually free asset for other countries

duly augmented by Skill India initiative, whereby the young

research, given the huge dividend India possesses due its

population will acquire skills to support the manufacturing

huge internet & smart phone user population. With every

requirements of skilled manpower at low rates. China is

passing month, the struggle to reach the inflexion point of

probably the last country in the world, which has reaped job-

efficiency and productivity is becoming stiffer, making
creation of this infrastructure costlier.

market dividends through localizing the manufacturing.
However, this is fast being challenged by increased use of
23
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Tailwinds for India’s Future Readiness:

Government funding is visible only in a limited way in

 After JAM (Jan Dhan, Aadhar and Mobile) led economic

research labs at IITs where a few passionate researchers are

changes, current government has shown enough

capitalizing this public funding in AI innovations but not much

entrepreneurial muscle and futuristic vision.

for any societal needs. Private corporations continue to make
some strides in investing in India, though not at the scale of
Silicon Valley levels. Microsoft is investing in 3 data centers,
while Amazon is investing in AWS infrastructure in India.
Infosys, the Indian IT giant, is also committed funding to
support the AI research at Indraprastha Institute of
Information technology, Delhi; in addition to its support for
Elon Musk’s Open AI architecture platform. Arya.ai is a
platform, which provides incubation support for the Indian
start-ups in AI.
To drive home the point about India’s preparedness, it’s
evident that businesses are leveraging AI and using it to

 Indian IT companies successfully created and build on the
Y2K wave
 Start-up India initiative
 Non Profit Open AI architecture under development.
 New Education policy is in draft stage.
 Indian AI research under DRDO, within CAIR (Center for
Artificial Intelligence ad Robotics)
Recommendations and Conclusions:
Artificial Intelligence is here to stay. It is the next
Economic Disruption. Period!
The challenges and opportunities of AI’s advancements is
a clarion call requiring urgent responses. AI technology has
enormous potential to shape India’s economic and national

significant scale. But what is really lagging is the availability of

security future. India needs to build its homegrown

significant Government push and funding for the reliable and

infrastructure, institutionalized approach to research and an

robust cloud infrastructure as well as support for the

innovation ecosystem to fuel its own innovations and

ecosystem for the AI research and development. Implications

advancements in AI, not to forget, we still miss a single top

of this can be severe, as India would lag behind the likes of

global corporation originate from India. And we need to be

China, South Korea and European countries, which are

nimble, agile and smart to learn from the experiences and

making a passionate effort, funding, investment for being
ahead of others for Industrial Revolution 4.0 and Artificial

exposures of other nations, who have been at forefront of
developing AI.

intelligence. In absence of the right infrastructure, India may

The policy makers in India should start looking at AI as

also expose itself to the huge risk of technological

critical component of all the flagship programs – both current

colonization.

and the future. A few recommendations based on this study,
are as follows:

Headwinds for India’s Future Readiness:
 Absence of organized structure, facilities and customs
needed to create AI based colossal corporation
 Indian IT and manufacturing sector will be impacted by AI
automation, dealing huge blow to Digital India, Skill India
and Make-in-India initiatives.

specially setting-up research labs and pilot labs in India
 Promote and Make India as a global hub for Machine
Intelligence in manufacturing (remodel Make-in-India
 Re-model Skill India initiative, to include the special skill

 AI talent limited to and growing in few private
Ideas/Issues

investment in Automation and AI research in India,

initiative)

 Lack of Public funding for AI related research
corporations.

 Create policies which provide special incentives for the

of

National

importance

requiring AI leveraging could suffer for want of right
talent in public and academic domain

sets, requisitioned by new AI technology. Special tie-ups
between Industry-Institutes to be weaved around market
based special skills.
 Digital India to incorporate and promote the special

 Current Education System of sequential learning is

zones for the Cloud Infrastructure and investment in

outdated. Skills will start getting outdated too frequently.

Large Data Centers, with guaranteed uninterrupted

 Cultural factors which oppose any new technological
development like AI, eg: bullet trains and EVs are not for
India.
 Lack of trained AI manpower, which could re-skill
workforce in the new skill sets necessitated post AI
innovations.
24

power supply and other support public infrastructure.
 Start-up India initiative to be strengthened with positive
regulatory support for experimentation and testing of AI
based technology.
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 Set-up and promote clusters and corridors linking

Limitations of this Study:

institutes, start-ups and manufacturing sector around the
core theme of manufacturing automation and robotics.
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This study is purely based on the secondary data; hence
there is an in-built limitation of the accuracy of this research

 New Education policy to incorporate and incentivize

linked to the accuracy of the data used by the original

pilots for alternate models of education and skill

researchers and studies. Also, this study is limited by the

imparting, suited to the future economy (AICTE has

information in public domain about the Government

already announced including AI and Robotics in the

initiatives towards AI and MI; there are potentially enough

Engineering courses).

initiatives which are classified due to inherent security

 Government to identify and incentivize the public sector

reasons. Finally, this study is limited by the knowledge span

applications for building the skills and capabilities for AI.
E.g: Tax Evasions behaviors to be used to detect frauds

and reach of the author and co-author, in accessing, study
and interpretation of the literature used for this paper.

and black money generation, Automate multilingual

Future Research Possibilities:

communications between states and center, creating
interconnectivity across whole range of government
services and interfaces.
 Special projects to be initiated for National security
based on the AI technology and its innovations.

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Automation
Technologies; in their current state hold humungous
opportunities and realms for the human kind. These fields
are not only new but very vast and intriguing for the future
opportunity they hold. Very limited research work has been

And giving the Indian IT demographic dividend, it’s impossible

done in these fields owing to limited funding as well the

to imagine the global researches in AI happening without

freshness of the whole technology. It is possible to build upon

Indian diaspora being core part of many such researches.

this study and make a comprehensive research, to make

Indian Government can and should leverage this huge

more robust conclusions and recommendations than what
author and co-author have submitted here.

expertise to educate itself and kick-start its late initiation to
AI readiness. We surely can prepare ourselves and be ready
for the new Economic disruption.
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BOON OR CATASTROPHE – THE CASE OF DEMONETISATION IN INDIA
Sreenath U

ABSTRACT
The last one year saw an excessive discussion of the 8th November 2016 policy of the government regarding invalidating
currencies with 500 and 1000 denomination or commonly known as demonetization. With data coming in from the RBI, there is a
consensus that most of the invalidated currency has come back though the government expected that at least 40-60 percent
won’t make it back. Also, there have been shift in the stated objectives of demonetization starting from illegal money, black
economy, fake currencies, terrorism and finally cashless economy. This study would try to analyze this policy of the government
and study the impact on its stated objectives. The paper would try to bring out the theoretical basis of demonetization and would
try to study some nations through the literature where this was implemented and its impact there. The study is based on the
secondary data from various sources like government agencies or departments, the Reserve Bank of India etc.
KEY WORDS: Demonetization, black economy, cashless.

The last one year saw an excessive discussion of the 8th

developed economies, India is a country which mostly relies

November 2016 policy of the government regarding

on cash for daily transactions and hence, demonetization

invalidating currencies with 500 and 1000 denomination or

caused a greater hardship for the people. The paper is an

commonly known as demonetization. This paper is a small

attempt in understanding what went wrong as far as
demonetization was concerned.

attempt in understanding the concept of demonetization in
the economic theory and trying to find out whether the
stated objectives of this policy in India was achieved or not.

Black Money and Its Actual Source

Background

actually a process or a flow concept than a stock concept. The

th

The term ‘black money’ is a misnomer because it is a

On 8 November 2016, the National Democratic Alliance

same currency in its flow through various levels could

decided to demonetize 500 and 1000 currency notes thereby

become white as well as black. The idea of black money as a

making about 86% of the currency in circulation valueless. No

stock concept is fuelled by common public imagination

doubt this policy was unparalleled because no nation had
ever experimented with demonetization to curb the black
money. It has only been accepted that a large part of the
population was affected by this extreme step this is attested
by the fact that PM Modi himself as well as many ministers
mentioned that there could be' temporary discomfort or pain

sprouting from Bollywood movies where money earned from
illegal activities are always stacked and kept in big lockers.
The Report of the Committee headed by the Chairman of
Central Board of Direct Taxes titled ‘Measures to Tackle Black
Money in India and Abroad’ identifies three sources of black

for larger good’. The objective of demonetization was to

money-crime, corruption and business (pp.5). Criminal

curtail black money and formalize the informal sector. Later

activities such as trafficking, sexual exploitation, smuggling,

on new objectives were added like digitalization of payments,

drug money, illegal arms trade etc generate black money. It is

transition to cashless economy and most weirdly reducing

also generated through corrupt activities such as bribery,

real estate prices. There was also an argument in support of

theft, siphoning off government funds, facilitating payments

demonetization that this led to activation of dormant Jan

etc. Businesses also generate black money by underreporting

DhanYojana bank accounts leading to greater financial

revenues,

inclusion. In the recent past, there have been instances of

employed and so on. A large part of black money is invested

demonetization like in Singapore in 2014, Sweden in 2013

in illegal activities as well as legal assets both in India and

and Canada in 2011. This policy disrupted the normal

abroad. The common forms of generation of black money in

functioning of the economy as well as led to huge impact on
the lives of the ordinary citizens. When compared to

India are:

inflating

© SBPIM
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1) Suppression of revenues and inflating of expenditure.

within few days of demonetization, fake ` 2,000 notes which

2) Real estate is a favoured asset for investment using black
money because valuations are different. Also, both black
and white money can be used for investing in land.

were just introduced, being recovered by law enforcement
agencies.

3) Corruption is a major reason for generating black
economy, especially in developing economies like India.
The Corruption Perceptions Index 2016 brought out by
the Transparency International puts India in 79th rank in
a list of 176 countries. This puts an additional cost on the
poor and marginalized sections of population for
accessing public services. Another major investment as
wellas generation of black money is the election process
which requires significant reforms. There have been no
attempts in expanding the ambit of Right to Information
(RTI) to include political parties nor any ordinances or
legislations in this direction.

Even though initially the entire objective of
demonetization revolved around black money. Nearly few
weeks after the implementation, a new objective was added
and that was moving towards a ‘cashless’ economy. The logic
behind this is simple that is, most of the payments would be
digital payments like debit or credit cards, e-wallets, online
payments etc which would leave a trail by which one can
identify the spender. But, there are some logical
inconsistencies to this as well:

Digital Payments and Cashless Economy

1.

The digital transactions are more costly than the cash
transactions. There are various hidden charges like MDR,
service charges and now Goods and Services Tax (GST) on
this leading to higher cost. There is an undemocratic
nature, as Prof. Prabhat Pattnaik points out for the
government to forcefully ask its citizens and that too the
poorer section to switch to cashless transactions.

2.

The same Annual Report of RBI (2016-17) mentions that
cashless transactions increased from 523.23million worth

4) Financial markets, especially in the secondary market are
used for parking the black money. Insider trading as well
as ‘Dabba-trading’ and all causes to shadow economy.
5) Gold and jewellery are also ideal for investments using
black money. The World Gold Council estimates that
nearly 18,000 tonnes of gold stock are held in India which
rd
is nearly valued at 2/3 of our current GDP. Though
investments in gold are unproductive, the fact that it has
high intrinsic value finds favour with illegal investments.
There was also a theoretical confusion between black
money and black economy. If one goes through the text of
the PM’s speech declaring demonetization, never in his
speech there is a mention of black economy but there are
only references to black money. Unless we attack its
generation points how we can stop the influx of black money.

` 93.63 lakh crore in November 2016 to 682.45 million
worth ` 150.24 lakh crore. But, it has returned to predemonetization levels and in October 2017 it was only
5% of the total transactions.
3.

Fake Currency
A main reason given for justifying demonetization was
reducing fake or counterfeit currency notes which are mostly
of high denominations. The demand for currency notes
depends on a whole host of factors such as inflation levels,
income and even the opportunity costs for holding notes. The
RBI had observed an increase in money circulation in 2010-11
which even found mention in it’s that year’s Annual Report.
RBI justified it with three reasons:
1) High inflation especially among food items.
2) Increase in real economic activity from 6.8% in 2008-09
to 12.5% in 2010-11.
3) The interest rate on bank deposits was very low when
compared to inflation.
Demonetisation, no doubt would directly impact the fake
currency but an implicit assumption for this would be that the
new currency note would have safety measures which are
difficult to replicate. The RBI Annual Report of 2016-17 says
that the detection of Fake Indian Currency Notes (FCIN) went
up by nearly 24%. But, there were also news reports that

Conclusion
There is no doubt that this policy was an unprecedented
in modern India but the effectiveness and thoughts behind
this is indeed doubtful. The arguments like demonetization
would lead to a 2% increase in GDP are all based on halftruths and unscientific. The permanent damage it has caused
to the economy would be therefore long-run. There have
been unconfirmed reports coming in that nearly 97% of the
demonetized currency has come back which means most of
the money is back. In a developing economy like India which
has a very large population of poor and illiterate, the very
idea of filling up a bank account form or walking to a bank for
accessing its services are daunting tasks. The confusion, chaos
and uncertainty created by demonetization along with the
economic, social and human costs don’t justify this policy.
The need for the hour is to arm the administrative machinery
like CBDT for effective detection and investigation of black
money and its source.
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Almost 93% of India’s workforce is engaged in informal
sector which uses cash as medium. Nearly, 97%of
transactions involve exchange of cash. This leads to a
situation where there is undue pressure on the masses to
migrate to new technology. Popularizing of technology
leads to cost reduction but the fact is that cashless
transactions are not yet popular and hence, costly.
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR CASHLESS ECONOMY
Shweta Zingade
Akshata Mathkar

ABSTRACT
Cashless transaction economy doesn’t mean shortage of cash rather it indicates a culture of people settling transactions
digitally. In an economy money moves electronically. Cashless transaction is a financial transaction done by credit cards, bank
transfer, and electronic money transfer app services. India is cash based country with around 98% cash transactions. Illiteracy,
less banking habits, inaccessible banking services, lack of awareness, lack of infrastructure to support non cash payment and
internet connectivity are major of the challenges faced by our economy. The increasing use of mobile payment services and
cashless transactions will make India achieve the objective of economic growth, financial inclusion and curbing corruption
KEY WORDS: Cashless, Modern payment system, Clearer economy, black money, transparency.

INTRODUCTION:

altogether. A large part of black money is generated in illegal

Cashless Economy:

trades like selling drugs therefore without cash or less cash
illegal trade might become difficult.

A cashless economy is one in which all the transactions
are done through electronic channels such as debit/credit

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY:

cards, Immediate Payment Service (IMPS), National Electronic



To study the concept of cashless economy.

Funds Transfer (NEFT) and Real Time Gross Settlement



To know the need for cashless and challenges to go to
digital.

(RTGS). The circulation of physical currency is minimum. The
essence of the policy is to shift the economy from a cash



towards Cashless Transaction System. a

based economy to a cashless one. Efficient and modern
payment system is a key enabler for driving growth and
development. The policy also aims at improving the
effectiveness of monetary policy, managing inflation in the
economy, maintaining stable pricing system.

The aim behind this study is to assess the behaviour




To know the importance of Cashless Transaction System.
To know opportunities for cashless economy.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
The prepared paper is a descriptive study in nature. The

To encourage and strengthen cashless economy it’s

study has been carried out based on the collection of the

important to inculcate the habit of making e-payments.

relevant secondary data. Secondary data collection was

Government encourages cashless transactions like mobile

based on various sources such as published books, articles

banking, Ru-pay cards, UPI these are means and methods of
digital payments. Less cash economy is in the interest of

published in different journals & newspapers, periodicals,
conference paper, working paper and websites, etc.

everyone and it will help in creating a clearer economy in

Benefits of Cashless Economy

future. Government have also introduced Aadhar based



payment system, this is for those people who don’t have

ease of financial transactions and curbing malpractices.

cards or mobile phones. Reducing Indian economy’s

As cash facilitates crime because it is anonymous and big

dependence on cash is desirable for a variety of reasons. To
control counterfeit notes that could be contributing to
terrorism, It also affect the monetary policy of our country
and to eliminate the ―black money, Curbs illegal activities

Going less-cash is a fine balance between maintaining



bills are easy to carry.
The fundamental idea behind this exogenous shock is to
raise the cost of illegal transactions and not going cash
less.
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Cash less economy helps in curbing generation of black
money. As a result it reduces real estate prices because
most of black money is invested in Real estate which
inflates the prices of Real estate markets
Notes are supposed to be fake which has a huge
negative impact on economy, by going cashless, that can
be avoided.
An increased use of digital payment instead of cash
would enable a more detailed record of all the
transactions which take place in the society, allowing
more transparency in business operations and money
transfers which reduce tax avoidance and money
laundering.
Cashless Economy also reduces the cost of banking
services
It also improves monetary policy in managing inflation
and increases economic growth in our country. Another
benefit of cashless economy is that it discourages cash
related robberies and other cash-related crimes.



The medium-term may be liquidity expansion in the
banking system, helping to lower lending rates and lift
economic activity," the World Bank noted.

Opportunities for cashless economy:
Increasing urbanization:











Large part of the population is still outside the scope of
Net banking like use of credit or debit cards, making
transactions using mobile phones
People are not using the internet to that extent to pay
bills they are not in a position to reduce its dependence
on cash.
Merchants prefer not to keep records in order to avoid
paying taxes and buyers find cash payments more
convenient.
To overcome unawareness and illiteracy about digital
transactions in rural areas where it is much essential to
guide the people
In order to surpass the Cyber Security has become
considerable
It will take ample of time for Changing habits and
attitudes of people




On Business Process:The impacts of Cashless Transaction on the Business
sector are as following:
Businesses have become legally strong.
Proper audit and not hidden excess liability.
Increase use of e-payment.

On Economic Growth:The impact of Cashless Transaction on Economic Growth
in India is as following:


The E-commerce market in India has shown a
considerable growth in past ten years.
Number of online buyers has increased to 90 million
in last three years. Raising trend s of online
purchasing backed by many forces such as strong
value propositions offered by online merchants,
proliferating payment platform strengthening
delivery channels, logistics home delivery, 24*7
active market leads to promote cashless economy.

Government initiatives:


Government come up with the innovative ideas such as
Pradhan Mantri Jan DhanYojana with a goal of opening
bank accounts for every household in order to bring
financial includion in India

Increasing internet penetration and raising smart phone
penetration:




Due to increase in internet penetration Indian
banks continuously increasing their technological
infrastructure to provide better services.
Telecom companies come up with affordable data
packs and services that attracts the consumer to get
more access to the internet generating
opportunities for cashless economy

CONCLUSION:

Impact of Cashless Transaction:-





Increasing urbanization leads to raise in education
level, increase in disposable income, changing life
style, increase in mobile and internet penetration
are creating opportunities for the cashless
economy.

Raising trends of E-commerce:

Challenges in making India a cashless economy


ISSN No. 2278-9316

According to the Bank, India's growth in the first half of
FY 2017 was underpinned by robust private and public
consumption, which offset slowing fixed investment,
subdued industrial activity and lethargic exports.

The cashless transaction system is reaching its growth
day by day, as soon as the market become globalised and the
growth of banking sector more and more the people moves
from cash to cashless system. The cashless system is not only
requirement but also a need of today society. All the online
market basically depends on cashless transaction system. The
cashless transition is not only safer than the cash transaction
but is less time consuming and not a trouble of carrying and
trouble of wear and tear like paper money. It also helps in
record of the all the transaction done. So, it is without doubt
said that future transaction system is cashless transaction
system.
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FDI IN INDIA AND FDI BY INDIA
Diksha Mehtre
Shraddha Mandhare
ABSTRACT
Foreign Direct investment plays a very important role in the development of the nation. Sometimes domestically available
capital is inadequate for the purpose of overall development of the country. Foreign capital is seen as a way of filling in gaps
between domestic savings and investment. India can attract much larger foreign investments than it has done in the past. The
present study has focused on the trends of FDI Flow in India during 2000-01 to 2014-15 (up to June, 2015). The study also
highlights country wise approvals of FDI inflows to India and the FDI inflows in different sector for the period April 2000 to June
2015. The study based on Secondary data which have been collected through reports of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry,
Department of Industrial Promotion and Policy, Government of India, Reserve Bank of India, and World Investment Report. The
study concludes that Mauritius emerged as the most dominant source of FDI contributing. It is because the India has Double
Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) with Mauritius and most of the foreign countries like to invest in service sector.

INTRODUCTION:
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is a type of investment in
to an enterprises in a country by another enterprises located
in another country by buying a company in the target country
or by expanding operations of an existing business in that
country. In the era of globalization FDI takes vital part in the
development of both developing and developed countries.
FDI has been associated with improved economic growth and
development in the host countries which has led to the
emergence of global competition to attract FDI. FDI offers
number of benefits like overture of new technology,
innovative products, and extension of new markets,
opportunities of employment and introduction of new skills
etc., which reflect in the growth of income of any nation.
Foreign direct investment is one of the measures of growing
economic globalization. Investment has always been an issue
for the developing economies such as India. The world has
been globalizing and all the countries are liberalizing their
policies for welcoming investment from countries which are
abundant in capital resources. The countries which are
developed are focusing on new markets where there is
availability of abundant labors, scope for products, and high
profits are achieved. Therefore Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) has become a battle ground in the emerging markets.
Foreign investment plays a significant role in development of
any economy as like India. Many countries provide many
incentives for attracting the foreign direct investment (FDI).
Need of FDI depends on saving and investment rate in any

country. Foreign Direct investment acts as a bridge to fulfill
the gap between investment and saving. In the process of
economic development foreign capital helps to cover the
domestic saving constraint and provide access to the superior
technology that promote efficiency and productivity of the
existing production capacity and generate new production
opportunity. India’s recorded GDP growth throughout the last
decade has lifted millions out of poverty & made the country
a favored destination for foreign direct investment. A recent
UNCTAD survey projected India as the second most important
FDI destination after China for transnational corporations
during 2010-2015. Services, telecommunication, construction
activities, computer software & hardware and automobile are
major sectors which attracted higher inflows of FDI in India.
Countries like Mauritius, Singapore, US & UK were among the
leading sources of FDI in India. FDI inflow routes: An Indian
company may receive Foreign Direct Investment under the
two routes as given under:
1.

Automatic Route: FDI in sectors /activities to the extent
permitted under the automatic route does not require
any prior approval either of the Government or the
Reserve Bank of India.

2.

Government Route: FDI in activities not covered under
the automatic route requires prior approval of the
Government which is considered by the Foreign
Investment Promotion Board (FIPB), Department of
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controlled conditions and services related to agro and F

the gap between investment and saving. In the process of
economic development foreign capital helps to cover the
domestic saving constraint and provide access to the superior
technology that promote efficiency and productivity of the
existing production capacity and generate new production
opportunity. India’s recorded GDP growth throughout the last
decade has lifted millions out of poverty & made the country
a favored destination for foreign direct investment. A recent
UNCTAD survey projected India as the second most important
FDI destination after China for transnational corporations
during 2010-2015. Services, telecommunication, construction
activities, computer software & hardware and automobile are
major sectors which attracted higher inflows of FDI in India.
Countries like Mauritius, Singapore, US & UK were among the
leading sources of FDI in India.
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Need of FDI in India:
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FDI is a non-debt flow and is needed for the Indian
economy for the following reasons.

Economic Affairs, and Ministry of Finance. FDI is not
permitted in the following industrial sectors:


Arms and ammunition.



Atomic Energy.



Railway Transport.



Coal and lignite.



Mining of Iron, Manganese, Chrome, Gypsum, Sulphur,



Gold, Diamonds, Copper, Zinc, Lottery Business.



Gambling and Betting.



Business of Chit Fund.



Agricultural (excluding Floriculture, Horticulture).



Development of seeds, Animal Husbandry, Pisciculture
and cultivation of vegetables, mushrooms, etc. under

2250-3153 www.ijsrp.org allied sectors) and Plantations
activities (other than Tea Plantations). Housing and Real

•

FDI brings with it capital and technical know-how.

Estate business.

•

Increases the competitiveness of the domestic
manufacturers and service providers due to
international competence pressure.

•

Supplements domestic investment to sustain high
growth rate by inter-form collaboration.

•

Could also promote growth by contributing to
exports.



Trading in Transferable Development Rights (TDRs).



Manufacture of cigars, cheroots, cigarillos andcigarettes,
of tobacco or of tobacco substitutes.

(FDI) is a type of investment in to an enterprises in a
country by another enterprises located in another country by
buying a company in the target country or by expanding
operations of an existing business in that country. In the era
of globalization FDI takes vital part in the development of
both developing and developed countries. FDI has been
associated with improved economic growth and development
in the host countries which has led to the emergence of
global competition to attract FDI. FDI offers number of
benefits like overture of new technology, innovative
products, and extension of new markets, opportunities of
employment and introduction of new skills etc., which reflect
in the growth of income of any nation. Foreign direct
investment is one of the measures of growing economic
globalization. Investment has always been an issue for the
developing economies such as India. The world has been
globalizing and all the countries are liberalizing their policies
for welcoming investment from countries which are
abundant in capital resources. The countries which are
developed are focusing on new markets where there is
availability of abundant labors, scope for products, and high
profits are achieved. Therefore Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) has become a battle ground in the emerging markets.
Foreign investment plays a significant role in development of
any economy as like India. Many countries provide many
incentives for attracting the foreign direct investment (FDI).
Need of FDI depends on saving and investment rate in any
country. Foreign Direct investment acts as a bridge to fulfill
32

FDI imparts desired dynamism to the economy on
account of its global marketing network.
With the size of the market of India, she has attracted
quite a lot of interest in the foreign investors, who have
shown interest and signed MoUs with India to bring in the
investment. However, many of these MoUs have not seen the
light due to plenty of drawbacks.


Unsuitable investment climate due to heavy paperwork
and red-tapes.



Poor physical infrastructure and absence of skilled labor.



Outdated labor and contract enforcement laws



Tax terrorism.



Corruption and kickbacks expectations from the official
machinery.



High Fiscal deficit and policy paralysis post 2009-10.



NO proper exit mechanism in place.
Therefore India is yet to harness the FDI potential fully.

And studies show that the policies that attract domestic
investment also facilitate FDI pull. To be able to do that


Active promotion of FDI by developing viable projects
necessary.



Single window clearances.
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High Government investment in physical infrastructure,
esp. industrial corridors and ports.
Rational tax laws and gradual decrease in corporate
taxes.
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industrialization gets started with the initiative of foreign
capital, domestic industrial activity starts picking up as more
and more of the host country enter the industrial field.
5.

Development of basic economic infrastructure:



Having Fiscal and CAD under control.



Bring down the negative list of FDI.

under developed countries is often too inadequate to build



Faster adjudication of disputes and better contract
enforcement mechanism.

up the economic infra structure of its own. Thus these

It has been observed that the domestic capital of the

undertake this task.In the latter half of the 20

OBJECTIVES OF FDI:
1.

themselves within a short period of time, it becomes
necessary to raise the level of investment substantially. This
requires, in turn, a high level of savings. However, because of
general poverty of masses, the savings are often very low.
Hence emerges a resource gap between investment and
savings. This gap has to be filled through foreign capital.
Technological gap: The under developed countries have
very low level of technology as compared to the advanced
they

possess

strong

urge

for

industrialization to develop their economies and to wriggle
out of the low level equilibrium trap in which they are
caught.
2.

century,

institutions and many governments of advanced countries

Since the underdeveloped countries want to industrialize

However

th

especially during the last 3-4 decades, international financial

Sustaining a high level of investment:

countries.

countries require the assistance of foreign capital to

This raises the necessity for importing technology from

advanced countries. Such technology usually comes with
foreign capital when it assumes the form of private foreign
investment or foreign collaboration. In the Indian case
technical assistance received from abroad has helped in filling
the technological gap through the following three ways:

have made substantial capital available to the under
developed countries to develop their system of transport and
communications, generation and distribution of electricity,
development of irrigation facilities, etc.
6.

Improvement in balance of payments position:
In the initial phase of the economic development, the

under developed countries need much larger imports (in the
form of machinery, capital goods, industrial raw materials,
spares and components), then they can possibly export. As a
result, the balance of payments generally turns adverse. This
creates a gap between the earnings and foreign exchange.
Foreign capital presents short run solution to the problem.
This shows that the economic development of an
underdeveloped country should obviously receive a boost as
a result of foreign capital. Accordingly, if foreign capital is
obtained on easy terms and without any ‘strings’, it should be
welcomed. However, as noted by John P. Lewis, “despite
denials, the fact is that all foreign aid carries strings and every

I.

Provision for expert services

foreign aid relationship involves bargaining, however genteel,
between aiding and receiving parties.”

II.

Training of Indian personnel



To analyze the impact of FDI on some macroeconomic
indicators in India and



To examine the factors which influence the flow of FDI in
India.

A number of underdeveloped countries possess huge



To compare the recent trends of FDI in India and China.

mineral resources, which await exploitation. These countries



To study the global trends of FDI.



have to depend upon foreign capital to undertake the
exploitation of their mineral wealth.

To investigate the causal links between FDI and trade in
both the countries.



China.

4.

Research Methodology:

III. Education research and training institution in the
country.
3.

Exploitation of natural resources:

themselves do not possess the required technical skill and
expertise to accomplish this task. As a consequence, they

Undertaking the initial risk:
Many under developed countries suffer from acute



The present study is based on the objectives like

private entrepreneurs. This creates obstacles in the programs

how much amount of foreign investment is required

of industrialization. An argument advanced in favor of the

for India’s economic growth and to analysis the

foreign capital is that it undertakes the risk of investment in

trend of FDI & FIIs for economic development and

host countries and thus provides the much-needed impetus

how the status of economy has improved after

to the process of industrialization. Once the programmed of
33

economic reforms. To fulfill all above said objectives
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data has been gathered from secondary sources like

foreign Investment, economic journals, books,

reports and publication of Govt. and RBI relating to

magazines and internet.

of growth. The growth rate of FDI over last year was

DATA ANALYSIS:The above pie diagram shows that the investment made

found to be 40 %. The main reason for this substantial

in FDI is highest for Service Industry. 31%. Followed by 13% in

growth in FDI was opening up of Indian economy to

Computer Software and Hardware. 12% is made in

foreign investment, relaxation of norms for foreign

Telecommunication. 11% in Housing and Real Estate. 10% in

investments and enhancing sector wise limit. B. In region

Construction Activities. 6% in Power,
Metallurgical, and Petroleum and Natural Gas.

wise analysis, Mumbai was on the top with 29% to total

Automobile,

FDI of India. The reason behind this was the availability of
service

FINDINGS
1) FDI is an important stimulus for the economic growth of
India.
2) Service sector is first and banking and insurance sector is
second segment of which pick the growth in second
decade of reforms.

sector,

infrastructure

and

construction

development. Six regions offices which are at the top
contribute 71% to the total FDI while rest of the regions
adds 29% to total FDI. C. As per the data, the sectors that
attracted

higher

inflows

were

Services

(17%),

Construction activities (9%), Telecommunications (7%)
and Computer Software and Hardware (7%). D. A country

3) FDI create high perks jobs for skilled employee in Indian
service sector.

wise FDI inflows show that Mauritius is the country that

4) Mauritius and Singapore is the 2 top countries which has
maximum FDI in India.

Japan Netherland and USA and so on. Nine countries

5) FDI plays an important role in the development of

remaining contributes only 17%. E. FDI plays an

infrastructure because many countries invest in the

important role in the development of infrastructure

infrastructure sector and service and banking finance
sectors

because many countries invest in the infrastructure
sector and banking finance

6) Atomic Energy and Railway Transport are some

has invested highly in India followed by Singapore, UK,
contribute 83% to cumulative FDI in India while

Conclusions:

important and life line of any country. Therefore India
also restricted FDI in this sector.

should use its advantages such as large domestic market,

7) After above analysis, we can say that FDI has good future

abundant supply of trained and low-wage labor, vast pool of

growth in Retailing and Real estate sector in India. A.

technical professional, second largest nation, etc. FDI is a

India is attracting foreign investment at a good rapid rate

panacea for the economic ills of any country. Economic

34

It can be summed up by saying that to attract FDI, India
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development strongly depends on FDI. Mauritius, US,

without prior approval in most of the sectors including the

Netherlands, Japan, UK, Germany, France, Singapore and

services sector under automatic route. FDI in sectors/

Switzerland are the top foreign investors in India. At present,

activities under automatic route does not require any prior

Maharashtra rank first with 17.5 percent of FDI inflows, Delhi

approval either by the Government or the RBI. Market

second with 12.1 percent. After Delhi, Karnataka and Gujarat

oriented policies are boosting economic activity, all round

occupy next position respectively. India attracted 25 billion

development and economic growth rate. As the Indian

Dollar in 2007 and in 2008 FDI inflow in India was 43.4 billion

economy gears up for competition in the international

dollar. FDI in India has contributed effectively to the overall

market, overseas investors clearly see the potential for
attractive returns from investment in India.

growth of the economy in the recent times. FDI Policy
permits FDI up to 100 percent from foreign/NRI investor
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FESTIVALS - AN EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING STRATEGY
Lyseth M. D’souza
Nandkishor G. Sarode

ABSTRACT
Tourism as an industry possesses unique generic product and production process where it provides the product as services,
persons, places, organizations, and ideas, with the function of facilitation of travel and activity of individual usually for a limited
duration (Smith, 1994). Goa is a favorite tourist destination for domestic as well as international tourists’ right from the hippy
trail with major emphasis on beach tourism. Goa is endowed with rich, diverse culture and heritage along with scenic, natural
beauty which is hardly tapped. Changes in demographic, social, and cultural characteristics of the tourism market the world over,
has led to the growth of a number of new niche markets. With experience sharing being one of the hottest movements today,
festivals are a smart and effective tool of staging experiential activities to boost the culture and heritage of a place. Events to
represent the festivals have the potential to generate a vast amount of tourism when they cater to out of-region visitors (Getz,
1997) of direct or indirect intent. The festival organizers use historical and cultural themes to develop annual events, attract
visitors and create cultural image in the host cities by holding festivals in the community settings. The local communities play a
vital role in the development of tourism through festivals. This paper discusses seven major festivals showcased and celebrated in
Goa which attract not only cultural enthusiasts but tourists in general to visit, revisit and experience Goa with a difference. The
primary feature of tourism is concerned with visitation experiences (Ritchie et al.,2011) which include seeing, learning, feeling,
enjoying, engaging, fantasizing and living in a different mode of life.
KEY WORDS: Festivals, Events, Experiential Marketing, Experience, Tourism.

Introduction:
Tourism is a special consumption activity which is

heritage along with scenic, natural beauty which is hardly

“unique” to those people who displace themselves from

tapped. But in the last decade there has been a conscious

familiar environments and voluntarily invest their time and

shift in focus by government bodies and private players from

money in making a journey to somewhere less familiar,

just beach tourism to cultural & heritage tourism and eco

where they undertake a range of activities before returning

tourism too. Changes in demographic, social, and cultural

home. Smith, (1994) acknowledged tourism as an industry

characteristics of the tourism market have led to an

which possesses unique generic product and production

increasing number of new niche markets such as ecotourism,

process where it provides the product as services, persons,

sports tourism, adventure tourism, and cultural tourism

places, organizations, and ideas, with the function of

(UNWTO, 2015). This paper discusses seven major festivals

facilitation of travel and activity of individual usually for a

showcased and celebrated in Goa which attracts not only

limited duration. Tourism is a major economic activity of

cultural enthusiasts but tourists in general to visit, revisit and

many countries all over the world (Manila Declaration on

experience Goa with a difference.

World Tourism) and it is difficult to find a place in the world

Significance of Festivals:

that tourism does not touch. Goa is a favorite tourist

Festivals hold an important place in the hearts and minds

destination for domestic as well as international tourists’

of people. They contribute significantly to the cultural and

right from the hippy trail with major emphasis on beach

economic developmental wealth of the destination chiefly
through the consumption of tourism products in the

tourism. Goa is endowed with rich, diverse culture and
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geographical area and by providing job opportunities

considered a basic value delivered to customers, emotional

(Gibson et al , 2010; Goeldner and Ritchie, 2006). Events to

value refers to the feeling or emotional reaction that

represent the festivals have the potential to generate a vast

customers gain during and after experiencing and novelty

amount of tourism when they cater to out of-region visitors

value refers to uniqueness, freshness and innovation which

(Getz, 1997) of direct or indirect intent. Ritchie (1984) defined

companies bring for their customers as today’s customers

special events as "major one-time or recurring events of

look out for innovation and something different as part of

limited duration, developed primarily to enhance awareness,

their experiencing environment (Berry et al, 2002; Schmitt,

appeal and profitability of a tourism destination". These

1999). The experience is a function of activities designed

events play an important role in boosting tourism and have a

by event organizers for attendee participation and revisit

positive social and cultural impact on host destinations

which will happen only when the tourist experiences

(Deery and Jago, 2010; Dwyer et al.,2005).The festival

something memorable, unique and engaging. Differentiating

organizers use historical and cultural themes to develop

and categorizing different kinds of experiences like

annual events, attract visitors and create cultural image in the
host cities by holding festivals in the community settings. The

emotional, spiritual, social, virtual etc. gives new insights to
experience offerings (Gelter 2007).

local communities play a vital role in the development of

The primary feature of tourism is concerned with

tourism through festivals. All the communities in Goa

visitation experiences (Ritchie et al., 2011) which include

irrespective of their religion take part in all the events and
work together to make the event a big success.

seeing, learning, feeling, enjoying, engaging, fantasizing and
living in a different mode of life.

Festivals – An effective tool of destination marketing:

Carnival

With experience sharing being one of the hottest

“The Carnival” is a festival which is very unique and

movements today, festivals are a smart and effective tool of

exclusive to Goa. It was introduced by the Portuguese to

destination marketing. Goa has gone through a series of

mark the beginning of the Lenten Season. The Government of

transformations with each invader; the Kadambas, the

Goa along with GTDC stage and organize an international

Bhosles, the Marathas, the Bahaminis and last of all the

event and endeavor to guarantee its success. It was originally

Portuguese, who left behind traces of their culture and

celebrated only by Christians but now over the years it has

tradition on this beautiful land of Goa. There are a number of

been absorbed by the members of other religions and has

festivals which are celebrated at different times of the year

turned into a grand annual pageant. Colorful lights, carnival

by different sections of the society. Earlier these festivals

masks, flowers, buntings and masquerades are displayed at

were not commercialized and popularized but were held in a
very small scale or at the village level.

popular tourist spots and in the major cities of Goa, with

The present tourist attributes great meaning to the word

three nights celebration which starts with the crowning of

free time and this evolution of tourist behavior encourages

King Momo who orders all his subjects to party before the

both change and emergence of new meaning (Bouchet et al.,

season of repentance. Colorful processions adorn the streets

2004). Tourists are seeking a variety of travel experiences

with gorgeously decked floats, decorated bullock carts and

which are unique, gratifying and diverse (Azevedo, 2010),

participants dressed in fancy clothes such as the koli dress,

that provide more than the traditional sun, sand and sea

satin shirts, flounced and tiered skirts, feathered headdresses

holiday. Modern tourism offers a wide variety of experiences

and masks. Even spectators wear bright and quirky attire.

for travellers who crave diverse scenery, cultures, and local

The entire atmosphere is charged with even the spectators

life styles at different tourism destinations.The changing

singing and dancing all through the day and night. To increase

demographics of the tourists and the emergence of the

the attractiveness of the event, the government invites floats

experience economy has forced the Government of Goa

from Brazil. A truly engaging three day event is organized at

along with Goa Tourism and Development Corporation

the “Samba Square”- Panjim, which draws locals and tourists

(GTDC) and some private players to stage special events and

for a fun filled event of music and food. Live band

popularize the festivals since experiential marketing
strategies works for both the company as well as the tourists.

performances, dance shows, fire performances and rows of

Major Festivals Staged in Goa:

one and all. The carnival concludes with the famous Red-andBlack dance which is a much awaited event.

Experiential value encompass functional value, emotional
value and novelty value where functional value can be
37
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Shigmotsav is a popular 14 days long Hindu festival which

themwith Feni ( local drink) and traditional sweets. Today this

is similar to the festival of Holi celebrated at the national

event is commercialized with resorts and event organizers

level. This festival marks the end of winter and the arrival of

staging fun filled, appealing enthralling and interesting events

the colorful and bright spring season. This festival is once

and activities. Who does not like to soak and get drenched in

again unique only to Goa. The local artisans and craftsmen

water or dance in the rain with lively music played by the best

work tirelessly to put up a good show for the spectators. The

bands of Goa. The tourists love each and every thing about

Government of Goa decorates the various cities with lights,

this event. One can also go to watch the famous boat race at

colorful flags, life size images of dance performers and masks

Siolim which attracts tourists from all over not only to see the

making the atmosphere cheerful. This event is planned and

boat race but also to witness the competition of the best

organized to give an enthralling experience of international

dressed boat. The live performances by the top singers and

standard. Parades of colorful and mechanized floats depicting
the various scenes and characters of the Mahabharata &

even Remo Fernandes the famous pop star and resident of
Siolim, gets the crowds crazy with his performance.

Ramayana and traditional folk dances are organized at

Bonderam

various places in Goa. The zeal and fervor of the contestants

Bonderam is celebrated only at one place in Goa, the

to win prizes in the various competitions increase the

famous and exotic island of Divar which is rich in vast and

standard, quality and glamour of this festival. Locals and

varied flora and fauna. It is situated close to the island of

tourists gather in large numbers to see and experience this

Chorao which houses the Salim Ali Bird Sanctuary, a popular

festival of color which is hosted at night. This adds to the

tourist attraction. Bonderamis celebrated every year on

uniqueness of the floats which have brilliant sound and

24 of August. This is another monsoon event which adds to

lighting effects. The wonderful sight of villagers dressed up in

the attractiveness of the monsoon season. This happening

colorful clothes carrying multi-colored flags, beating drums
and blowing flutes is a treat to one’s eyes and ears.

festival is a memoir to the protest by the villagers against the

Three Kings Feast:

disputes in the island. It’s a very colorful festival which

This festival is celebrated on 6

th

th

Portuguese while trying to resolve the property ownership

January with great

showcases the fight of the past with the display of flags

splendor at only two places in Goa, namely The Reis Magos

accompanied by the traditional brass band. The celebrations

Church at Verem which overlooks the popular and admired

include fancy dress competition followed by the traditional

Mandovi River and The Three Kings Chapel at Cansaulim

float parade of colorfully decorated boats and live band

which is situated on a breath taking hill. Locals and tourists

performances by famous music bands of Goa. Huge crowds

come from far and wide to witness this once a year event
which is celebrated with great pomp. Everyone can take part

consisting of locals and tourists gather to participate in the
processions and mock battles.

in this long and inspiring procession through the village along

Saint Francis Xavier’s Feast:

with three men dressed as the Three King in royal robe, on

One of the biggest pilgrimages of the world is the feast of

horseback carrying the gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh.

St. Francis Xavier which is celebrated every year on

They depict the entire journey of the “Three Kings” from the

rd

3 December at the Basilica of Bom Jesus. St Xavier was a

east who travelled far to venerate baby Jesus in Bethlehem.

great Catholic missionary who won the hearts of millions

It’s a treat to take part and see this colorful sight especially

across the continents. Since his body did not get consumed

for the tourists of other faith. In addition to this event, there

by the corruption of the world, pilgrims, tourists and locals

is a lot of mystery surrounding this Chapel and the three kings

flock to venerate his body, seek favorsand participate in large

which arouses interest in the tourists to visit this place not
only during the festival time but also throughout the year.

numbers in the extraordinary Eucharistic celebration. His

Sao Joao

of the ordinary Church at Old Goa. The Church and its

body lies in a silver casket in the beautiful, stunning and out

Monsoon tourism is being promoted in Goa in a big way,

surroundings, each have a story to tell. The Basilica of Bom

with huge discounts being offered on hotel stay and other

Jesus, Se Cathedral, Convent of St Cajetan, Wax World

facilities. An important event during this season is Sao Joao,

Museum, Museum of Christian Art, the St Augustine’s Tower

the feast of St. John the Baptist which is celebrated on 24th

and the Arch of Adil Shah’s Palace are historic sites which add

June every year as thanksgiving for the arrival of the

to the wonderful experience. The most fulfilling experience is

monsoons. This tradition feast is celebrated in every village

the visit to the small Chapel which housed St Francis Xavier.

with young men jumping into wells and the villagers greeting

Pilgrims come especially to get glimpses of his way of life,
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drink the water from the well and offer wax body parts as

and nations where the world’s greatest film artistes hold

offerings for healing. This festival is spread over 9 days with

hands with emerging talents on an equal footing. Tourists,

the feast celebrated with lakhs of attendees from far and

delegates, film producers, actors, film professionals, event

th

wide on the 10 day. This number increases drastically during

managers and locals wholeheartedly take part in the

the exposition of the body which is held once in ten years. In

screening of films, workshops, seminars, entertainment

2014, Goa witnessed a slump in the tourism sector due to the

programs, fair and food stalls. The entire atmosphere is

decline in charters and the slowdown of the Russian economy

charged up with hotels, restaurants, pubs, casinos, airlines,

but thankfully it was the exposition of St Francis Xavier which

travel agents, tour operators and consumer shops bubbling

made a quick recovery for the tourism sector in 2014. There

with activities. The screening of movies on beaches and parks

is a huge fair with entertaining activities, stalls selling trinkets,
souvenirs and a wide variety of food and drink which turns

add flavor to this fun filled festival. The viewing experience is
enhanced, enlarged and enriched.

the pilgrimage into a picnic for quite a few families who shop

Conclusion:

in the little lanes decorated with streamers. The ambience of
the church site is happy and festive.

cultural tourism. It not only attracts cultural enthusiasts but

International Film Festival of India (IFFI):

tourists in general of direct or indirect intent. Festivals enrich

Festivals definitely contribute to the development of

Besides the traditional festivals celebrated at Goa, since

the tourists experience with events staged to build up

2004 IFFI the most famous international film festival of Asia

community sharing, bonding and promote cultural exchanges

has been added to the list of events highlighting Goa at an

between tourists and locals. Cultural tourism endeavors to

international level. IFFI is held annually in the month of

integrate education, learning, entertainment, esthetics,

November bringing in the festive season and adding life, color

escapism and experiencing of heritage and culture as part of

to this beautiful place after a long monsoon break. Every day

the experiencing process. The Carnival, Shigmotsav, The

before, during and after the festival, Goa gets featured

Three Kings Feast, Sao Joao, Bonderam, St. Francis Xaviers’

through news channels, glossy magazines and gets free

Feast and IFFI operate as "Cathedrals of Consumption"

publicity worth crores in the film, fashion and tourism

(Ritzer, 1999) offering increasingly complex consumption
opportunities to increasingly complex consumers.

industry. The Festival is an assembly and a forum of people
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PERCEIVED E-SERVICE QUALITY DIMENSIONS, E-SATISFACTION, AND E-LOYALTY IN
E-RETAILING: INVESTIGATING THE MODERATING EFFECT OF GENDER
Dr. Pooja Goel
ABSTRACT
E-commerce is transforming the way in which firms are competing, their speed of operations and the way in which they now
interact with the consumers. Because of online platform, it has become much easier for the customers to compare the technical
features and the prices of the products than traditional retail setting. Thus e-service quality has become a key factor for online
customers. Companies also realize the importance and quality of online portals for their business, but also face the problems in
understanding the perceptions of the quality from the point of view of the customers. Therefore, this study is an attempt to scale
the perceptions of consumers regarding e-service quality dimensions and to find out its impact on e-loyalty. The moderating role
of the gender is also studied. Offline survey with the help of standardized instrument was conducted in Delhi-NCR region. Results
revealed that information quality and privacy dimensions of e-service quality are important dimensions for online shoppers for
showing loyal behavior. However, function dimension has indirect effect on e-loyalty. The partial mediation of e-satisfaction was
found on the relationship of information quality and e-loyalty whereas, full mediation of e-satisfaction was observed in the
relation of privacy and e-loyalty. Study further established that there was no influence of gender found on the relationship of eservice quality dimensions and e-loyalty through e-satisfaction.

Introduction:
After the currency replaced barter system of payment,

questions about the relationship of perceived e-service

Internet revolution has been considered as a biggest change

quality dimensions and loyalty. Moreover, different studies

to hit the businesses (Reichheld et al., 2000). The

also suggest that loyalty also varies depending on the socio

phenomenal growth of internet users has opened up new

demographic profile of the customer (Bryant & Cha, 1996;

opportunities for the retailers to conduct business online and

Mittal & Kamakura, 2001).Thus, the current study is

thrown up the new challenges in front of e-retailers to satisfy

undertaken to find out the answers of following research
questions.

and retaining their customers. Literature provides enough
evidences about the success of e-commerce business through
appropriate customer interface quality (Kim & Moon, 1998;

RQ1: Does customer e-satisfaction has a mediating effect on
the relationship of e-service quality dimensions and e-loyalty?

Kumar et al., 2004).Hence, e-retailers are required to deliver

RQ2: Does gender moderates the mediating effect of

high level of service quality to customers for encouraging the

e-satisfaction on the relationship of e-service quality
dimensions and e-loyalty?

repeat purchases and maintaining long term relationships
with customers(Gurau, 2003).There are number of studies in
the literature which have empirically investigated the impact
of service quality on outcome variables like customer
satisfaction, loyalty, and purchase intentions(Dai et al. 2011).
However, variances have been observed in the significance
level, direction, and the magnitude of the constructs in these
studies (Carrillat et al., 2009). For some researchers the
ambiguity exists regarding the relationship of service quality
and loyalty (Roberts et al., 2003) while for others both above
constructs have strong relationship (Zeithaml et al., 1996).
Therefore, these contradictory findings raise important

In the light of above discussion, this study attempts to
examine the mediating role of e-satisfaction on the
relationship of e-service quality dimensions and e-loyalty and
to examine the influence of gender on the relationship of
dimensions of e-service quality and e-loyalty through
e-satisfaction.
Conceptual Framework of the Study:
e-service Quality Dimensions
e-service quality has been defined as the level to which
businesses meet customer’s expectation without having any
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human to human interaction (Aladwani & Palvia, 2002;

customer’s favourable attitude towards an electronic

Francis, 2007).Zeithaml (2002) posits that e-sq is the degree

business, resulting in repeat purchasing behaviour. Valvi &

to which a website can be used for purchasing and delivering

Fragkos (2012) observed that the loyalty can be affected by

the products and services in an efficient and effective

e-service quality directly or indirectly. Studies conducted by

manner.Cronin &

in

Parasuraman et al. (1985), Bansal & Taylor, (1997),

e-retailing, service quality can affect customers’ satisfaction,

Parasuraman et al. (1988) have empirically proved the direct

repurchase intentions, and experience. Online service quality

affect of e-service quality on loyalty whereas indirect

can be measured for various dimensions such as easiness of

relationship between service quality and loyalty via

navigation,

online

satisfaction is established by Cronin & Taylor (1992), and

transactions, level of security/privacy for the customers, and

(Gotlieb et al. 1994).While otherschool (Cronin & Taylor,

customer interactons (Lee & Lin, 2005). Nelson et al. (2005),

1992; Gotlieb et al., 1994; Dabholkar et al., 2000) argued that

postulated that information quality with respect to the online

customer satisfaction has the mediating role of in predicting

service consists of the variables like accuracy, completeness,

the loyalty. However, in a study of retail customers,

timliness, and effective presentation of information. It has

Dabholkar P. (1995) established that in short term, customer

been considered as a crucial quality dimension by scholars

satisfaction is a better predictor of loyalty. Consistent with

(Pitt et al.,1995; Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2003).The basic feature

the work of Dabholkar et al.(2000), the study hypothize that

of information quality is to enable customers retrive required
information themselves and the information provided should

customer satisfaction mediates the relationship between
e-service quality and e-loyalty.

be adequate, updated and authenticated. In e-commerce,

Genderas Moderator:

Taylor, (1992) established that

information

search,

carrying

out

privacy/security is one of the essential concern of the

Based on the previous studies, the present study

consumers. In this paper, privacy/security refers to a

includes gender and e-retailer as moderator variables.

customer’s perception of the extent to which he thinks that

Because of the individual differences, not every customer is

the website/e-retailer will keep his information confidential

prone to be loyal. Thus, it also raises a question whether the

and it will be protected from any unauthorized access

influence of perceived e-service quality on loyalty is same for

(Zeithaml, 2002). In the absence of this e-service quality

both males and females? In literature there is lack of explicit

dimension people inhibit online purchases

(Miyazaki &

research studies which address the gender difference in

Fernandez, 2001; Ranganathan & Ganapathy, 2002).Thus, the

online shopping (Dittmar et al., 2004; Cyr & Bonanni, 2005).

current study proposed that e-service quality has dimensions

Van Slyke et al. (2002), pointed out the gender differences for

namely- information quality, function, and privacy and

online shopping regarding compatibility, complexity, result

developed a research model for understanding the

demonstrability, and relative advantage.Furthermore, Cyr &

perceptions of rational customers regarding online shopping

Bonanni (2005), showed significant gender diffrences in

quality. Therefore the study hypothized that all the three

beleifs related to website design, website trust, website
satisfaction, and e-loyalty.

dimensions of e-service quality that is information quality,
function, and privacy have positive relationship with
e-loyalty.
E-satisfaction and e-loyalty:

In the light of previous discussion, the following battery
of hypotheses are formulated:
H 1a.

In a competitive industry such as e-commerce customer

satisfaction between information quality and eloyalty.

satisfaction plays an important role (Shankar et al., 2000). In
literature, customer satisfaction has been defined as a
cumlative construct which is affected by service expectations
and performance perceptions in any given period and is
affected by past satisfaction from period to period (Johnson

H1b.

There is significant mediating effect of customer
satisfaction between function and e-loyalty.

H1c.

There is significant mediating effect of customer
satisfaction between privacy and e-loyalty.

H 2a.

There is moderating effect of female between

et al., 1995). Previous studies have established that customer
satisfaction is a function of perceived service quality
(Martensen et al. 2000; Zhu et al., 2002) . Whereas, loyalty
has been defined as the outcome construct of the
e-satisfaction in some studies (Dick & Basu, 1994; Fornell,
1992). Anderson & Srinivasan (2003) defined e-loyalty as the
42
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There is significant moderating effect of males

between function and customer e-loyalty through
customer e-satisfaction.

between function and customer e-loyalty through
customer e-satisfaction.

There is significant moderating effect of females

H3c. There is significant moderating effect of males

between privacy and customer e-loyalty through
customer e-satisfaction.

between privacy and customer e-loyalty through
customer e-satisfaction.
H4.

There is moderating effect of female between

There is significant difference in the moderating effect
of males and females between e-service quality

information quality and customer e-loyalty through
customer e-satisfaction.

dimensions and customer e-loyalty through customer
e-satisfaction.

e-satisfaction
Information Quality

e-loyalty

Function
Gender

Privacy

Figure 1: Research Framework of the Study
Source: Author’s Own work.

Methodology:

sample comprised of 155 valid questionnaires. The sample

Research Design:

consists of 41 percent of female and 59 percent of male
respondents.

This research is an empirical research where several
hypotheses are tested to prove the relationship among

Measures:

variables. In this study, customer e-loyalty and customer

The instrument proposed for this study comprised of two

e-satisfaction are dependent variables and dimensions of

parts. In the first part of the questionnaire, questions

e-service quality are independent variables. Customer

pertaining to the demographic information and frequency of

satisfaction is also playing mediating role between loyalty and

their online retailing transaction were asked. The second part

dimensions of service quality. Moreover, gender a multigroup

comprised of questions related to measure the five study

variable has been taken which has influence over the

variables. “Function” was adapted from (Aladwani & Palvia,

relationship between dimensions of e-service quality on

2002), (Parasuraman et al. 2005) and (Collier & Bienstock,

loyalty through customer satisfaction. An adapted scale is
used to capture the variables.

2006). Items for “privacy” were adapted from (Janda et al.,
2002), (Parasuraman et al., 2005) and (Collier & Bienstock,
2006). Statements for “information quality” construct was

Participants and Procedure:
The survey target sample consisted young population

adapted from (Aladwani & Palvia, 2002). The measurement of

i.e. up to the age of 35 years living in Delhi- National Capital

the construct service satisfaction (five items) was adopted

Region (NCR). The respondents had relatively rich experience

from (Janda et al., 2002) and loyalty (five items) from

of online retail purchase as 67 percent of the respondents are

(Parasuraman et al., 2005). The respondents were asked to

doing online shopping for more than one year now and more

indicate their level of agreement with each of the original

than 51 percent respondents make at least one purchase
every month. The convenience cum snowball sampling has

statement on a five-point Likert type scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

been used for the study. The survey was done through self-

Results:

administered questionnaire in English language. The resulting

Assessment of Measurement Model:
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Two-step approach using AMOS 21.0 was used to first

.852 which is exceeding the standard value of .70 (Hair et al.

calculate confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to determine the

2015; Malhotra & Dash, 2011). All the AVE estimates except

study.

for “Function” exceeded the .50 value (Hair et al., 2015).

Unidimensionality, reliability, and validity of the constructs

However, Janda et al. (2002) and Swaid & Wigand

was verified before testing the structural model. Table 1

(2009)supported convergent validity through statistically

displays values of composite reliability, average variance

significant t-values at p<0.001.Since all the items of the latent

extracted, MSV and ASV values for online shoppers. The

variable “function” are found statistically significant at

composite reliability (CR) is used to assess internal

p<0.001 in the present study, it was decided to keep this
latent variable in the model.

adequacy

of

the

proposed

model

of

the

consistency which is a popular alternative to Cronbach’s

alpha (Hair et al., 2015). The values of CR ranged from .702 to
Table 1: Values of CR, AVE, MSV, ASV
CR

AVE

MSV

ASV

Satisfaction

0.852

0.537

0.471

0.271

Function

0.702

0.324

0.279

0.182

Information
Quality

0.797

0.569

0.298

0.215

Privacy

0.793

0.562

0.065

0.053

Loyalty

0.834

0.505

0.471

0.221

Source: Author’s Own Work

All diagonal elements in table 2 are depicting the squre

MSV and ASV values respectively hence suggesting that there

root of average variance extracted (AVE). Off- diagonal

is no convergent validity (except for function) and

elements are the correlations among constructs. For

discriminant validity problem in the measurement model of
online shoppers.

achieving discriminant validity, diagonal elements should be
larger than the off-diagonal elements (Nath et al., 2013). All

the AVE estimates for each construct are greater than their
Table 2: Comparison of Squared Correlation and Variable Extracted
Satisfaction

Function

Information Quality

Privacy

Satisfaction

0.733

Function

0.528

0.569

Information

0.546

0.526

0.755

Privacy

0.190

0.226

0.242

0.750

Loyalty

0.686

0.351

0.474

0.254

Loyalty

Quality

0.711

Source: Author’s Own Work

Also,

the

confirmatory

measurement

model

demonstrated the results of the model fit indices
i.e. CMIN/d.f. = 1.634, goodness-of-fit index (GFI) = .854,
adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) = .812, comparative fit
index (CFI) = .906 and root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA) = .064 indicate reasonably fit model
values (Hair et al., 2015).

Assessment of Structural Model:
After the validation of measurement model, structural
equation modelling (SEM) analyses were conducted to
validate the proposed model and to test the hypotheses.
Figure 2 demonstrates the measurement model assessed
through path diagram. The model fit indices were found to
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have reasonably good fit with the χ /d.f. = 2.493, goodness-

positive relationship with e-loyalty. Instead, “function”

of-fit index (GFI) = .987, adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI)

indirectly

= .905, comparative fit index (CFI) = .991 and root mean

Furthermore, in the presence of customer e-satisfaction, the

square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .098 values. All the

relationships of e-service quality dimensions with customer’s

indicators have shown improvement in the values after path

e-loyalty were again examined (see direct effects). The

analysis, demonstrating satisfactory model fit (Hair et al.,

analysis of the table 3 shows that when satisfaction is

2015). Thus, it provided a good basis for testing the

mediating the relationship of dimensions of e-service quality

hypothesized paths.

and e-loyalty, the estimates of information quality and

Mediating Effect of Customer e-satisfaction between

privacy changed from .426 and .281 to .138 and .007

e-service Quality Dimensions and e-loyalty

respectively. Thus, analytical results of this study support the

2

influence

e-loyalty

through

e-satisfaction

For testing the mediating role of customer e-satisfaction,

view that information quality and privacy are an important

the relationships of e-service quality dimensions with the

antecedents of customer e-satisfaction and e-loyalty (H1a,

e-loyalty in the absence of e-satisfaction were tested.

H1c). This result also reveals that information quality is a key-

Information quality and privacy were found to have

factor in enhancing e-loyalty thus, confirms the view of (Pitt

significant positive direct relationship with the e-loyalty (see

et al.,1997).

total effects), while “function” is not having any significant
Table 3: Results of Hypotheses Developed for the Study
Statement
H1a. There is a of mediating effect of customer

Total effects
**

.426

Direct Effects

Indirect Effects

Mediation Type

.145**

.281***

Partial

e-satisfaction between information quality and

Mediation

e-loyalty.

H1b. There is a mediating effect of customer

.126 (N.S.)

-.158**

.288**

.138**

.131**

.007 (N.S.)

No Mediation

e-satisfaction between function and e-loyalty.
H1c. There is a mediating effect of customer

Full Mediation

e-satisfaction between privacy and e-loyalty.
Significance at: .05

**

Source: Author’s own work

Moderating Effect of Gender in the Relationships of e-service quality Dimensions and e-loyalty through e-satisfaction
Table 4 summarizes the moderating effect of gender on

relationship of information quality and e-loyalty. Further, it is

the mediating role of e-satisfaction on the relationships of e-

interesting to know whether any significant difference exists

service quality dimensions and e-loyalty. For females, full

in the mediation effect of e-satisfaction on the relation of

mediation of e-satisfaction was observed in the relationship

information quality and e-loyalty with respect to gender.

of information quality and e-loyalty (H2a) whereas, no

Table 5 shows that on the basis of z-score no significant

mediation effect of e-satisfaction was found for the other two

difference was found in the mediation level of e-satisfaction

dimensions i.e. function and privacy considered for the study.

for both males and females. Hence, the study does not

Similarly, in the case of male online shoppers, only partial

support H4 and support the study of (Caruana, 2002).

mediation of e-satisfaction has been found on the
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Table 4: Results of Hypotheses Developed for the Study
Hypotheses

Total effects
**

H2a. There is a moderating effect of

.383

Direct

Indirect

Mediation

Result

Effects

Effects

Type

.057 (N.S.)

.326**

Full Mediation

Accepted

females on the relation of information
quality and e-loyalty through e-satisfaction.
H2b. There is a moderating effect of
females on the relation of function and
e-loyalty through e-satisfaction.

.138 (N.S.)

−.149 (N.S.)

.288**

No Mediation

Not accepted

H2c. There is a moderating effect of
females on the relation of privacy and
e-loyalty through e-satisfaction.

.089 (N.S.)

.086 (N.S.)

.003 (N.S.)

No Mediation

Not accepted

H3a. There is a moderating effect of males
on the relation of information quality and
e-loyalty through e-satisfaction.

***

**

.441

.196

.245

**

H3b. There is a moderating effect of males
on the relation of function and e-loyalty
through e-satisfaction.

.127(N.S.)

−.161 (N.S.)

−.288

H3c. There is a moderating effect of males
on the relation of privacy and e-loyalty
through e-satisfaction.

.159 (N.S.)

.151 (N.S.)

.008

Significant at .05

Partial

**

Accepted

No Mediation

Not accepted

No Mediation

Not accepted

**

Source: Author’s own work
Table 5: Result of Hypothesis Developed for the Study
Hypothesis

H4. There is significant difference
in the moderating effect of
gender in the relationship of
information quality and e-loyalty
via e-satisfaction.

Indirect effect

Indirect effect

Standard

Standard

(Unstandardized)

(Unstandardized)

Error

Error

(Female)

(male)

(Female)

(male)

.284

.204

.091

.082

Source: Author’s own work
e-satisfaction
Information Quality

e-loyalty

Function

Privacy

Gender

Figure 2: Outcome Framework of the Study
Note: Dotted lines show Non Significant Relationships
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Z-score

Result

0.653

Not
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Source: Author’s Own work

Loyal customers are the bedrock of any business and

nullified the gender to be a discriminant variable. The findings
of the study also get support of Harnandez et al. (2011).

that’s why service loyalty is one of the most important

Improving the e-service quality is a continuous process.

constructs in service marketing (Caruana & Malta, 2002).

The study suggests that online businesses need to improve

Loyalty is not just a repeat purchase by the customer but it

more on basic features like in-depth, relevant, and updated

also affects the profitability and growth of a business

information about products and services on its website. To

(Reicheld, 2003). The findings indicate that the instrument

provide them with this, a formal policy of content

used to measure e-loyalty, e-satisfaction, information quality,

development should be pronounced. It will also help the

function and privacy exhibit acceptable psychometric

online buyers to minimize their doubts about the products

properties in terms of reliability and validity. This study finds

because of the inability to physically inspect a product.

that information quality(Szymanski & Hise, 2000; McKinney et

Furthermore, the perceived lack of security can be a

al., 2002; Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2003)and privacy(Wang et al.,

stumbling block in the minds of the consumers. Hence,

2001; Janda et al. 2002)significantly dimensions found to

companies can assure customers about the privacy of their

have significant direct relation with e-loyalty. However, both

data by using encrypted algorithms. A safe payment method

the dimensions also confirmed the mediation effect of e-

should be provided by the online retailers in order to

satisfaction. Sufficient information provided on a website is

gurantee the financial security and win the trust of the

helpful in comparing the products and making a selection for
online shoppers. McKinney et al.(2002) established that if a

buyers. These basic measures are perhaps more important to
attract customers and to convert visitors into shoppers.

website does not present quality information, customers may

Limitations and Future studies:

Conclusion and Managerial Implications:

also leave the site thus loyalty will be hampered.Findings

Results of the study should be interpreted with caution

revealed that customers are concerned with the risk

due to the limitations of the study’s methodology. One

associated with online transactions and the handling of the

obvious limitation is the use of only young graduate shoppers

sensitive personal information by the companies(Miyazaki &

as a proxy for online consumers. However use of

Fernandez, 2001). Customers are concerned about websites

student/young samples is widespread in e-commerce (Cyr&

that do not provide clear privacy and security related
statements.

Bonanni, 2005, Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2003). Another potential

Secondly, the results in contrast to the majority of

the scales for the constructs. Items generation based on

limitation is that no formal procedures were used to develop

research into e-commerce acceptance, that gender has

literature

scarcely any significance in the explanation regarding

dimensions (Collier & Bienstock, 2006). Future studies need

mediated relationship of the e-service quality dimensions and

to consider other demographic characteristics such as age,

e-loyalty through e-satisfaction. The current development of

education, and income(Clemes et al., 2014)and personal

online environment and the experience acquired by the

characteristics such as consumer life style (Wu, 2003), and
online shopping attitude (Hasan, 2010).

individuals with the electronic medium of shopping has

review

hinder

the

identification

of

novel
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PERFORMANCE OF CREDIT GUARANTEE SCHEME FOR MICRO,
SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MSME)
Manohar Sanap
Prashant Munot

ABSTRACT
Micro, Small and Medium enterprises (MSME’s) play a pivotal role in overall growth and development of the nation’s
economy. MSME’s fosters economic growth, social stability and contributes to the development of the Country. India is home to a
large number of MSMEs and startup companies. Even the Government has realized the importance and the huge potential of the
MSME Sector and hence the recent Budgets lays emphasis on MSME’s apart from agriculture. The Government recognizes the
fact that it is the Enterprises in the MSME Sector which will drive growth and progress into our rural areas.
One of the major challenges faced by the MSMEs, particularly during the startup phase is access to timely and adequate
credit. One of the significant reasons for the lack of adequate credit has been the high risk perception of the Banks towards this
sector and consequent insistence for collateral security in financing the units in the MSME sector. Realizing the importance as
also the lack of adequate flow of credit to the MSME sector, the Government has undertaken a number of schemes/ programmes
one of which is Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE). The CGTMSE scheme was set up by the
Government of India (GOI), Small Industrial development Bank of India (SIDBI) and Ministry of Micro Small and Medium
Enterprises in the year 2000-2001 with the aim to provide collateral free credit to the MSME sector. The Corpus of the Scheme is
contributed by Government of India and SIDBI in the ratio of 4:1. The Scheme presently covers collateral-free and third party
guarantee-free loans upto ` 200 Lakhs to the units in the MSME sector provided by banks and financial institutions. The study
aims to assess and evaluate the overall performance of the CGTMSE Scheme in India.
KEY WORDS: CGTMSE, MSME, CGS.

Introduction:
The MSME sector play a pivotal role in overall growth

terms of its contribution to the GDP. Many studies have

and development of any country’s economy to which India is

shown that there is a positive co-relation between the size of

also not an exception. The term ‘MSME’ is widely used to

the MSME sector and the economic development of a

describe small businesses in the private sector. According to

country. Even in some of the high income economies the

the World Bank data, all round the globe Small and Medium

contribution of MSME sector has been in excess of 50% of the

enterprises (SME) sector account for more than 90% of the

GDP on an average. MSMEs have been globally considered as

total formal firms thereby representing the backbone of any
economy. As per the Organization for Economic Co-operation

an engine of economic growth and as key instruments in
promoting balanced development.

and Development [OECD] Report SME’s account for around

India is also not an exception to the global scenario. The

90% of the total manufacturing enterprises and even a higher

MSME sector occupies a position of strategic importance in

share in the services enterprises in the OECD countries. The

the Indian economy. India is home to a large number of

contribution of the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises’

MSMEs and startup companies. With an estimated around 51

(MSME) in the development of world economy has been
significant in terms of employment generation as also in

million MSMEs in India, they account for about 31% of our
Nation’s GDP, provide employment to over 117 million
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people, also creating close to 1 million new jobs annually,

the government front, with a view to address the financial

contributing about 33% of the manufacturing output and
1
account for around 45% of exports from our country.

constraints faced by units in the MSME sector. Some of the
studies and research are as follows:

Recognising the importance and huge potential of the

According to the Report of working group on

MSME sector the Government of India enacted a separate

rehabilitation of sick MSMEs constituted by RBI, about 97% of

legislation

Enterprises

the enterprises in the MSME sector are partnership firms and

The MSMED Act, 2006 made a

proprietorship concerns and around 95% of the enterprises in

paradigm shift in terms of wide coverage from industry to
enterprise and has redefined the manufacturing and service

the sector do not have access to any kind of formal
4
institutional or bank credit.

enterprises depending on the investments in plant &

MSEs primarily rely on bank finance for a variety of

machinery and equipment’s respectively. Earlier this sector
was known as small scale industries (SSI).

purposes including purchase of land, building, plant and

The growth rate of the MSME sector during recent past

adequate flow of credit to MSMEs has been an overriding

has been very impressive. The number of MSME enterprises

public policy objective, and as a result, over the years there

has increased from an estimated 26million units in the year
2
2000-01 to over 51million in the year 2016-17.

has been a significant increase in credit extended to this

MSME Sector’s Contribution to Indian Economy

complaints from the MSME sector that, entrepreneurs find

Micro,

Small

Development Act, 2006.

and

Medium

machinery as also for working capital etc. Ensuring timely and

sector by banks. However, there have been widespread
themselves handicapped in accessing credit from the banking
system primarily for want of secondary collateral and/ or
5
third party guarantee.
The overarching concerns of the MSME sector remain
that of access to adequate credit. The four key issues with
regards to MSME Finance and Credit Policies include (a) high
cost of credit to MSME sector in comparison to their larger
counterparts, (b) Deficiency of domain knowledge (of sectors
or products) among branch managers which enhance their
risk perception (c) Lack of transparency (in fixing charges,
credit rating process, disposal of loan applications etc.) and
6
(d) poor quality of service.
Of the overall finance demand of INR 32.5 trillion ($650

Source: SIDBI Annual Report 2016-17

billion), 78% or INR 25.5 trillion ($510 billion) is either selffinanced or from informal sources. Formal sources cater to

During the recent years, the Government of India has

only 22% or INR 7 trillion ($140 billion) of the total MSME

taken a number of initiatives with the aim of providing

debt financing and banks account for nearly 85% of debt

impetus to inclusive and sustainable economic growth of the

supply to the MSME sector. Despite the increase in financing

3

Indian economy, more particularly the MSME sector .With

to MSMEs in recent years, there is still a considerable
7
institutional finance gap of INR 20.9 trillion ($418 billion).

the Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi’s latest initiatives on
“Make in India” and the support for startup and small

One of the major challenges faced by the MSMEs, particularly

businesses, there is expected to be a tremendous growth
potential in this sector.

during the startup phase is access to timely and adequate

Review of Literature:

4Report

of on rehabilitation of sick MSMEs, Reserve Bank of India,
2007
5 Report of the Working Group to review Credit Guarantee Scheme
of the Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises
constituted by Reserve Bank of India in 2009-10 under
Chairmanship of Mr.V.K. Sharma.
6 ‘MSME Finance and Credit Policies, Input from the Ground’, ET
India MSME Summit Dossier onThe Economic Times India MSME
Summit held on 13th February 2009 at New Delhi.
7 Report on Research study by International Finance Corporation
(IFC-World Bank Group) on Micro Small and Medium Enterprises
Finance in India (Nov 2012)

In General, access to credit has always been a challenge
for the units in MSME sector. Over the past decade several
research and studies have been conducted including those on
1

MSME Annual Report 2016-17 ; SIDBI Report 2016-17
SIDBI Annual Report 2016-17
3 Chairmans Working Group Speech in SIDBI Annual Report 201617

2
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credit. Some of the reasons for lack of adequate credit from

The objective of the study is to analyse and review the

formal channels include high customer risk perceived by

overall performance of the Credit Guarantee (CGTMSE)
Scheme for MSME sector.

banks, lack of appropriate credit assessment methods and
lower suitability of product features as per varied customer
8
requirements.

Research Methodology:
The study is analytical and descriptive on the basis of

MSMEs primarily rely on bank finance for their

secondary data since beginning of the scheme in the year

operations and access to timely and adequate finance is a

2000 to March 2017 collected from CGTMSE Annual Reports,

priority. Commercial banks are reluctant to service MSMEs as

MSME Annual Reports, SIDBI Annual Reports, Reports of

they are regarded as high-risk borrowers because of
9
insufficient assets to offer as collateral and low capitalization

Reserve Bank of India, relevant sources and websites and
aims to demonstrate the overall performance and present
status of the CGTMSE Scheme.

Need for the Study:

Analysis of Study:

Availability of finance is a key enabler for economic
activity and the growth of entrepreneurship. One of the

The CGTMSE Trust operates the Credit Guarantee

major challenges faced by the MSMEs, particularly during the

Scheme (CGS) through its Member Lending Institutions

start-up phase is access to timely and adequate credit. One of

(MLIs). All the commercial banks included in the Second

the significant reasons for the lack of adequate credit has

Schedule to the RBI Act, 1934 besides other financial

been the high risk perception of the Banks towards this sector

institutions notified by Central Government are eligible to be

and consequent insistence for collateral security in financing

MLIs. As on 31 March, 2017, there were total 106 MLIs

st

registered with CGTMSE which comprised of 21 Public Sector

the units in the MSME sector. Realizing the importance as

Banks, 20 Private Sector Banks, 5 foreign banks, 51 Regional

also the lack of adequate flow of credit to the MSME sector,

Rural Banks and 6 financial lending institutions. All units in

the Government has undertaken a number of schemes/

the MSME sector enjoying credit facilities from the MLI’s

programmes one of which is Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for

without offering collateral security or third party guarantee/s,
are eligible for being covered under the CGTMSE Scheme.

Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE). The CGTMSE scheme
was set up by the Government of India (GOI), Small Industrial
development Bank of India (SIDBI) and Ministry of Micro
Small and Medium Enterprises in August, 2000 with the aim
to provide collateral free credit to the MSME sector. The
Corpus of the Scheme which was initially ` 2500 crores and
enhanced to ` 7500 crores in 2016 is contributed by
Government of India and SIDBI in the ratio of 4 : 1. The
Scheme presently covers collateral-free and third party
guarantee-free loans upto ` 200 Lakhs to the units in the
MSME sector provided by Member lending Institutions
(MLI’s) comprising of banks and financial institutions. The
scheme encourages MLI’s to appraise the credit proposals of
entrepreneurs in MSME sector focussing on viability of the
projects rather than on availability of collateral security with
the unit.
Objectives:

8Report

on Feasibility Study - MSME Credit Card Small Industries
Development Bank of India (SIDBI), Policy Paper Series, 2011;
9Strengthening SMEs Capabilities for Global Competitiveness Address by Dr. K. C. Chakrabarty, Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of
India at the interactive session on 8 October 2012 at Mumbai,
published in Analytique Journal of The Bombay Chamber of
Commerce & Industry, Jul-Sep-12, Vlo VIII No.3
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Table-1: Operational Highlights of Performance of CGTMSE scheme in India
Year

Number of

Number of Credit Facilities

Amount of Guarantees

Cumulative

Active MLIs

Approved

Approved

Guarantees Approved

(` Crore)

(` Crore)

FY 2000-01

9

951

6.06

6.06

FY 2001-02

16

2,296

29.52

35.58

FY 2002-03

22

4,955

58.67

94.25

FY 2003-04

29

6,603

117.60

211.85

FY 2004-05

32

8,451

267.46

538.62

FY 2005-06

36

16,284

461.91

1,000.53

FY 2006-07

40

27,457

704.53

1,705.06

FY 2007-08

47

30,285

1,055.84

2,701.59

FY 2008-09

57

53,708

2,199.40

4,824.34

FY 2009-10

85

1,51,387

6,875.11

11,559.61

FY 2010-11

106

2,54,000

12,589.22

23,846.01

FY 2011-12

109

2,43,981

13,783.98

37,139.31

FY 2012-13

117

2,88,537

16,062.48

52,600.07

FY 2013-14

117

3,48,475

18,188.12

70,026.28

FY 2014-15

119

4,03,422

21,274.82

90,445.90

FY 2015-16

119

5,13,978

19,949.38

1,08,990.85

FY 2016-17

106

4,52,127

19,931.49

1,28,787.24

Source: CGTMSE Annual Report 2016-17

From the above table 1, it is evident that, the number

been a steady growth in the number of credit proposals being

MSME units enjoying credit facilities and covered under the

covered under the scheme. The charts below demonstrate

scheme

The

the growth in number of accounts covered / guarantees

accounts/credit proposals covered under the scheme was

issued and the corresponding amounts covered under the

below 10,000 in the first five years i.e. from 2000-01 to 2004-

scheme during the three year period from F.Y.2014-2017 as

05. The pace of coverage under the scheme saw a

against those during the immediately preceding three year
period from F.Y.2011-14.

in

the

initial

years

were

quite

low.

considerable increase in F.Y.2009-10 and since then there has

Source: Achievements 2014-17 published by the Ministry of MSME, Government of India, retrieved from http://msme.gov.in
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Table 2: State wise performance of the CGTMSE scheme in India
States/UTs

During the year 2016-17
Proposals (Nos)

Cumulative from the year 2000-01 to
2016-17

Approved Amount

Proposals (Nos)

(` Lakhs)

Approved Amount
(` Lakhs)

Maharashtra

52,623

2,83,494.90

2,23,486

15,04,427.29

Uttar Pradesh

48,954

1,68,528.05

3,08,884

12,79,152.28

Karnataka

46,229

2,27,845.08

2,47,189

12,31,156.84

Tamil Nadu

49,000

1,85,823.62

2,77,079

10,70,326.12

Gujarat

15,985

1,15,046.56

1,07,699

8,75,598.70

West Bengal

14,802

82,580.72

1,55,246

7,25,579.52

Jharkhand

15,106

92,006.12

1,07,617

6,30,149.82

Kerala

38,194

97,313.01

2,54,679

6,17,547.67

Bihar

16,397

67,168.32

1,35,596

5,71,199.40

Odisha

18,950

79,508.54

1,29,239

5,31,228.53

Madhya Pradesh

20,479

1,03,899.71

1,00,196

5,18,293.37

Rajasthan

13,401

52,984.23

89,492

4,35,999.57

8,680

63,963.06

35,421

3,41,040.92

Punjab

11,916

42,757.49

61,864

3,24,267.89

Assam

10,934

42,725.43

92,720

3,14,219.44

Telangana

13,692

63,220.21

57,294

2,99,596.26

Haryana

7,108

44,793.16

37,107

2,65,747.64

Himachal Pradesh

6,684

26,286.55

48,651

2,53,958.93

13,911

38,550.77

88,945

2,24,062.43

Chhattisgarh

6,716

23,573.37

38,577

1,90,022.28

Uttarakhand

6,000

26,726.48

36,087

1,77,305.78

Jammu and Kashmir

5,557

15,733.11

64,318

1,39,990.68

Goa

2,036

11,603.38

16,838

1,02,129.90

Chandigarh

1,307

6,533.43

6,311

38,321.88

Meghalaya

1,068

4,277.82

7,982

35,452.26

Tripura

866

3,043.61

10,299

35,126.01

Arunachal Pradesh

824

3,653.56

6,761

31,181.62

1,432

4,786.24

6,638

22,368.85

Manipur

878

3,338.81

6,314

20,184.60

Puducherry

979

2,354.18

4,747

15,660.76

Mizoram

545

2,725.69

3,900

15,234.00

Andaman and Nicobar Islands

393

2,288.63

2,215

11,379.99

Dadra and Nagar Haveli

67

1,414.64

487

11,161.58

Daman and Diu

60

1,025.71

420

9,916.59

292

1,467.19

2,088

8,823.15

62

107.52

358

910.95

Delhi

Andhra Pradesh

Nagaland

Sikkim
Lakshadweep
Source: CGTMSE Annual Report 2016-17
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Table 2 above shows the state-wise distribution of the

institutions operating in six states viz., Uttar Pradesh,

guarantees issued (i.e. credit proposals covered) under the

Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamilnadu, Gujarat and Kerala have

scheme during F.Y.2016-17 and the cumulative position as on

been leading in obtaining coverage under the scheme. Almost

st

March, 2017. It is seen that during the F.Y.2016-17

51% by amount and 55% by numbers of the total guarantees

Maharashtra was the top most state with 52,623 credit

issued under the scheme upto 31 March, 2017 belong to

facilities amounting to ` 283,494.90 Lakhs being covered

these six states. The coverage of scheme in the North eastern
states appears to be very low.

31

under the scheme.

Considering the performance of the

st

scheme during F.Y.2016-17 and the cumulative performance
since inception it is observed that the banks and financial
Table 3: Performance of Top five Member Lending Institutions (MLI) of CGTMSE scheme in India
Sr.

MLI

During the year 2016-17

Cumulative from the year 2000-01

% of Approved

to 2016-17

Amount to Total

No.
Proposals

Approved Amount

Proposals

Approved Amount

(Nos)

(` Lakhs)

(Nos)

(` Lakhs)

Guarantee Approved
Amount

1

State Bank of India

38,819

227,675.34

408,105

19,99,410.97

16%

2

Bank of India

42,867

269,880.58

311,867

18,34,875.65

14%

3

Canara Bank

79,370

244,604.04

403,918

12,49,741.02

10%

4

Punjab National Bank

70,276

180,070.99

256,582

996,899.29

8%

5

Union Bank of India

42,791

116,589.05

150,828

440,548.28

3%

Source: CGTMSE Annual Report 2016-17

State Bank of India is leading in implementation of the CGTMSE scheme accounting for around 16% of the total amount
st

guaranteed with about 408,105 credit proposals, upto 31 March, 2017. The above 5 banks accounted for about 51% of the
st
total amount guaranteed under the scheme upto 31 March, 2017.

Table 4:Credit Slab-wise performance of the CGTMSE scheme in India
Range of credit (`)

During the year 2016-17

Cumulative from the year 2000-01 to 2016-17

Number of

Approved Amount

Number of

% of Total

Approved Amount

Proposals

(` Lakhs)

Proposals

Proposals

(` Lakhs)

0-100,000

1,75,554

95,259.43

10,31,319

37.19%

5,16,503.17

100,001 to 500,000

1,83,665

4,90,446.74

11,80,587

42.58%

30,21,164.02

500,000 to 10,00,000

58,105

4,52,972.43

2,95,491

10.66%

22,57,525.09

10,00,001 to 25,00,000

23,726

4,14,524.35

1,87,599

6.77%

32,41,063.86

25,00,001 to 50,00,001

8,006

3,03,039.82

54,776

1.98%

20,79,679.68

50,00,001 to 100,00,000

2,990

2,23,802.74

22,871

0.82%

17,46,814.26

81

13,103.40

101

0.00%

15,973.40

4,52,127

19,93,148.91

27,72,744

100.00%

1,28,78,723.48

100,00,000 to 200,00,000
Total

Source: Journal Vishwas, March, 2017 by National Credit Guarantee Trustee Co. Ltd. (NCGTC) & CGTMSE Annual Report 2016-17

From the above Table-4, it can be seen that around 37%

below ` 1 Lakh and around 43% are between ` 1 Lakh to ` 5

of the total credit proposals covered under the scheme are

Lakhs. Around 45% of the total amount approved under the
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scheme is in respect of credit proposals upto ` 10 Lakhs and

announcement by the Central Government to increase the

70% is in respect of credit proposals upto ` 25 Lakhs. As a

committed contribution to the CGTMSE Trust from earlier

corollary, considering the criteria for classification of

` 2500 crores to ` 7500 crores and the consequent increase in

enterprises into micro, small and medium enterprises as per

the eligible coverage credit limit under the scheme from

the MSMED Act, 2006, it can be safely inferred that majority

100 lakhs to ` 200 lakhs per borrower from January, 2017.

of the credit facilities covered under the scheme are of micro

Going forward, there needs to be concentrated efforts for

enterprises and those of the small and medium enterprises

penetration and widespread awareness of the scheme in

are minimal. There needs to be concentrated efforts for

respect of credit proposals from small and medium

penetration of the scheme in respect of credit proposals from
small and medium enterprises.

enterprises. The coverage of the CGTMSE scheme needs to be

Conclusions and Recommendations:

the MSMED Act, 2006 so as to facilitate flow of credit to the

`

aligned with definition of small and medium enterprises in
bigger

From the study, a conclusion can be drawn that the

units

among

small

enterprises

and

medium

CGTMSE scheme for micro, small and medium enterprises is

enterprises. Concentrated efforts also required to be initiated

working smoothly and has been instrumental in facilitating

for increasing the number and amount of credit proposals

the credit flow to the MSME sector, particularly post 2011.

from other states particularly the North eastern states, so as
to promote balance economic development of the country.

However, still there exists much scope for expanding the
coverage of the scheme particularly in the light of
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‘PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP’ – A CAUSE MARKETING PARTNERSHIP FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
Mr. Vimlesh Prabhudesai
Dr. Nandkishor G. Sarode
ABSTRACT
This paper through case studies aims to illustrate a link between Cause Marketing and Public-Private Partnership for
development of Infrastructure. World over the provisioning of infrastructure services has been the domain of the Government.
Public sector traditionally uses lowest bid method to award the contract. But, this encourages parties to use cost cutting
measures at the cost of quality enhancing measures which makes it less likely that the contract shall be awarded to the party
that delivers highest quality products. The state owned infrastructure utilities suffered problems such low labour productivity,
poor service quality, thefts, revenue shortages, inadequate investments, deteriorating equipments. The huge infrastructure
investment requirement, the fiscal constraints and the mounting liabilities faced by the government forced them to think of
innovative ways of financing and developing infrastructure. The public sector is therefore increasingly exploring ways to include
non-price factors, both qualitative and quantitative in nature to award contracts to prospective parties. Cause marketing is a
partnership between non-profit and for-profit organizations whereby each party receives benefit while striving to create a
greater good through their combined resources. Through Cause marketing, organizations aim at generating revenue, building
corporate image and doing social good.
KEY WORDS: Public Private Partnership, Cause Marketing, PPP, Infrastructure.

INTRODUCTION
Infrastructure development is a major determinant of

In many developed and developing countries, shortage of

Physical

public funds have led Governments to attract private sector

power,

entities to enter into long term contractual agreements for

telecommunication through its forward and backward

financing, construction and operation of infrastructure

linkages facilities growth; social infrastructure such as

projects. World over one can see a gradual shift from public

education, health, water supply, sanitation, sewerage has a

to private sector for the delivery of infrastructure projects

direct impact on the quality of life (Lakshmanan, 2008). The

and/ or services. By integrating private sector’s risk taking

contribution of infrastructure in economic growth and

ability,

development is well discussed topic both in the academics

capacity, business sense into infrastructure projects, the

and in policy debates. World over the provisioning of

quality of public services and facilities can be uplifted. Thus,

infrastructure services was the domain of Government, but
the scenario changed in late 20 century (Mohan, 1996). The

Public Private Partnership (PPP) has evolved as an important
procurement model for public services world over.

huge infrastructure investment requirement, the fiscal

Public-Private Partnership

any

country’s

infrastructure

growth
such

(www.ausaid.gov.au).
as

transportation,

th

innovation,

management

capability,

financing

constraints and the mounting liabilities faced by the

PPP is defined as “the transfer to the private sector of

government forced them to think of innovative ways of

the investment projects that traditionally have been executed

financing and developing infrastructure. The state owned

or financed by the public sector” (www.imf.org). PPP is not

infrastructure utilities suffered low labour productivity, poor

privatization (Lakshmanan, 2008). PPP project means a

service quality, thefts, revenue shortages, inadequate
investments, deteriorating equipments (Kessides, 2004).

project based on a contract or concession agreement,
between Government or statutory entity on the one side and
a private sector company on the other side, for delivering
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shall benefit through opening of new business opportunity
infrastructure

service

on

payment

of

user

charges

(www.finmin.nic.in). PPP is believed to provide multiple
benefits to the public sector, private sector and the end

wherein they can put to use their expertise in technology and
management innovation, raising
resources etc. (Smith, 2000).

competitive

financial

users. The general public will be able to experience more and

India introduced PPP as early as in 1990s but gained

better public services. The public sector will benefit through

momentum in 2003. Since then there has been gradual

improved value for money, risk transfer to the private sector

increase in the number of projects being constructed on PPP.
Statistics below show the trends in PPP projects in India;

with a long term commitment to a defined quality standard,

available time and resources for social projects. Private sector
Table 1 : PPP projects from 2006- 2011
Year

Number of projects

Value of contracts in

Cost per project in

under PPP

` crores

` crores

2006

15

8,280

460

2007

221

129,575

586

2008

300

135,876

453

2009

450

224,176

498

2010

518

273,847

529

2011

758

383,332

506

Source: Economic survey, various years and Government of India: 2011

1970s a wave of privatization and deregulation sweeping

Cause Marketing
As per Bruce Burtch, widely acclaimed as Father of Cause
marketing, Cause marketing is a partnership between nonprofit and for-profit organizations whereby each party
receives benefit while striving to create a greater good
through their combined resources. The aim is to create a
greater good for the society by engaging all stakeholders –
internal and external. The non-profit organization seeks
funding, services, technical expertise, expansion of their
program delivery and new ideas while the for-profit
organization seeks increased brand recognition, increased
employee morale, expanded market share, greater revenue
generation.

owned, operated and funded in most countries (Lall &
Rastogi, 2007). With time and with increasing realisation of
government as the guardian of public services, infrastructure
companies got regulated or nationalized; the two wars and
depression

gave

another

boost

to

nationalization and stronger regulation (Mohan, 1996).
In the latter half of the 20
increasing

inability

to

began

when

the

US

started

deregulating natural gas, power and airlines. During 1980s
Chile, New Zealand and the UK followed with far-reaching
reforms across all infra sectors. Since late 1980s 146 new
projects in 34 countries with significant private participation
started in power, natural gas, telecomm, roads and water
(Mohan, 1996).
A number of OECD countries have well established PPP
programs. Other countries with significant PPP programs
include Australia and Ireland while US has considerable
experience with leasing. Many EU countries – Finland,
Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal and Spain have
remains modest. A number of countries in Central and

Infrastructure in the 19th century was largely privately

economic

sectors

PPP projects, although their share in public investment

LOBAL OUTLOOK ON PPP

the

infrastructure

th

maintain,

century Government’s
fund

and

increase

infrastructure assets/ services led to the of de-regulation. In
58

Eastern Europe, including the Czech Republic, Hungary and
Poland have embarked on PPP. There are also PPP programs
in Canada and Japan. The PPP in most of these countries are
dominated by road projects. China have developed toll roads
and a number of private sector Greenfield power projects,
while Argentina has developed its power sector mostly
through divestiture and Greenfield investments. The main
aim of the Chinese is to attract investors through PPP. Brazil
has not only attracted greenfield projects in power sector but
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also known for its telecommunication sector development
under PPP model. Project Finance Initiative (PFI) of UK is
perhaps the best developed government’s PPP program.
Chile’s experience with PPP has been successful and a
significant portion of the sizeable infrastructure gap was filled
through this model. Overall, many developing countries have
developed their power projects, roads, telecom, ports and
airports through PPP model, which they considered as the
appropriate way of developing the public infrastructure
through private participation, while these countries have
faced fiscal constraints (Lakshmanan, 2008).
Details on country-wise infrastructure projects with
private sector participation reveals China tops in the list
followed by Brazil, Russia, India and Argentina; China –
Energy sector, roads, Brazil – telecom sector, Argentina –
energy sector.
INDIAN OUTLOOK ON PPP
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the public sector. The prolonged poor productivity, low
efficiency, lack of adequate financial return and huge unmet
demand for infra services called for a clear need for
augmenting the capacity and improving the efficiency (Patel
and Bhattacharya, 2010).
The major policy shift on infrastructure development in
India occurred in the 1990s when, along with other wide
ranging economic reforms, the sector was opened up to
private and foreign participation in view of its large financing
needs. The Government of India constituted an Expert Group
in October 1994 to consider issues related to the
commercialization of infrastructure projects including
institutional arrangements, legal frameworks and financial
arrangements that would facilitate the free flow of resources
to infrastructure. The Group submitted its report in June 1996
(Mohan, 2003).The subsequent budgets announced sector
specific policies with private participation and PPP. The
definition of ’Infrastructure’ was expanded from time-to-time
to avail benefits and incentives for its development.

Post independence the infrastructure in India was
predominantly conceptualized, built, owned and managed by
Table 2: Overall financing gap in infrastructure up to 2010-11 (` billion)
Sectors

Investment needed

Financing gap

Roads

4670

1106

Power

10591

3500

Telecommunications

2143

478

Railways

1242

151

Airports

191

72

Ports

306

236

Total

19143

5542

Source: Planning Commission, Government of India.

The acceleration in overall economic growth that had
been envisaged in 1995-96 has not taken place. Instead,
there has been a significant deceleration (Mohan, 2003). The
trend in infrastructure investment has been correspondingly
lower than that projected (Mohan, 2003). Infrastructure
constraints are usually cited by local and foreign investors as
a key speed breaker in India’s quest to sustain 8-9% growth –
power being the most critical followed by transportation
(Patel and Bhattacharya, 2010). 40% of firms in India have
their own generators because of unstable power supply and
more than 40% of the population, mostly in rural areas, lacks
access to electricity (Planning Commission, 2006). The percapita consumption of power in India stands at 733 kwh/year
as on 2008-09.
59

Transport sector is the dominant PPP sector in India both
by number of projects and investments, mainly due to the
large number of road sector projects (Planning Commission,
2011).The Public Private Partnership (PPP) model has been
extensively used in the road sector in both the Centre and the
States (Planning Commission, 2011). Most of the highway
projects under National Highway Development Program have
been developed or are under development on Public Private
Partnership (PPP) basis (MoRTH, 2009). Public Private
Partnerships (PPP) are going to be the main mode of delivery
for future phases of NHDP (MoRTH, 2009).
CASE STUDIES
1.1 ROMANIA: Bucharest Water and Sanitation (RGAB) /
WATER
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COLOMBIA – Rutadel Sol / ROADS

water and sanitation sector and one of the first such
transactions in the sector in Europe.

concession for construction and expansion of 1000 km

Background

Rutadel Sol highway costing $2.6 billion that connects capital

In July 2010, the Colombian government awarded the

problems in meeting the city’s water and sanitation needs.

Bogota, with other large urban areas of the country’s interior
and Caribbean coast.

Because of leaks in the distribution network and waste, water

Background

The municipality of Bucharest was facing numerous

losses were very high, nearly 50 percent, which together with

In the last 20 years Colombia has been expanding its

an inadequate metering system resulted in low revenues for

road network through different concession models under a

the municipality. These high losses led to water consumption

broad range of contractual structures. However, many of

levels four times the European Union average of 800 liters

these projects suffered construction and maintenance delays

per person per day. In addition, some larger investments in

leading to contract renegotiations and in some cases early

sewerage, water storage and quality improvements were also

termination and limited participation from international

required

the

investors and local pension funds. In 2007, Colombia’s

complicated ownership structure of water infrastructure

Ministries of Transport, Finance and Planning jointly

assets resulted in a lack of accountability and disincentives to

requested IFC assistance to structure a new concession for
the Rutadel Sol project.

to

meet

EU

standards.

Furthermore,

improve efficiency, while low tariffs did not allow the
accumulation of funds to invest in hardware improvement.
Transaction structure
The municipality hired IFC to assess various options for
private sector participation. Under the structure a jv
concessionaire company was established with international
operator taking 80% shares and the municipality the balance
20%.
Result of PPP
The

concessionaire,

APA

Nova,

performed

well

financially, reporting net profits of €24 million in 2006 (on
revenues of €100 million). The company:
(i) invested approximately €70 million in modernizing water
and sanitation services between 2002 and 2006;
resulting in the city’s 2.3 million residents paying one of
the lowest water and sanitation tariffs in Europe
(ii) built a new water treatment plant, completed in 2006, to
reduce dependence on two older plants;
(iii) reduced water losses by 44 % from 2002 to 2006;
(iv) introduced a new metering system and reduced
leakages, leading to a 50% drop in total water demand
3
3
from 600 mn m in 2002 to 300 mn m in 2006;
(v) improved customer satisfaction from 46 % in 2002 to

Transaction structure
The project was structured in three parts. The winner of
Sector1, given its risk profile, will be responsible for building a
new 78-kilometer double carriageway road in mountainous
terrain and for maintaining it for seven years with availability
payments (five years for construction and two years for
operation) with an intention to re-tender it as a toll road
concession at a future date. The winners of Sectors 2 and 3
will undertake the rehabilitation, expansion to double
carriageway, maintenance and operation of 528 and 465
kilometres of existing roads, respectively, for up to maximum
of 25 years. For sector 2 and 3 the revenues include toll
collections and government availability payments and were
structured as variable-term concessions that will expire once
the concessionaire’s NPV is reached. The Public-Private
Advisory Infrastructure Facility (PPIAF) and the IFC-U.S.
Department of the Treasury Trust Fund provided funding for
the project.
Expected post-tender results
(i) Rutadel Sol will reduce travel time, costs, and
accidents along Colombia’s main road.
(ii) It will link agricultural, industrial, and urban centres
with Caribbean ports, fostering the country’s
competitiveness.

67% in 2006 by means of an effective customer service
and relations strategy.

(iii) Rutadel Sol will provide better access and improved

Source: ‘OVERCOMING CONSTRAINTS TO THE FINANCING OF

(iv) Rutadel Sol is a model for future road and other

INFRASTRUCTURE’- Success Stories and Lessons Learned:

services for 10.5 million vehicles.
infrastructure concessions in Colombia.

Country, Sector and Project Examples of Overcoming

(v) This project was one of the early cases of

Constraints to the Financing of Infrastructure, World Bank

involvement by institutional investors from national
pension plans.

Group for the G20 Investment and Infrastructure Working
Group, February 2014.
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Source: ‘OVERCOMING CONSTRAINTS TO THE FINANCING OF

We can successfully conclude that PPP serves the

INFRASTRUCTURE’- Success Stories and Lessons Learned:

purpose of cause marketing by not only creating greater good

Country, Sector and Project Examples of Overcoming

to the general public through improving the public services /

Constraints to the Financing of Infrastructure, World Bank

assets but also providing public sector the much needed

Group for the G20 Investment and Infrastructure Working
Group, February 2014.

funds to focus on other social needs and providing private
sector a platform to diversify risk and increase revenue.

CONCLUSION:
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TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND THE STRUCTURE OF POVERTY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Ms. Manisha Landge

ABSTRACT
Trade has long been asserted to be an engine of growth. More recent is the dual claim that not only does trade enhance
growth but that growth in turn reduces poverty. Policymakers have long recognized the need for economic growth in order to
reduce poverty. Encouraging domestic production to replace imports in favor of outward-oriented trade policies. Economic
growth is essential, though not sufficient, for poverty reduction in developing countries. Research based on many different
approaches and including both cross-country and intra-country studies shows that international trade can contribute to
economic growth.Trade liberalization can help many poor people to escape poverty.Domestic environment has to be providing
the right conditions to realizing the poverty-reduction benefits of increased trade. Some evidence of trade’s effect on poverty
comes from recent cross-country analysis that includes a very large set of developing countries. Cross-country regression results
linking trade and poverty reduction lose their significance when time effects are taken into account. Not all studies find
significant positive gains from trade reforms. What seems to matter for the impact of trade on poverty is having the right kind of
domestic institutions and policies. Greater road density, sensible labor regulations, and greater financial development enhance
this impact.
KEY WORDS: Trade liberalization, policymakers, outward oriented trade policy,cross-country, road density, labour
regulation.

METHODOLOGY

Review of literature:
Greenaway (2002) showed a positive and significant

The methodology followed for the present study is

impact of trade liberalization on economic growth. Recent

mainly based on secondary source of information. The data is

work by the World Bank presents that poverty declines with

collected from articles. Books and internet. In this paper

economic growth, but the effect of growth on inequality is

poverty was taken as a dependent variable while trade

different across countries. Georgantopoulos. G.A. A et al,

liberalization, foreign direct investment, unemployed labor

(2011), studied the impact of globalization on income
distribution: The dependent variable was income distribution

force rate and per capita income were considered as
independent variables.

while independent variables were trade openness, foreign

Objectives of the study:

direct investments and remittances. They used the method of

1)

ordinary least squares (OLS), augmented dickey-fuller (ADF).
They collected data of Hungary from 1990 – 2009. They find

poverty reduction.
2)

that introducing the national economy into the international
markets would reduce inequality, and international trade had
positive effect on an economy.
The

World

Bank’s

Annual

Bank

Conference

on

Development Economics (ABCDE) was held in Bangalore,
India on May 21-23, 2003. The ABCDE, one of the world’s
best-known conferences on development, was held for the
first

time

in

a

developing

country.

“Accelerating

Development” was the theme of the 2003 conference.
Eminent scholars and practitioners from around the world
presented new research findings and discuss key policy issues
related to poverty reduction at the conference.

To identify the link between trade liberalization and
To make an in-depth analysis of the role of trade in
poverty reduction.

3)

To understand
liberalization.

policy

framework

for

trade

Introduction:
In the last few decades, openness of an economy and
globalization have turned out to be the most popular and
inevitable concern of all developing countries. Since the
1980s, most of the developing nations concentrated on trade
reform policies. As the theoretical idea, 'Trade accelerates
growth', does not hold true for all countries in practice, the
impact of trade on poverty is also quite ambiguous. Before
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liberalization, India was following an inward-looking strategy.

Indian population engaged in agriculture, if trade policies are

The economy was highly regulated by the government. Policy

carefully administered to

makers laid more emphasis on public sector enterprises. In

uncertainties, agricultural exports can go far in ameliorating

fact, India was following the Soviet Union model of import

rural poverty and inequality. Creation of agricultural export

substitution accompanied by a high level of tariff and
quantity barriers like quota.

zones would be an important step in this direction. In

Poverty Scenario in India

agricultural exports, developing rural infrastructure would be

During pre-liberalization period the poverty was very

minimize these costs

and

ensuring that small farmers can also benefit from increased
a major step. Assistance to states for export infrastructure

high. Almost half of the population was living below the

development

under

the

Assistance

to

States

for

poverty line. In 1983-84, the poverty rate was 44%, but after

Infrastructure. Development for Exports (ASIDE) program

liberalization poverty reduced significantly. This does not

should be geared to develop the rural infrastructure,

imply that before liberalization poverty was not decreasing.

including roads and transport system and connecting them to

The statistics show that after liberalization, the pace of

nearest ports. Warehousing and storage should also be

reduction in poverty increased significantly. The available

improved. Small farmers also suffer from a lack of export

data reveals that especially after 1993-94 poverty has
reduced at an increasing rate.

marketing network and information regarding potential
foreign buyers. Large variations in prices between the time of
sowing and harvesting also bring up the need for a well-

Making Trade Work for the Poor in the Short Term:
Trade can work for the poor and reduce inequality in the
short term if it raises the demand for unskilled workers. Trade
policies, therefore, should target to make unskilled-laborintensive exports more competitive. Product-specific policies
are needed to boost exports of unskilled labor-intensive
products like textiles yarn and fabric and leather and leather
manufacture, which account for almost 40% of exports.
Problems underlying their falling shares include
environmental concerns, poor qualities related to asymmetric
information, and competition from rival countries like China
and Bangladesh. Technical backwardness and failure to meet
the standards, both quality and environmental, imposed by
the industrialized importing countries, have been major
obstacles to export growth of leather and leather
manufacture (Roy 2000). Germany, the major importer of
Indian
leather,
has
banned
items
containing
pentachlorophenol (PCP) in excess of 5 mg/kg, which Indian
leather manufacturers use as the cheapest antifungal
preservative. The leather industry is also highly fragmented.
Small-scale production keeps overhead costs small, but small
firms lack the incentive to build reputation in the long term
(see Naidu 2000 and Sinha and Sinha 1991). The contestable
character of India’s leather market is a major obstacle in
building reputation and investing in quality improving
production technology. Since the quality of leather products
is not known to the buyers before actual consumption.
Agricultural Trade Liberalization

developed rural credit and insurance market. Alternatively,
the mandate of government agencies like the Food
Corporation of India (FCI) can be changed to include
marketing and insurance. With a hired professional board of
managers, the FCI can be assigned the role of pooling the
produce from small farmers and exporting it. Economies of
scale achieved through volume of exports would also lower
marketing and transport costs significantly and makes Indian
agricultural exports more competitive.
Non-trade Policy: Human Capital Formation:
The workforce must be skilled and capable enough to
benefit from market opportunities that free trade ushers in.
The increased short-term inequality that trade liberalization
brings about simply reflects persistent differences in
individuals’ capacity to exploit market opportunities or to
achieve access to productive employment and property
rights. Education, training, and skill development can prepare
individuals better for upward income mobility. Therefore, an
environment needs to be created where every member of the
lower-income groups gets access not only to formal primary
education but to opportunities for acquiring technical skills
that help them exploit market opportunities. Increasing
average income while keeping the distribution of income
around the average unchanged should reduce the incidence

Food security and instability of world agricultural prices,

of poverty. Thus, unless growth is severely inequality

which may adversely affect small farmers as they cannot

enhancing, it should reduce poverty. According to theory,

stock their produce and wait for a better price, make the
decision to open up agricultural trade a hard one. But with
very little nonfarm activity in the rural areas and majority of

international

trade

leads

to

welfare

gains

through

specialization in production and exchange of goods and
services and through the availability of a larger variety of final
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and intermediate goods. However, there is no clear guidance

and licensing requirements on both the import and export of

on the trade-growth relationship; different models make

agricultural products (out of a concern for food security) were

different predictions. Trade liberalization in developing

removed later than on other goods, the share of agricultural

countries is expected to benefit those countries, unskilled

products that could be freely imported jumped from

labor, their most abundant factor of production, leading in

7 percent in 1989 to 40 percent in 1998. Between 1998 and

turn to poverty reduction. However, this effect can be

2001 this number reached more than 80 percent. In addition,

blocked if labor is unable to move across sectors, workers

the agricultural tariffs and NTBs are strongly correlated. The

who are stuck in shrinking sectors will be hurt. Furthermore,

post-liberalization data (the fifty-fifth round of the NSS) was

skilled labor is more likely than unskilled labor to benefit from

collected from mid-1999 to mid-2000, right when the bulk of

the complementarity of cheaper imported intermediate and

the removal of NTBs was taking place. Thus, the tariff

capital goods. Trade affects poverty through multiple

measure may be capturing the effect of both tariff barriers

channels: consumption, production, and the labor market

and NTBs and reflect the short-term effect of the change in

(wages and employment). There is a wide variety of evidence

relative price of agricultural products on the extensive rural

on the impact of trade liberalization on poverty. Increased

population. I construct separate measures of agricultural

trade or trade liberalization also affects productivity through

tariffs and mining and manufacturing tariffs. There is little

other channels. Amit and Konings (2007) argue that

relationship between mining and manufacturing tariffs and

Indonesian

raised

district outcomes, although, due to the large standard errors

productivity by allowing local firms a greater selection of

of the point estimates, I cannot reject for any of the

intermediate inputs. Goldberg (2010) find similar effects in

outcomes and for any of the subsamples that the effect of

India, with the main effect being improved access to new

mining and manufacturing tariffs and of agricultural tariffs is

intermediates rather than lower prices of the ones that firms

the same. The finding is not that surprising; manufacturing

already use. Almeida and Fernandes (2008) associate trade

and mining workers represent only 6 percent of workers in

with technology transfers in a large sample of developing

the typical rural district—thus, it is plausible that even if trade

countries. All these findings seem like good news for poverty

liberalization had a sizable effect on their wellbeing or

reduction because higher productivity is the only basis for

relative earnings, it would not be reflected in district-level

sustainably higher incomes and hence for economic growth.

outcomes. Furthermore, people involved in agriculture are

Why Rural?

the most vulnerable, often with little access to insurance

liberalization

from

1991

to

2000

The empirical literature on trade liberalization so far has

devices. There is no shortage of press accounts of farmers

focused predominantly on the manufacturing sector and

committing suicide in the face of adverse shocks in India.

urban areas because these were the areas most commonly

Manufacturing workers, on the other hand, tend to be

affected by trade liberalization (Goldberg and Pavcnik 2004).

relatively richer than agriworkers: significant decline in

Thus, it is rather surprising that the effect of trade

income may not be enough to push them below the poverty

liberalization on districts is more pronounced in rural India

line. On the other hand, rural areas are where the poor

than in urban. India.18 A close look at the evolution of tariff

people in India are concentrated. On the eve of the 1991

barriers and NTBs in figure 7.1 suggests an explanation.

reforms, both poverty rates and poverty depth were almost

Agriculture was not omitted from the 1991 reforms in India.

double in rural areas (40 versus 22.8 percent poverty rate and

Tariffs of agricultural products fell in line with tariffs of

9 versus 4.7 percent poverty depth.

manufacturing and other goods. While quantity restrictions
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{Tariff declines and perform industrial characteristics (dependent variable: Tariff1987-Tariff 1997)}

Case-studies on the welfare implications of high-standards
exports

are small farmers with an average farm area of 1 ha, which is

The following case-study provides illustrative examples of

of the contract, seeds, fertilizer and pesticides are supplied

the welfare impact of high-standards agricultural trade in two

on credit by the firm at the beginning of the growing season.

poor Sub-Sahara Africa countries; Madagascar and Senegal.

The firm has set up an elaborate system of on-farm

The case of vegetable exports from Madagascar (2006). In

monitoring using a strict hierarchical structure with around

Madagascar – one of the poorest countries in the world – the

300 permanent extension agents. The majority of contracted

production of vegetables, mainly beans, destined for export

farmers (71%) are visited by these company agents at least

to EU supermarkets has grown rapidly over the last fifteen

once a week; and many (41%) even several times a week.

years despite the imposition of more stringent public and

With these intensive monitoring systems, the company wants

private safety and quality requirements. The number of

to ensure correct production management, avoid ‘side-

export-oriented vegetable farmers has grown, despite major

selling’ and provide technical advice to the farmers. In some

disadvantages of geography, bad local infrastructure, low

cases (34% of contracted farmers) the company agents

rural education levels, and high compliance and transaction

themselves take care of chemical applications on the farmers’

costs. Almost 10,000 smallholders in the Highlands of

field in order to ensure adherence to strict MRL standards

Madagascar produce vegetables for supermarkets in Europe

that apply in EU countries. Farmers largely benefit from this

on extremely small plots of land ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 ha.

high-standards contract-production through a combination of
effects.

The vast majority of high-standards vegetable exports from

about the national average farm size in Madagascar. As part

Madagascar go through one company, who has regular

First, the contract directly improves farmers’ access to

contracts with five supermarket chains in Europe. The firm is

modern inputs and credit. For example, 57% of contracted

obliged to stick to the requirements of these supermarkets
through private protocols which indicate the required quality

farmers mentions not to be able to find the same quality
seeds themselves without the aid of the contractor company.

of the product (length of the beans, colour, etc.), hygiene

Second, the income gained from contract-farming

instructions in the processing plant but also ethical standards

importantly contributes to household income. Household

(e.g. proscription of child labour) and employment practices.

income from high-standard vegetable production on contract

The company itself buys vegetables from more than 9,000

is on average 87,270 Ariary and constitutes 47% of total
monetary household income.

small farmers based on contracts. These contracted farmers
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Third, contracts lead to large productivity spillover effects

underlying differences in initial conditions, and lead to

on other crops which further contribute to enhanced income.

different supply chain structures. This case-study is unique in

One of the benefits of contracting farming is that the firm

directly analyzing the welfare effects of high-standards

teaches farmers better technologies and management

agricultural trade at the local level and clearly indicate that

practises such as the use of compost. This results in spillover

standards can be a catalyst for trade, growth and poverty

effects on other crops. More than 90% of contract-farmers

reduction in developing. Trade has always been considered

have changed their cultivation method for other crops after

an important engine of growth and development. The

they signed the contract. As a result, rice productivity is 64%

absolute and relative values point out that trade liberalization

higher on plots under contract. Fourth, smallholders who

has higher impact on poverty. Overall findings of the study

participate in contract-farming have higher welfare and more

suggested a positive relationship between trade liberalization
and Poverty of the country.

income stability. The length of the lean period has reduced
with two months due to contract-farming which is an
important indication of poverty reduction.



reduce poverty, it needs. The foreign capital and the
development of some financial institutions should

Conclusion:

as promote as they need. Government should

Above case-studies show that with increasing, complex

introduce the sources of earning among people.

and stringent standards it is possible for poor countries to
maintain their competitive capacity in export 25 markets.
Firms’ strategic responses are important in this but these
responses

Lastly, it is contented that if country wants to

might

diverge

across

countries,

reflecting



Labors’ level of income should be improved. Our
skilled and trained workers should be given
opportunities to work in the foreign labor market.
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“A STUDY OF MARKETING OF THE PRODUCTS BY SELF HELP GROUPS
IN PUNE DISTRICT”
1

Nalanda Wani
2
S.D. Takalkar
Introduction:
In current global economic scenario, where we find the
growth rate of almost each economy is falling, we need to
think for the optimum utilization of the human resource.
Especially in case of the BRICKS countries like India, the
growth rate is falling (in case of India 2010-11:9.3%, 2011-12:
24
6.2 % and 2012-13:5%) and we need to concentrate on the
problem of rural illiterate women. As we all know that the
skills of maximum women remain unutilized in India, which
creates a weight on the growth rate of the economy.
In case of the developing countries and the less
developed countries, we find the problem of financial
inclusion. We need to address a problem of marginalized
rural poor who are far away from the reach of the
institutional finance.
India accounts for about 24.57% of the population
dwelling in the developing countries while its share in the
poor is about 37.6% and most of the poor living in the rural
1
areas (Dr. V.V. Ghanekar). widespread poverty is a challenge
and government cannot neglect it.
In Indian situation we often find the gender biasness,
women being neglected in the decision making process.
Maximum rural Indian women are unaware of the hygiene
and health requirements, they are also unaware on the
educational grounds.
Social researches have revealed that many of the
housewives also the working women in India are inhabitant
of keeping some cash with them confidentially for the
contingency. The money so kept remains idle and actually a
leakage from the main cash flow in the country which has its
aggregate negative effect at the macro level.
Problem of unemployment is also one of the major
problems to be addressed. Also the problem of dualism is
becoming intense. Government doesn’t have strong network
to implement its schemes in the rural and interior parts of the
country.

Self Help Groups and micro credit.
There is a solution to all above mentioned issues-the Self
2
Help Groups and micro credit. As Dr. Pitta Usha has aptly
quoted that the participatory approach to development, has
emerged as a crucial issue in developmental policies and
programme for women. SHGs are considered as most major
tools to adopt participatory approach for economic
empowerment of women.
The problem discussed above required a complete
paradigm shift where the flexible and responsive system
meets the needs of the rural poor. By taking into
th
consideration the welfare programmes of 9 five year plan
(1997-2002) and shifting the concept of “development to
empowerment”, the Indian government adopted the
21
approach of ‘SHGs’ to uplift the rural poor women .
Even though the group based micro finance strategy
proves to be a very useful solution for poverty eradication,
financial inclusion and so on we cannot reap the advantages
of these SHGs as they are found to be poorly managed
especially in case of marketing of the products by these Self
Help Groups. Thus the need to investigate into the subject
matter was felt.
As stated above, the falling growth rate of the economy
is a major concern today. One of the reasons being disparities
in the country regarding income, economic activity, wealth,
literacy level, a state of development etc. there is need to
bridge the gap in between rich and poor, the rural and urban,
the literates and illiterates, the employed and unemployed.
No doubt these imbalances cannot be removed with the help
of only one alternative, but yes the contribution of
participatory approach is remarkable. With the financial
inclusion by way of Micro Finance, the rural poor brought
under the circumference of the banking sector. Rural poor
especially the women need the facility of credit but they
cannot avail it because of the documentation needed, the
lengthy procedure, the collateral needed, her illiteracy,
inflexible banking hours etc. as she works on daily wage basis
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she cannot go to the bank many a times at the cost of her
absentee at her work.
By forming a group for self help these rural women can
have an access to credit by way of mutual help? As these
women have very small amount to save, banks doesn’t allow
them to save as because the minimum balance norms doesn’t
get satisfied. It has been observed that they have around
` ten per day to save. These savings can be collected through
the group and then the internal loan may be granted to the
needy women. As their money is hard earned, they are very
cautious about the repayment as well. Also their collective
responsibility pushes them for the Prompt repayment. In

long turn the group becomes strong, it gets linked with the
bank and also eligible to get credit from the bank.
A matured group undertakes the income generating
activity. They take up a petty business. With the hard work
and proper management in turn these businesses grow
much; and get transformed into micro enterprises. These
micro enterprises are very much constructive in creating the
self employment for the rural poor women. When the
business expands the group members involve their family
members to help them out and earn for them as well. If the
group continues with the IGA through the micro enterprise, it
can provide work to the local unemployed. This silently and
gradually takes the form of economic revolution at the macro
level which gives boost to many important economic
variables; like savings, investment, production, frequency and
the gravity transactions occurred, the demand level goes up,
which again push the production up, which results into the
increase of income of the people who are engaged in
production, and this procession continues.

ISSN No. 2278-9316

base it on the market research. While deciding upon the
product features as well market research is needed. In the
case of deciding the price of the product or service by the
SHG, suitable pricing strategy is to be adopted. Same is the
case with branding, Packaging, transporting and distributing
the products by SHGs.
When we analyze this concept of SHGs and microfinance,
we find it apt for the Indian situation theoretically. When
these women get into production or dealing in to the
products like Spices, Pickles, papad, eatables etc. we find the
quality is excellent; as they know the things traditionally. It is
also true in case of the products like showpieces, or art work
or Pottery, Making decorative article from the local material
like bamboo. But the members of the Self help groups don’t
possess the skills required to market the products. It has been
observed that the Marketing facilities available to them are
inadequate. They cannot earn more. Their efforts are much
more but as compared to the profits earned by them the
profits are not proportionate to their efforts and hard work,
as they are found to be lagging behind on the marketing
grounds.
India is considered as the most attractive destination
among 30 emerging markets by the global retail development
index for two years consecutively. Thus Indian retail industry
23
is galloping with lightning speed.
In that sense India is
considered to be a one of the largest potential for retailing.
Indian urban markets have been totally exhausted. Rural
markets are still untapped up to some extent. Therefore we
need to think about rural area and retailing. These SHGs are
one of the most suitable models for building the forward and
backward distribution network in rural areas. The SHGs can
cater the needs of rural consumers by being one of the
important intermediaries for retail supply in rural areas. Also
they can be one of the indispensible links for the supply chain
to the urban customers. For the rural products like Bamboo
articles tera cota articles pickles and spices etc. Thus SHG is
one of the most suitable means of building distribution
network in rural area.
Working Definition:

Self Help Groups and Marketing function of SHGs:
Marketing is an indispensible part of any income
generating activity.
Whether large or Small, Globally
operating or locally operating, situated in urban area or in
rural area, run by men or the women, producing the products
or just dealing in them or providing the services; marketing
thought is very important. As the competition is intense,
marketing strategies become essential. Marketing thought at
each step of the activity becomes crucial.
While finalizing the product or service to be produced or
provided by the SHGs they must give a good thought and
Exhibit: Need For Marketing Training

68

SHGs: Self help Groups are the groups formed by the
people who come from a common background having similar
kind of problem; who collectively try to solve their problems
with mutual help. For the sake of this research work such
SHGs are considered those, which are the savings groups;
trying to save collectively a certain sum of money per period
of time generally a month, and make internal loans as per the
requirement of the members.
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4
Money
Generating
Activity

Source: researcher’s impression
In nutshell in the current situation, the participatory

Rationale of Selection of the Topic: this topic was

approach is the most suitable to speed up country’s economic

selected after the exhaustive literature review. The research

development. This approach can be implemented through
SHGs by implementing the concept of Micro Finance. With

gap was identified in the process. And this topic was selected
to make an attempt for bridging the research gap.

the formation and successful functioning of SHGs the

The importance of the SHGs and the SHG movement in

objective of developing the rural poor is achievable. After the

India is now recognized by everyone. It has been proved that

formation they pool their savings and use the amount to be

the SHGs are suitable vehicle for rural credit delivery in Indian

given as an internal loan to its members. A financial discipline

context. It also enables the balanced economic development

gets developed among the members. After the completion of

and helpful in building the gender just society. It has its major

one or two years of its inception, the group may get linked

share in the women empowerment and poverty alleviation.

with the bank (RRBs, Commercial Banks and the Cooperative

Thus the prosperity of SHGs in turn will help in improving the

banks as per the guidelines of RBI.) and is eligible for the loan

economic growth rate of the country. In the current

from the bank without collateral. With this aid from a bank

economic scenario, we need to improve our growth rate.

these group enter in to a small household business usually
called as ‘The Income Generating Activities’.

Thus the topic suitable to the current environment and
considering the research gap was selected. After the period

They generally deal in the food products decorative

of 22 years to the adoption of SHG model for rural

articles and handicraft. The quality of these products is

development it is appropriate time to look back and think

competitive with the products made available by the global

about the sustainability of the SHGs which are engaged in IGA

players but these SHGs are lagging behind on marketing

and think on macro level for the qualitative growth of SHGs.

grounds. Therefore they cannot compete with the global
players in case of branding, packaging, distribution channel

Hence the Topic selected is, “A STUDY OF MARKETING OF
THE PRODUCTS BY SELF HELP GROUPS IN PUNE DISTRICT”

and many more things. Thus even though the concept is

Statement of the problem:

theoretically apt for Indian Scenario; the SHGs could not

The financial policies of these groups may be well

achieve the commercial success as they deserve to achieve.

managed as they receive the guidance from the government

Here the need is felt to enquire and investigate into the
matter.

authorities or the front line staff of the Micro Finance

The present study is related to the investigation of

Help Groups are producing qualitative products, they are not

marketing problems while marketing the products by SHGs in

benefited proportionately. Efforts are made to produce the

Pune District. This chapter also deals with evolution of the
SHGs in India as well as in the in the state of Maharashtra.

qualitative products but marketing remains neglected in most

Objectives
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of the cases.There is a problem of Negligence towards
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SHGs are really meant for social development through
women empowerment

The present study deals with identification of the

Thus the present investigation is helpful to the academic

problem of SHGs and aims at giving suggestions for
improvement.

researchers to get a new angle of understanding the SHG

Relevance of the Study:

movement to newer heights for the betterment of rural

movement and also for further studies for taking the SHG
women in all respects.

Importance of study and applicability of results:
If we analyze the current economic scenario, the world
economy is facing the problem of economic fluctuations. Our
country’s economic growth rate is diminishing consecutively
for the last three years. (2010-11:9.3%, 2011-12: 6.2 % and
3,4,5
2012-13:5%)
Also we are facing the problem of dualism in
all respects. The gap between haves and have not is widening
day by day. In case of rural India, there are problems of
women and child development, hygiene and health,
unemployment, poverty, illiteracy, gender biasness,
successful implementation of government schemes, etc. In
case of some underdeveloped part of urban area, where the
density of illiterates is more, situation is more or less one and
the same. In addition to various schemes and plans to
eradicate poverty and other efforts for the welfare of the
society, Micro finance is one of the useful tools to deal with
all these socio economic issues. Self Help groups are one of
the means of delivering the microfinance. SHGS’ contribution
in country’s holistic development is of much relevance in the
current economic scenario. If the Marketing of the products
produced by the groups gets properly managed they will
succeed commercially. The very purpose of establishing such
groups will be served. Active partnerships that support the
efforts of Women Self-Help Groups (WSHGs) in the areas that
they are weakest in would enable their work to enjoy
commercial success. Appropriate branding and packaging and
efficient marketing of products made by them would
encourage WSHGs to move ahead with confidence. There is a
need for providing good infrastructure for distribution as
well. The significance of the topic can be summarized as
follows:
Academic Relevance: this research is a part of marketing

Policy Relevance:
The suggestions made after the data analysis through
this research work, will provide a direction to the policy
makers as the problems of the SHGs in marketing the
products are identified.
The suggestions made are beneficial to the members and
their families, to the individual SHGs and to their federations.
The suggestions will also be helpful to the policy makers as
the problems and the prospective areas for improvement will
be identified. It may be better understood as follows.
1.

This research work will be useful to the self help groups
to improve the marketability of their products and would
enable them to enjoy commercial success proportionate
to their efforts. Also the issue of market access that is
availability

of

marketing

infrastructure

is

well

investigated in this study.
2.

In India we observe that the substantial part of human
resource, i.e. women, remains unutilized. This is very
harmful to a country because it creates weight on
growth rate. If they work through SHGs and in turn if
become micro entrepreneur, this will definitely give a
positive push to the economic activity in the country.

3.

In Indian situation as per the social surveys and research,
many housewives rich or poor keep their small or huge
savings confidentially as a contingency provision; these
funds remain always idle and actually it is the leak from
the flow of money in the country’s economy. Through
SHGs, these savings get mobilized and get fruitfully
utilized.

4.

This research work will also be useful for the society as

studies. As the SHGs are studied form marketing point of

the consumers will get qualitative products at reasonable

view. Thus a part based on marketing strategies of SHGs can

price. As it will give the suggestions for up-gradation of

be included in the curriculum of marketing students. Present

SHGs, the employment in the local area will increase.

research is closely related with the loan distribution system

This research work will also be useful for the women

as SHGs are a part of village based credit delivery agent.

empowerment in all socio economic respects. Educating

These new trends in the loan disbursement are useful to be
studied by the students of banking and finance. The study is

children of the members of SHGs is possible.
5.

This research work will also be useful for the National

also useful for the students studying rural economy. A

and economic development with the balanced spread. It

student of Economics; especially the students of poverty

has been observed that micro finance and self help

related studies may also have an interest in the present study

groups can contribute a lot in the national economic

as the SHGs are capable of shifting a BPL family to an APL

development in Indian context, in the current economic

family. The study has an edge of social development as the

scenario. SHGs contribute a lot to balanced economic
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development, higher growth rate, building a gender just

organization depends upon the infrastructural facilities

society. Many government schemes were implemented

available to it. This objective will help to understand the

through SHGs such as SGSY and other programmes

current situation this objective will help the researcher

launched and governed by UDD, RDD, MAVIM, NABARD

to get strong foundation for the study.

and other welfare Departments.
6.
7.
8.

ISSN No. 2278-9316

b.

To review the plans and policies of Self Help Groups in

The objective of financial inclusion will be served, along

marketing the products in Pune district: A plan always

with the objective of shift of BPL families to APL families.

helps to understand the decision about the future. A

Social well being and the health awareness will increase

policy is typically described as a principle or rule to guide

as the SHGs will progress.

decisions and achieve rational outcome(s), thus every

Many SHGs are capable of exporting their products thus

Self Help Group will have its own marketing plan and

if better strategy gets suggested, foreign exchange will

policy which should be studied in detail. This objective

increase. (Helpful for the country to have favorable
balance of payment.)

will give proper direction to the proposed study
c.

To study the variety of products marketing by Self Help
Groups in Pune district: Study of the profile of the Self

Research Relevance:
An enquiry into the problems of the SHGs has been done

Help Groups in Pune district will give an idea about

in the present research. It is an attempt to bridge the gap

working of the Self Help Groups. It will give clear and

identified through the exhaustive literature review. The

detailed insight in the marketing activities undertaken by

outcome of the present research, will add an important part

the Self Help Groups. After being well versed with the

to the body of knowledge available on SHGs.

working and marketing policy of the Self Help Groups the
problems of the Self Help Groups can be studied by the

A well documented report will be produced to that will
include:

researcher. This objective will provide a database

1.

background for the proposed study.

The appraisal of SHGs in the field area from marketing
d.

point of view.
2.
3.

To study the problems faced by the Self Help Groups in

Short listing of issues that needs attention to improve

marketing the products in Pune District.: This proposed

performance of SHGs in Pune district.

research aims at studying the problems faced by the Self

An outline of an agenda of future action.

Help Groups. After studying the plans, policies and

Scope of further study has been identified in the report.

routine practices regarding the marketing of the

Objectives of the Study:

products by Self Help Groups, problems faced by them

1.

To study the existing marketing infrastructural facilities

can be pinpointed. This objective will help to identify the

available for marketing the products by Self Help Groups

problems so that problem areas can be located.
e.

in Pune district.
2.
3.
4.

To study the marketing status of Self Help Groups in

To review the plans and policies of Self Help Groups in

Pune District.: Market share of Self Help Groups can be

marketing the products in Pune district.

studied to find out the prospective areas where the Self

To study the variety of products marketing by Self Help

Help Groups can improve for achieving commercial

Groups in Pune district.

success .This objective will create proper data base for

To study the problems faced by the Self Help Groups in

the final objective of the proposed study.
f.

marketing the products in Pune District.

To suggest the measures for improving the marketing

To study the marketing status of Self Help Groups in

efficiency of Self Help Groups in Pune District: After

Pune District.

knowing the problems faced by Self Help Groups

To suggest the measures for improving the marketing

alternative solutions may be thought and the suitable

efficiency of Self Help Groups in Pune District.

practical solutions can be suggested. Self Help Groups



Justification of the Objective

should be capable of facing the competition; to achieve

a.

To study the existing marketing infrastructural facilities

commercial success thereby their marketing efficiency

available for marketing the products by Self Help

may be improved. This objective is helpful for

Groups in Pune district: Marketing of the products by

concluding the report of the proposed study.

5.
6.

Self Help Groups can be studied only after being aware

Hypothesis of the Research:

of the infrastructural facilities available to the Self Help

1.

Groups. The success of marketing activities of any
71
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products by Self Help Groups in the field area i.e. Pune
2.

3.

District.

A) Primary Data: In order to get first hand and authentic
data the researcher has used the following methods.

There is enormous potential for products marketed by



SHGs for observing their working, discuss with the

directed efforts.

members of SHGs for obtaining necessary data. The

The prevailing understanding of marketing function

researcher has contacted personally 396 SHGs at the

needs further orientation for the success of marketing

annual exhibitions. While filling the questionnaire the

activities.

researcher had an informal talk (unstructured interview)
with the members of the SHGs the observations were
registered to confirm the information obtained.

The first hypothesis “The prevailing infrastructural
facilities influence the marketing success effectively in



Method:

The

researcher

has

systematically framed the questionnaire to collect the

the field area i.e. Pune District”, is set with a view to

data. Basically three questionnaires were framed for

enquire into the infrastructural facility available to the

Members of SHG, Customers of SHG, and Government

SHGs in the Pune district. It was understood from the

officer’s respectively. The information sought from them
by objective type questions through multiple choices.

4

work that the availability of infrastructure is an obstacle

B)

in the progress of SHGs. Also the aim is to find out
attracting customers for the products by SHGs in the
field area.

Secondary Data: The various published sources such as
reference books, journals, Newspapers, reports, records
are helpful to collect secondary data.

whether the infrastructural facilities play a crucial role in


The second hypothesis “There is enormous potential for

Reference books: The researcher has gone through
various reference

products marketed by SHGs in Pune district. There is a

Books related SHG and its working, Markets for their

need of systematic and directed efforts”, was set with

products. Researcher has referred more than twenty five

the purpose to investigate into the proportion of the

reference books related
methodology and SHGs.

efforts made by the SHGs and the rate of return they get.
The main objective for setting this hypothesis is to

3.

Questionnaire

case of marketing of the products by Self Help Groups in

primary. study and the review of previous research

2.

Observation Method: The researcher has visited various

SHGs in Pune district. There is a need of systematic and

Justification of the Hypothesis:
1.
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to

marketing,

research

Reports: More than ten reports published by NABARD,

enquire into whether the efforts made by SHGs are

MAVIM, DRDA, NRLM, and report on economic survey

rewarded proportionately? The proportion of efforts

and by other governmental authorities of the country

made and the rewards received that the rate of return

and

was analyzed for the SHGs included in the sample from

departments have been studied by the researcher for

various talukas of Pune district.

the purpose of availing secondary data.

The final hypothesis “The prevailing understanding of

Seven theses on the related topic were studied by the
researcher.

marketing function needs further orientation for the
success of marketing activities”, was set with an aim to



of

other

countries

and

non-governmental
More than

Articles: The researcher has referred more than fifty

study and investigate into the key problem of SHGs; that

three articles and research papers published in the

is the marketing remains neglected in most of the cases.

reputed journals related to SHGs, such as JCMT, Indian

It has been observed by the researcher that maximum

journal of marketing, Journal of Commerce volume,

efforts are made for the inputs and quality production

Synergy, Maharashtra journal of commerce, gyan

but they do not care for packing branding and selling the

samhita etc. also the conference proceedings were
referred for the study of te research papers.

products professionally. Efforts were made to investigate
into whether the SHGs are aware of and make use of



Websites Related to Direct Marketing Micro finance

market research? Also on the basis of the same

and SHGs: The researcher has visited various websites

hypothesis, enquires were made regarding other

such as official websites of NABARD, RBI, Asian

marketing functions like selection of the product,
branding, distribution etc in the field area.

Development bank, MAVIM, HUL, Suhana-Praveen
Masale, mahalaxmi Saras, YASHDA, PCMC, BHIMTHDI
Jatra and other websites publishing the research work

Methodology
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A reservoir of Indian theses.

internationally. The researcher also visited ShodhgangaSelection of Sample:

For the purpose of the present study, the researcher has considered the following classes of respondents
Table
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.

Classes of Respondents

Target Sample Size

Sample Size Achieved

425

396

Customers of SHGs

225

210

B.D.O./Extension officer

13

Members of SHG
(only one member from each Group, thus number of Groups)

20
Total



Justification:

Chapter 1:

626

Introduction: 'This chapter contains the

The above sample size is justified on the following
Grounds.

background, the genesis of Microfinance and Self Help



Self Help Group: As on 31 March 2011, there were more

Scenario, the national situation and the state of

than 74.62 hundred thousand savings linked SHGs and

microfinance in the state of Maharashtra. The first

more than 47.87 hundred thousand credit-linked SHGs

chapter also includes the information regarding the Self

(NABARD Publication 2012). There were 103327 SHGs as

Help movement. Information about NABARD’s initiation

per the NABARD Report 2012 in Pune district which were

regarding the SHGs is also given in this chapter. This

the credit linked SHGs thus there were more than

chapter provides a sound foundation for the correct and

103327 SHGs in Pune district.

Groups (hereafter referred as SHGs). The current Global

through understanding of the topic marketing of the

6

There were 41327 Self help groups in Pune district as on
st

31 March 2009 when the present research started, out of it

products by SHGs in Pune District.


Chapter 2: Research Methodology: This chapter includes

425 groups were selected those which are engaged in the

the significance of the selected research topic. It also

marketing of the products. Approximately 1% of the universe

throws an adequate light on applicability of the results of

was selected as it was impossible for the researcher to take

the topic. This chapter includes the method, tools and

larger sample due to huge size of universe.

techniques of data collection along with the purpose and



Customers of SHGs: the foot fall for Bhimthadi 2009 was

objectives of the study. The detailing on the issue of

more than 4.2 hundred thousand customers. The

universe, the sample, sampling is also given. Hypotheses

number of prospective customers for the products by

on which the present research is based are also given in

SHGs may be even larger than this number. Out of these

this chapter. Detailed data notes are included in this

customers, 225 customers was the selected sample size.

chapter. A note on statistical techniques used the

This sample size was the suitable to know for the

formulas which are used and how the hypotheses are

consumers’ opinions about the SHGs and their marketing

tested is given. This chapter ends with the chapter

practices.

summary.





B.D.O./Extension

officer:

Government

appoints



Chapter 3: Review of Literature: Review of literature is

development officer for each block that is also the

always a guiding force to any kind of research. The

extension officer is being appointed for each taluka.

relevant and important literature is reviewed for defining

There were 13 Extension officers and 13 Block

the research problem. The review of books, published

development officers. Out of which 13Extension officers

and unpublished research articles is taken and reported

orBlock development officers was the target sample size

in this chapter. Identification of research gap is stated in

for the study. Assuming that ‘the conditions in each

this chapter. Various research papers from other

taluka may differ and the study of smaller sample may

countries are studied to understand the state of research

not reveal the correct state of affairs for SHGs’; a larger

on the topic at global level. Various kinds of research

sample of 13 BDO and/or extension officer was targeted.

reports, Dissertations and theses are studied thoroughly

2.9 Chapter Scheme:

to confirm the selected topic need to be investigated.
This topic reveals the research gap.
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Chapter 4:Profile of Self Help Groups in Pune District:

insight into the subject. Studies quoted above revels that SHG

This chapter includes the Study of the profile of the Self

is a natural vehicle of financial inclusion. The international

Help Groups in Pune district. The complete idea about

state of research has been understood. That in case of

working of the Self Help Groups is given in this chapter.

developing and the least developed countries they are using

The clear and detailed insight in the marketing activities

SHG as a means to poverty alleviation. It has been observed

undertaken by the Self Help Groups is also given in this

that even in case of developed countries this SHG approach is

chapter. The working and marketing policy of the Self

proved to be fruitful. It is not only the means of Micro credit

Help Groups the problems of the Self Help Groups are

but also a tool for poverty eradication. SHG approach is the

described in this chapter. This chapter also gives an

best suited for bringing a sea change in the social scenario of

absolute idea about the Income Generating Activities of
self help groups and the type of products in which the

Indian rural as well as urban areas by empowering the
women.

self help group deal. This chapter explains in detail the

In nutshell SHGs are very much beneficial and most

working of the SHGs from marketing point of view.

suited for Indian situation. But many research Scholars have

Chapter 5 Interpretation and Analysis of the Data : The

questioned the sustainability of the SHGs, marketability of

collected data are classified, tabulated and presented in

the products, market access to the SHGs and the professional

this chapter with the help of graphical and statistical

management of SHGs. We have succeeded in creating the

methods. The data are analyzed and interpreted with the

awareness regarding SHGs, in forming the SHGs, their linkage

help of various statistical techniques.

with bank and to the some extent the recovery of loan from

Chapter 6 Hypothesis Testing : To produce a research
report one need to prove the things which have been

them; but there is a long way to go for the IGAs and their
professional management.

investigated. First one needs to have a foundation of

The researcher has identified the research gap here that

hypotheses for the research. Then after completion of

there is need to investigate into the marketing infrastructure

the enquiry, one requires to test the hypotheses with the

available to the SHGs, their marketing plans and policies,

help of factual data. And draw the conclusions related to

their profile and the marketing positions occupied by the
products by SHGs in Pune District.

the universe with the help of hypotheses testing. This
chapter demonstrates in detail how the hypotheses are
tested by applying the statistical techniques.

Profile of SHGs in Pune District
The spread of SHGs in Maharashtra is uneven. Also in



Chapter 7 Findings and Suggestions



The seventh chapter, on the basis of the collected data,
hypotheses testing and the conclusions drawn suggests
some measures to improve the marketing of the SHGs.

case of Pune district we do not find the balanced spread of
SHGs.
SHGs in Pune get good opportunities to market their

To solicit the suggested alternatives and to provide the

products through the annual trade fair –exhibition-cum-sale

concrete base for the implementation of the suggestions

like Bhimthadi and Pawanathadi Jatra. The products of the

appendices 5 and 6 are given. Few suggestions have

SHGs are not innovative in case of 94% of SHGs. The SHGs in

been advocated with the example of other states that

Pune district do not pay proper attention to the marketing

how they are implemented it, thus how they can be

activities. They do not market the products regularly. They do
it through the annual trade fairs only.

easily applicable in the field area as well. The suggestions
are given to improve the marketing efficiency of the

The SHGs in Pune district has been caught in the clutches

SHGs and in turn it will enhance the overall proficiency of

of double loop vicious cycle because of the negligence of
marketing.

the SHGs.
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Chapter 8 Models: For understanding Self Help Group:

After the systematic data analysis relating to Customers,

in this final chapter the double loop vicious cycle is

BDOs and SHGs; it highlights the working of the SHGs while

discussed which is suggested by the researcher. The
SHGs are caught in this cycle and unable to progress.

marketing the products and we find that the marketing is one

Knowledge gained and the research gap identified through
literature review.

SHGs. Thus there is need for further orientation towards

The review of important and relevant literature has
broadened the views of the researcher. It has deepened the
74

of the neglected area of operation for majority of the
marketing. Also there is an enormous scope to enhance the
sales of the products by SHGs in Pune district. Another issue
which was highlighted in the above data analysis was lower
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level of infrastructural marketing facilities are available to the
SHGs in Pune district.

in Pune district. There is a need of systematic and directed
efforts.

Hypotheses testing:

Hypothesis # 3
The tables included in the chapter of hypothesis testing

Hypothesis # 1
willing to purchase the products regularly, they cannot

shows the detailed information about market of product and
the level of the demand for their product in the market too.

purchase it; as the exhibitions are arranged only once or

If they improve marketing policy, pricing policy for their

twice in the year and the products are rarely available

product, they can place their product in the market very well

elsewhere. No facility of home delivery is provided. Even the

and enhance demand for their product also they will be more
success in this business or they will improve their selling skill.

From the data analysis it is clear that the customers even

products are unavailable on line or they cannot order it on
phone as the facility for the same is not available. The

This shows that they are marketing quality products and

infrastructural facilities are not yet provided by government;

services. But the SHGs are neglecting the marketing policies

only 8.08% of the BDOs/EOs are of the opinion that they must
provide marketing facilities to the SHGs.

and strategies. There is a high potential to earn more. They

This shows that they must provide good product, service

infrastructural facilities available along with proper marketing
strategy.

to customers. This will happen when they do have their own
infrastructural facilities.

can achieve commercial success, only after making the

Hence there is strong evidence to reject null hypothesis.

Hence there is strong evidence to reject null hypothesis.

Consequently we conclude that the prevailing understanding

Consequently we conclude that The prevailing infrastructural

of marketing function needs further orientation for the
success of marketing activities.

facilities influence the marketing success effectively in case of
marketing of the products by Self Help Groups in the field
area i.e. Pune District’

Findings Relating to Customer:
1.

Hypothesis # 2
From the Analyzed data it is clear that there is

Mostly qualified female customers are purchasing the
product from SHG.

2.

Out of these customers, maximum customers are from

considerable scope in the field area for marketing the

the group having family income in between ` 4 hundred

products by SHGs. Majority customers are satisfied with the

thousand Indian rupees to ` 6 hundred thousand Indian

products which they purchase from SHGs; also they prefer all

rupees.

these products over and above the established brands. But

3.

In most of the cases, biannually eatable products are

these customers are only from the middle income groups; yet

purchased by this group. This group is more satisfied for

the customers from the higher middle income group and

purchased products because of good quality products,

from the elite class have not been served by the SHGs. Thus

detail of product label are available on the products. So

there is a scope to market the products to these groups. Also

mainly this group is purchasing products from at SHG.

only middle age group customers are served by the SHGs; and

4.

The organizers of the exhibition propagate about the

the youngsters and senior citizens are not served by the

exhibition in the newspaper and the majorly people

SHGs. Thus there is a considerable scope to the SHGs to

come to know about exhibition of SHG.

market the product to these groups. 70% of the customers

5.

Majority of customers do not find same product; even

are the female thus there is scope to sale more to the male

though they are interested in the repeat purchase from

customers and the SHGs will be able to enhance its sales.

the particular SHG. Always the SHGs market different

Maximum numbers of customers are housewives but yet the

product and they do not get expertise or popularized in

SHGs have not yet served all the salaried persons and

marketing a certain product or service.

businessmen, thus there is a considerable scope to target the

6.

These customers personally visit SHG stalls in the

salaried persons and businessmen. Majority of the customers

exhibition; as the home delivery facility is unavailable

purchase eatable products the SHGs have the scope to push

form SHG.

up the marketing of other type of products like show piece

7.

handicraft and other products. There is strong evidence that
we fail to accept the null hypothesis and the alternate
hypothesis gets proved. The conclusion may be drawn as
there is enormous potential for products marketed by SHGs
75

As they visited stall personally; they do not have the
facility available to order online or on telephone.

8.

Though the quality of packing is not good, yet the SHGs
have not established their brands and also the products
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are not regularly available; customers still prefer to

9.

5.
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As per the BDO and extension officers, if they implement

purchase products from SHGs. Because whenever they

the following function for SHG group, it will help to

purchase the products, majority of the customer found

reduce poverty. These functions are : promoting Self

the same quality of the products made available by

Help Groups of BPL families in a village and guiding them

SHGs.

for new small / big profitable business, create

Customers found very poor communicating skills of SHG

awareness among them about savings and the benefits

members while selling the product at the stalls in the

derived from it, by giving BPL families / economically

exhibition.

backward families the information about GHARKUL, and

10. The members at the SHG stall have very poor
communication

skills,

even

post

house repair, social welfare scheme and women-child

purchase

welfare scheme. And to inform them as regarding grants,

communication is not found, SHG members are unable

ascertain as to whether (15% - 10%) GRAM NIDHI is

to solve the complaints/problems of the customers nor

spent properly for the individual and common benefits at

SHG members keeping touch with these regular
customers.

village level and for the benefit of the poorest of the
poor and to control it, by guiding to the students of poor

Findings Relating to Development Officers:

families regarding educational facilities and to give the

1.

An appointment of additional BDOs and extension

information about the hostels meant for students of

officers to be made for lessening the burden and to serve

poor families, make an attempt to uplift the standard of

in better way.

living of poor families and to create zeal among them,

Additional work to be added in the present BDO and

and the poor landless families can get land under the

extension officers’ work list as well as enhance their

government schemes, to provide information regarding

scope too.

those schemes through SHGs.

2.

3.

4.

As per the present BDOs and extension officers, they

6.

At present the gram sevaks are very less in number.

have to implement the following activities for poverty

Though they are few they have more opportunities

eradiation.

effective

available. Through this they can help to promote SHG

implementation of SGSY, spend 15% of expenditure of

group. These opportunities are as: If proper help is given

social welfare on notified items, spend 10% expenditure

to the BPL beneficiaries, it helps to bring them as APL

of Mahila Bal Kalyan on notified items,

provide 3%

families; the help of SHG will be useful to implement

expenditure for the welfare of the handicapped,

schemes in rural area. I has been proved by the

generate employment through implementing SGRY

researcher in her earlier research work with respect to

effectively,

complete irrigation and soil conservation

the Khed taluka. The plentiful amount of funds from the

projects; to complete transport and communication and

government may help to development of rural areas, The

projects for Employment Guarantee Scheme.

availability of education and the mass media in rural

Additional measures for eradication of poverty have to

population may lead to awareness in public, The private

implement. These measures are : establishment of Self

industry and businessmen may contribute to the funds

Help Groups for empowerment of women, imparting

for rural development directly and technical guidance

them vocational training and to provide them finance

indirectly, The public awareness is possible due to

and to make available transport and communication

establishment of the local committee at the village level,

facilities,

different

The information technology and other technology can be

GHARKUL YOJANAS, generalize education and provide

easily used and to take consider youth and of SHGs,

primary education facilities. Also to provide primary

while implementing Model Village Development Scheme

health facilities to improve their standard of living,

at the gram panchayat level.

These

activities

are

provide rural houses

as:

through

eradicate Mal-nutrition to make villagers healthy, extend
the

benefits

of

different

schemes

which

are

7.

If they train to SHG members as per market demand and
their capacity as well as local resources, SHG formation –

implemented through Women and Child Welfare

for the reduction of poverty – SHG formation, gradation,

Department to the beneficiaries, e.g. young girls,

training and bank linkage is must and the female

pregnant females etc and provide marketing facility for

members of BPL families must be included in SHG to

products of female SHGs.

enable them to have saving habit. These things will help
to reduce poverty level in rural areas of the country.
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Gram sevak has to do the following activities for SHGs,
so that they will move ahead with confidence able to
operate in the market successfully. These activities are :

Less respondents have made any meaningful efforts to
for making the product noticeable that the products are
from particular SHG.

the Gram sevak can promote female SHG for BPL

10. Only 14.9% of the SHGs give name to their product.

families, encourage the habit of thrift along with the help

11. Marketing policy is not properly designed or not yet

for availing loan for their economic up gradation, he can

decided by the members, no proper use of advertising

motivate members to attend meetings, if such SHGs are

media is done 50% of members depends only on mouth

given bank loan, and proper business is to be selected,

publicity.

along with giving them vocational training, it shall result

12. Only 8.33% SHGs make efforts to focus on USP.

in improving income of BPL families., instead of

13. For enhancing the effectiveness of advertisement, SHGs

submitting individual proposals of BPL families, the bank

use many different ways like story telling. They rarely

loan proposals of SHGs should be prepared, The detail

use the current trends and imaginary characters.

information of government schemes need to be given.

14. Members do not have their own shop for selling the

The benefit should be given through SHGs. Maximum

product.
15. No proper pricing policy is followed by the SHGs.

publicity can be given through them, To help 15%

9.

9.
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backward class community. To help 10% Mahila Bal

About the product buying tendency of consumers, major

Kalyan female members and Unless training is given, new

consumers had the opinion that, ‘only the quality and price

business should not be selected as far as possible.

are considered by consumers while buying, consumers are

Gramsevak to enable to serve better to the poor families

not much interested in the information about the producer’,

in the rural areas, he must be good or trained in the

‘good products are known by their quality’

‘goods are

following: To promote maximum female SHGs in village,

definitely sold when price is comparatively less’ good sales of

To promote Self Help Groups, Linkage of SHG with Bank,
Gradation and Training Programme, etc, Quality Self

average goods can be made with the help of advertisement’
effective propagation system is required for selling the goods.

Help Group Movement for its very purpose is to be

At an average level products of big giants are sold by

understood and promoted properly. The system of

their names and consumers give consent even the
established producers increase the price’.

participatory development and habit of team work is to
be inculcated and to give vocational training and
financial assistance to Self Help Groups on their demand.
10. Marketing skills are to be developed, so that the help
may be provided to SHG members to work in a better
way for the IGAs taken up by the SHGs.

Different reasons found that why the product yet to be
popularize, in this case it found that for product by SHG are
not competitive, consumer do not have proper information
about the product, the price of product is comparatively high,

Findings Relating to Members:

the said product is yet to be established in the said market
and then other reasons came in focus.

1.

Conclusion:

Maximum number of respondents produce new product
each time when they put stall In the exhibitions.

To conclude, the SHGs have made a lasting impact on the

2.

73.74% of respondents produce each time new product.

3.

75.51% of respondents are thinking of customers

4.

Less respondents think and study the market before

lives of the women particularly in the rural areas of Pune
district. Their quality of life has improved a lot. There is an

marketing the product
5.

Less respondents have established communication
customers.

Higher percentage of respondents is not confirmed what
data they have collected for the new product.

8.

their

income,

savings

and

consumption

living. The women have gained self-confidence. They got an
opportunity to improve their hidden talents after joining the
SHGs. They can speak freely in front of large groups of

Less respondents collect information about competitors
of product, new product.

7.

in

expenditure. This shows an improvement in their standard of

system for finding out needs, like and dislikes of
6.

increase

Higher percentage of respondents made effort for their
product noticeable in the market.

people. They got recognition in the family and society. SHGs
have also given women a greater role in household decision
making.
The SHGs have created better understanding between
the members of the different religious groups as the
members of SHGs belong to different religions. This is a
welcome change to have understanding and tolerance
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towards the members of other religions particularly in a
country like India where there is a diversity of religions and
castes.
Besides the social importance it has gained the
significant status and the role in the economic growth of the
country.
The SHGs are producing the quality products which are
preferred over the established brands but due to negligence
on the marketing grounds they are not successful in their
operation of IGAs. There is a considerable scope for SHGs to
market their products in Pune district. But this strength is
accompanied by a weakness that the infrastructural facilities
are not available to the SHGs. Efforts are made to enhance
the quantity as well as the quality but marketing remains
neglected in most of the cases which is the major hurdle in
the progress of the SHGs.
On the basis of data collected it can be concluded that,
1.

It has been observed by the researcher that most of the
SHGs produce and market the products occasionally.
Production and marketing is not their regular affair. They
produce and market the products only at the times of

the exhibitions.
The consideration of the consumer likes and dislikes
while marketing the products gets ignored by the SHGs,
while marketing the product or service.
3. Before starting the business or at any point of time while
marketing the products many SHGs do not research the
market.
4. Many SHGs. Do not have any system of contacting the
consumers.
5. It may be concluded that the very few self help groups
try to collect the information about the products of other
SHGs and other competitors.
6. The SHG members are aware of attractive arrangement
of the products and services.
7. The researcher has observed that these do not bother to
sort their products also they do not brand their products.
8. Maximum SHGs are found dealing in eatables (papad
pickle spices chataney) etc. Also many of them are
engaged dealing in the bags jewelry and dress material
and sarees..
9. It can be concluded that many SHGs does not take care
of marketing communication but few of them putting
labels on the products and thus those are easily
identifiable by the customers that the product is of
particular group.
10. It has been observed that the SHGs successfully make
the products to attract the customers, but for a very
short period of time that is just during the exhibitions.
This has to be a permanent affair which is yet to be
achieved by the SHGs.
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11. The SHGs do not intentionally take care in this regard,
but the organizers of the exhibitions make them put the
banner possessing the name of the SHG at their stalls.
12. The SHGs do not make any meaningful efforts for making
their products noticeable by the consumers.
13. . The SHGs are not advertising their products individually.
Usually they rely upon the advertisement made by the
exhibition organizers. But that is a temporary and the
group affair. The advertisement for the exhibition is
made but that is not the product advertisement which is
more essential.
14. The investigation regarding the medium of advertising
revealed that they are mainly using the pamphlets and
the mouth publicity.
15. It can be concluded that the SHGs do not have any
system to distribute their products. Thus they do not
produce it on a regular basis.
16. SHGs under study do not have daily stalls/shops for
distribution. Very few SHGs selling the products to other
traders. No SHG uses door to door method of selling the
products. No SHG has been observed which appoints
travelling salesmen at railway stations/bus stops/main
market etc.
17. Many self help groups produce and sale the products
only through exhibitions.
18. No group wasfound having the shop owned by the group
or the shop taken on rental basis or owned by the group.
19. The members of the SHGs are unaware of various pricing
methods. Large numbers of SHGs from the sample, use
the method of cost plus pricing.
20. The respondents are unaware regarding the measures to
be implemented to make the products more successful.
21. Very few respondent predicted good future for their
products.
22. The members of the groups are sure about possibility of
making better future for the group members as well as
for the family members of the group members through
SHGs,
Suggestions:
On the basis of data collected and analyzed, the
researcher would give the following suggestions for
improving the marketing efficiency of SHGs in Pune District.
1. They must maintain the consistency in production
and/or marketing of the products or services.
2. It is to be suggested that, the SHGs before producing
/marketing any product or service must consider the
current trends and the consumer preferences their likes
and dislikes.
3. The SHGs must go for the regular market research.
4. Consumer Relationship Management is always suggested
for the SHGs though offline or online it may be simple
system of maintaining the relationship with consumers.
5. The SHGs must have a proper and comprehensive
system of collecting market information. An information
centre may be opened with the assistance of NABARD on
the same grounds of E-Chaupal. The leading companies
in their area may take the responsibility of creating a
backward as well as forward link for SHGs.
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For the correct complete and timely marketing
information, formation of Mahasangha (i.e. federation) is
fruitful which will provide the information to its member
SHGs free of cost. The NGOs, NABARD, MAVIM, DRDA,
RDD, UDD as well may contribute in this regard.
Information may be provided through SMS.
Proper, suitable and attractive labels are to be used by
the SHGs.
They can try to get more customers in existing market
for the existing products. Or they can market new
product in the existing market.
It is suggested that, SHGs should market the new
(Innovative) Products in the existing market. As it is not
financially viable for the SHGs to enter in new market
areas at once.
The SHGs must make efforts that they can communicate
through product cues that the product is of a particular
SHG. It may be done through labeling. It also can be done
by following a particular pattern of packing. Or some
unique features may be inculcated in to the product to
communicate the identity of the SHG.
Regular presentation of the products in an efficient and
attractive manner for pushing up the sales at shops,
malls and weekly bazaars along with the presentation at
exhibitions is suggested for the increase in sales.
Simple and less expensive promotional activities may be
adopted by the SHGs. Distributing pamphlets, giving out
visiting cards, putting a flex board in the neighboring
area, or by taking about the products among friends and
relatives may be suggested for the promotion of the
product.
The SHGs must collect the information about the market.
The SHGs may follow some innovative pattern of
distribution, like Pratibha Bachat Gat. Regular production
and distribution of the products is suggested. Creating
chains through the friends and relatives of a member is
also possible and suggested for distribution. A shop on
daily basis, let it be on rent or owned by only one
member personally, is suggested. After the settlement at
local area, new market with the existing products should
be tapped.
Savitribai Phule Mahila Bal Kalian Kendra have taken
initiative to organize exhibition cum sale at Yamunanagar on each Sunday for the products by SHGs. Such
projects are suggested to be undertaken by NGOs or SHG
federations.
The government in its GR dated 22/11/2001 clearly
states that is the local governing bodied municipal
corporation etc. must give priority for the formation of
women SHGs under the SGSY by focusing on
empowerment of a woman under the women policy
2001. 30% of the shops build by the mahanagr palika and
nagarparishad are to be kept reserved for women and
women SHGs. Also these government authorities are
instructed to ensure that the SHGs will get those shops
by charging them only the construction cost on no loss
no profit basis. Proper implementation of the GR should
be ensured.
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17. Online orders may be taken and the distribution
becomes easy. (Like Mahalaxmi Saras in Mumbai region)
18. Regarding the price fixation cost plus price method is the
best suited and therefore suggested.
19. Discount may be suggested to be given on bulk
purchases by any organization. Season Bazar as they
follow in southern India which they take a care that the
price is 25% more than the wholesale price and 25% less
than the market price. They allot the shops on first come
first serve basis. NGOs may work on the same grounds
that the APMAS (Andhra Pradesh Mahila Abhivruddhi
Society (India)) works.
20. Dr. Amit Roy has focused on the need based innovation
and situation based strategies. For example in Kerala we
find the references of training regarding climbing on
coconut tree. On the same grounds the training
regarding refinement of cashew nut is imparted to SHGs
in Konkan coastal region. On the same lines it is possible
to train women for honey collection and honey bee
keeping in Maval taluka.
21. The public private partnership model which is proved to
be a very successful model in Andhra Pradesh for
enhancing marketing skills of the SHG member may be
implemented.
22. Thus the suggestion, to train them forvarious marketing
functions is viable. We need to concentrate on outputs
and pay attention to marketing as well. The SHGs should
become global players at lower cost which is possible
only through proper marketing.
23. The Maharashtra government has sanctioned ` 27 ten
million for women’s self-help groups in minoritydominated areas, and ` 176 ten million for improvements
in dalit localities. Government Resolutions (GRs)
regarding the sanction of funds were issued on March 1
by the urban development department and the minority
department. According to the GR, nearly 2,400 self-help
groups of women in minority-dominated areas, including
pockets in Mumbai, Mumbai suburbs, Nanded,
Malegaon,
Karanja,
Parbhani,
Pune,
Nagpur,
Aurangabad, Bhiwandi, Mumbra-Kausa and Miraj will be
granted `27 ten million over a period of eight years. The
groups are expected to work for the youth and toward
health awareness and self-employment. Thus the SHGs
must make use of this sanctioned help from the
government to improve the marketing activities.
24. The state government has decided to create a four-tier
network of Self-Help Groups (SHGs) in rural areas and
provide them marketing facilities and finance to raise
their income. The SHGs in Pune district must make use of
the scheme.
Limitation:
As the scope of the study is limited to Pune district, the
suggestions may not be suitable to other parts of the country.
Due to time constraints and the financial constraints the
sample size is small. Thus the results may not be universal.
1. The present study is carried out on an individual basis.
The findings of the study can be applied to similar
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districts in the Maharashtra state; however the finds
should be viewed cautiously while applying to the other
part country depending upon the different prevailing
situation there at.
2. In the present study, the major factors affecting the
marketing activities of the SHGs have been studied in
depth however; there are several other countless factors
which may bear upon the SHGs.
3. The present study has to be considered keeping in mind
this fact while writing this report. The findings of study
can be applied to similar district or region, although the
study is not qualitatively affected the same was
considered along with this limitation and the sample was
taken from different categories of self help groups
Scope for the further study:
The present study is related with the SHGs and
marketing of the products by SHGs on an individual basis. The
studies may be conducted regarding the working of the
federations of SHGs and their policy for helping the SHGs
regarding marketing of the products by SHGs.
Summary:

implementing governmental schemes and with the help of
Government departments and other organizations dedicated
to SHGs.
Double loop vicious cycle Model suggested by the
researcher:
Model: Following model is developed by the researcher,
which is based on her impression.
The credit management and the running of IGA are
closely related as well as interdependent.
Double loop vicious cycle: the SHGs are always found to
be caught in the double looped vicious cycle when they take
up IGA without any training and knowledge of marketing. As
a result of Inadequate Marketing Infrastructure & Inefficient
Marketing Skills, they cannot make proper use of the credit
granted to them, in turn it causes higher cost of operation,
and the group tends to be indebted and the indebtedness
grows on increasing. At the same time they make wrong
marketing decisions, which in turn result into the
implementation of unsuitable marketing function ultimately
resulting into loss and commercial failure. Thus Failure in
conducting the IGA also results in the improper credit
management. And the group gets caught in the said double
looped vicious cycle and the escape from which is difficult in
any case. Thus the present research is an investigation into
the marketing of the SHGs.

ss

earcher’s impression

Generating
Activity
Infrastructure
&Inefficient Marketing
Skills

Loss: Commercial
Failure

Income
Marketing

Inadequate

Wrong marketing
decisions
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Unsuitable marketing
function

To conclude in spite of qualitative products by the SHGs
they are lagging behind on the marketing grounds. Efforts can
be made collectively by the SHGs, NGOs and by public private
partnership for the progress of SHGs. It is feasible to
implement the above mentioned suggestions by way of
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We find many models developed by the researchers.

problems faced by the SHGs for example, lack of marketing

These models help us in understanding the behavior or

skill.

the sequence of the events related with the SHGs. No doubt

Double loop vicious cycle is one of the problems which

the SHGs are very powerful and suitable vehicle for financial

have to be considered and solved with the first priority, so

inclusion with all its good effect. But we have not yet

that the SHGs will be free from this cycle and will prosper and
progress with galloping speed.

achieved the expected success in the progress of SHGs. Still
there is enormous scope for its development. There are some

Miss Wani Nalanda Ashok

Dr. S.D. Takalkar

Researcher

Guide
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